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The majorify of this thesis was written while living in the Harvest Moon Learning Centre
located in the rural community of Clearwater, Manitoba, ovel the winter of 2001 and
2008. I am indebted to this community for accepting me and sharing their prairie peace,
which allowed me to find clarity of mind, context regarding farming, and above all focus.

Due to rural decline this building. the town's former elementary school, was officially
closed in 2001. Having the next generation of children leave town for education was a
major upset for this community. It was syrnbolic of the larger prairie-wide "rllral crisis"
and a seed for change.

In 2002, the year my doctoral research began, a group of agrarians, academics, and
activists began the Harvest Moon Society, an organization comrnittecl to "healthy land,
healthy communities". Shortly thereafter we purchased this building and along with the
community began the long process of reanimating it. Six years later, our community-
based organization has grown like a weed, and like the phoenix from the ashes, our
perennial festival, educational programs, and local fbod group based out of this school is
now a model for rural re-birth and resilience.

Arguably my thesis began in Clearwater and it's fitting that I've finished it in this
knowledgeable and generous rural community. The hallways of this school have seen
many learners and I follow in their footsteps. Hopefully the ideas generated here - past,
present, and future - will play their part in keeping the people and land comprising rural
communities healthv and sustainable.
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Ä.BSTRACT

Although genetically modified (GM) crops have been used in Canada for over a decade,

no peer-reviewed study has yet investigated farmer experiences and insights regarding

this technology. Farmer local knowledge (LK) was documented regarding the benefits

and risks associated with GM crops, and the overall impact of this technology on the

environment and rural communities across the prairies. Farmer LK was investigated with

video-based interviews (n:25), a mail-out survey (n:370) in Manitoba focused on post-

release experiences with GM canola, and a larger prairie-wide questionnaire (n:1566)

related to a priori evaluation of GM wheat. Overall, benefrts associated with GM canola

and GM wheat, which are both herbicide-tolerant (HT) crops, were related to easier,

better, and simpler weed control. The risks associated with GM canola and wheat were

more complex and included contamination, agronomic impacts, corporate control, and

market harm. Those using GM canola were at greater risk if they had experienced HT

volunteers, operated smaller fatms, and grown these crops for longer periods of time.

Although farmers had not grown GM wheat, their LK was useful for evaluating potential

risks associated with this crop, and was shaped by their distrust in government and

corporations and belief in the importance of community and environment. Prairie farmers

overwhelmingly rejected HT wheat and did not want to see it commercialized. Overall,

those most at risk from GM crops practiced conservation tillage, seed saving, and organic

farming. Interviews with farmers engaged in lawsuits with industry over GM crops,

specifically lhe Monsanto v Schnteiser and Hoffntan v Monsanto cases, indicated that the

"social fabric" of rural communities was threatened by corporations, patent law, and

damage caused by this technology. That regulators have restricted their attention to
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"science-based" risks associated with GM crops while ignoring associated impacts on

humans systems, has effectively left Canadian farmers "riding the risk wave". It is

important that decision-makers acknowledge that "substantial difference" exists between

GM and non-GM crops, and undertake a more holistic, rigorous, and farmer-focused

approach to risks associated with GM crops in the future.
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Chapter 1

Thesis Introduction: Obj ectives, Approach,
and Contribution

"Yolt see, I went on with tltis research just the way it led me. That
is the only way I ever heard of research going. I asked a question,
devised a method of generating an onswer, ønd got - a fresh
question. Was this possible, or that possible? You cannot imagine
what this means to an investigator, wltat an intellectual passion
grows upon hìm"

-Dr. Moreau

The Island of Dr. Moreau by H.G. Wells
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INTRODUCTION

"...1 atn convinced lhat Nalural Selection has been lhe main bul not exclusive
nleans o.f' ntod ificat ion "

Charles Darwin, Origin of Species, 1859

'When Charles Darwin wrote these words 150 years ago, he could not have

anticipated the reverberations of his ideas, and future application of his theory of natural

selection in science, particularly recombinant DNA (rDNA) technology that allows

alternate "means of modification" and the development of genetically modified (GM)

crops. Interestingly, Darwin's journals show that his groundbreaking theory, arguably

amongst the most successful in the history of science, was informed by local knowledge

(LK) of Galapagos inhabitants that knew which islands tortoises and finches came from,

by their markings and shape, helping the scientist to understand mirco-evolution (Sillitoe,

2007). Furthermore, Darwin's first chapter of The Origin of Species is subtitled

"Variation under domestication", demonstrating the author's recognition of the important

LK that farmers contributed to the creation of biological diversity through millennia of

crop selection and breeding (Fowler and Mooney, 1990). In this way, the theory of

evolution, history of plant breeding, and development of GM crops are inextricably

linked with and informed by LK, particularly that of farmers.

The environmental release and agricultural use of GM crops is controversial and

has precipitated a "food fight" of global proportions. The ensuing debate has been

acrimonious and largely dominated by rhetoric. On one side, industry promotes GM

crops as a panacea that will "feed the world", while on the other environmental groups

warn of catastrophe due to these "frankenfoods" (Cook, 2004). Balanced, impartial, and
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holistic information about the benefits and risks associated with GM crops remains

elusive. Regulators worldwide use "science-based" risk assessment to evaluate GM crop

safety, as they believe it is an objective decision-making tool, which allows for approval

and deployment of this technology based on "sound science" (Nap et al., 2003).

However, risk assessment has been criticized for being restrictive in nafure, as it does not

consider broader socio-economic, cultural, and political impacts that may be associated

with GM crops (Abergel and Barrett, 20002). Risk analysis, in contrast, incorporates

science as well as public input regarding these broader issues, which some believe allows

for a more interdisciplinary and rigorous examination of the impacts of this technology

(Auberson-Huang, 2002). Yet most risk analysis is still restricted to consumer attitudes

regarding GM crops (e.g. Aerni , 2002; Taylor-Gooby, 2006), and very few studies have

explored farmer attitudes toward and experiences with this technology.

Arguably, farmers are the most affected and knowledgeable stakeholders in the

GM crop debate, given their decade-long experience with this technology. Worldwide,

there are only a few studies where farmers have been meaningfully consulted regarding

GM crops, these mostly carried out in the Global South (e.g. Chong,2005; Soleri et al.,

2005). Some have argued that farmers are largely viewed as passive adopters of expert-

developed technology (Fliert and Braun, 2002), and correspondingly most research has

focused narrowly on farmer adoption and economics related to GM crop use (e.g. Fulton

and Keyowski, 1999; Qaim and de Janvry, 2003). While scholars recognize the important

contribution that fanner LK can make towards assessing agricultural technology (Moock

and Rhoades, 1992) and have called for greater farmer participation in research
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(Middendorf and Busch, 1997), this has yet to be carried out with GM crops in North

America.

In this study, I have attempted to document farmer LK regarding the benefits and

risks associated with GM crops, and the overall impact of this technology on the

environment and rural communities across the Canadian prairies. Furthermore, it may be

the first to incorporate farmer LK within a risk analysis framework and one of few that

uses both quantitative and qualitative social research methods to achieve this.

SCOPE OF THE THESIS

This study focuses on the Canadian farm experience with GM crops, specifically

in the prairie provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta. This is an irnportant

study area for a number of reasons: 1) Worldwide, Canadian farmers were amongst the

first to use GM crops, specifically herbicide tolerant (HT) canola, and therefore they

have extensive experience and knowledge regarding the benefits and risks associated

with this technology; 2) The world's first GM wheat was field tested across Canada, its

proposed introduction was controversial, and prairie farmers had important LK regarding

its potential impacts; 3) Saskatchewan-based farmers were embroiled in two

internationally renowned lawsuits over GM crops, which exemplified the impacts that

this technology can have on non-GM farmers, and rural communities as a whole. This is

a long-term research study and has lasted six years, from2002 to 2008.
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THESIS OBJEGTIVES

The overall objective of this thesis is to explore the role of farmer LK and

experience in the risk analysis of GM crops across the Canadian prairies. More

specifically, it will:

' Investigate the use of farmer LK in both a priori and post-release
evaluations of GM crops;

' Characterize the benefits and risks associated with GM canola and GM
wheat across the Canadian prairies;

' Identify what factors contribute to the risks and benefîts associated
with GM canola and GM wheat;

' Evaluate the impact of lawsuits over GM crops on prairie farmers,
particularly those involved in the Monsanto v Schnteiser and Hoffman
v MonsanÍo cases;

n Determine how video research might be used to document and
communicate farmer LK regarding GM crops; and

' Explore how farmer LK and risk analysis might enrich current
regulations regarding GM crops and, more generally, agricultural
technology

RESEARCH APPROACH & CONTRIBUTION

This dissertation considers farmer LK irnportant, values its contribution to

agricultural biodiversity, and seeks to include it in research regarding the evaluation

of agricultural technology, particularly GM crops. This research specifically explores

how farmer LK can be used in the a priorí and post-release risk analysis of benefits

and risks associated with GM crops.

While the importance of participatory approaches that include farmer LK in

agricultural research has gained legitimacy in recent years, attempts to do so have

mostly been carried out in the Global South (Chambers et al., 1989). These efforts

have increased farmer agency and improved sustainability in agricultural systems in

many countries (Moock and Rhoades, 1992). This thesis borrows on this ongoing

research and attempts to use these techniques in Canada to investigate GM crops.
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This research has been informed by extensive communication and partnership

with farmers across Canada. Over the past six years, I have traveled extensively

across the prairies meeting with farmers, and they liave helped to inform the direction

and interpretation of this research. I have poured over many pages of insightful

comments that farmers have included in surveys. I have spent years analyzing the

quantitative data. Throughout my research and writing process I have strived to

remain true to what these farmer expefts have shared with me. I hope this thesis does

justice to their insights and generosity.

Farmer LK was documented using social research methods, particularly

qualitative interviews, quantitative questionnaires, and ethnographic approaches (e.g.

farm tours, observing farmers at court, etc). Data collection was conducted iteratively

in phases and, for example, interviews informed the development of subsequent

questionnaires. Where applicable, results are presented in a mixed methodology

approach, which triangulates and affirms both quantitative and qualitative findings.

In parls of this study, I have been guided by an "action research" approach,

which mandates collaboration between researchers and study participants, and

systematically ensures that action is taken to resolve a specific problem identified by

participants (Stringer, 2007). Overall, many participants believed that farmers had

been marginalized from the GM crop debate, and considered this a problem.

Hopefully this research helps to promote and bring awareness to the important

insights that farmers have regarding GM crops.

The interview and ethnographic components of this study were recorded using

video, which has allowed for the creation of a research documentary video. This
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video-based methodology is unique, as farmers were able to speak with their own

voices about GM crops, and is "action" oriented. Tlre research video produced Seeds

of Change: Farmers, Biotechnology, and lhe New Face of Agriculture, has been

screened worldwide to farmers, policy makers, and the public at large. Farmers were

particularly excited about this video, given that it was inclusive, but also because it

made research results accessible to a larger audience. Arguably, this research video

gives back to the farm community for all they have contributed to this study, and has

been used as a fundraiser for many farm organizations across Canada. This is the first

time that documentary research videos have been included in a doctoral thesis at the

University of Manitoba, and to my knowledge, the first anywhere in Canada.

Despite predominately using social science methods, this thesis is very

holistic in nature, and has drawn on a variety of disciplines to help inform research

questions and contextualize ensuing results. Taking this broad approach was

necessary, given that farmer LK is embedded within a complex socio-cultural and

agroecosystem matrix, and because of the diverse effects that may be associated with

GM crops. In this way, this thesis attempts to synthesize knowledge in the social and

nafural sciences regarding the impacts associated with GM crops, a process that I will

argue resembles the structure of DNA itself.

The theoretical framework used to help synthesize the broad array of

disciplines relevant to this study is "risk analysis". Risk analysis is an

interdisciplinary approach used to incorporate public opinion within a broader

framework that includes science. With respect to GM crops, it has principally been

used to assess consumer opinions of GM foods, and to compare and contrast these
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"lay" altitudes with that of "experts", particularly scientists. The associated literature

has played an important role in shaping my thesis and has helped inform my thinking

and research approach for involving farmers in the evaluation of GM crops across the

Canadian prairies.

This, to my knowledge, is the first study to explicitly incorporate farmer LK

within a risk analysis framework. Hopefully this thesis helps to broaden the f,reld of

risk analysis beyond the "lay" versus "expert" dichotomy that dominates that

literature, and will demonstrate that LK is indeed a form of expertise, which in turn is

critical to the evaluation of GM crops. Arguably, this project is the fìrst anywhere in

the world to document farmer LK and experience with GM crops over an extended

period of time, now lasting six full years (2002-2008).

Ethics has also played an imporlant role in shaping this research. All farmers

involved in this study provided informed consent to participate. Furthermore, given

the action research approach and participatory nature of this study, farmers were

central in guiding its direction and outcomes. When making videos, I engaged

collaboratively with farmers and consulted with them about content, and these films

were only made public once participants agreed that the final outcome reflected their

views. The Joint-Faculty Research Ethics Board at the University of Manitoba

approved this research under protocol #J2001:060 and #J2008:001.

RESEARCHER BACKGROUNÐ AND MOTIVA.TIONS

It is now increasingly accepted that the values of researchers play an

important role in shaping their outcomes, and it is important to provide a context for

how this information has been analyzed and to expose any biases that might be
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inherent in this process. Here I present a sho¡1 description of who I am and how this

research has affected me.

I am a man nearing my thirties who grew up and continues to reside in

Manitoba, Canada. I have lived most of my life in urban areas. However, at the age of

nine, I became disillusioned with city life, and asked my parents to send me to live for

the summer at my grandparents' farm in Duffield Alberta. My loving parents

recognized what a great opportunity this was, one for me to further my relationship

with the farm, but also to give some breathing space for our family, including their

two other sons, living in a small bungalow in the suburbs of Winnipeg. I boarded the

plane by myself and went off to the farm.

I did this for two summers. These were critical years in my life. I played in the

fields, built forts, drove the four wheel Honda, took up welding, shot lots of gophers,

baked and ate lots of cinnamon buns, went fishing, and learned the game of chess.

And, oh yes, I helped out with farming where I could. My jobs included taking lunch

to my grandfather in the freld, driving in the cab with him as he cut hay, and feeding

the cattle and other farm animals. My grandparents Les and Marie were my mentors

in this new life on the farm. My respect for farming and knowledge of those living on

the land had begun. My grandfather was my role model and I was soon called "Little

Les". He was keen to pass on his knowledge to the next generation. Unfortunately, he

passed away a couple years later, and I was left with a hollow space inside, and a

desire to learn more-

Upon graduating from high school, I decided to ride my bicycle to California,

and departed Victoria in the fall of 1997 for San Francisco. I rode and camped by
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myself. I became part of the wilderness. The Red Woods in Northern California blew

my mind. I realized then that I wanted to study the environment more formally. I

refurned and quickly entered the Environmental Science program at the University of

Manitoba. I learned about the ecological crisis facing humanity and it was depressing.

However, instead of being paralyzed by this information, I became motivated by it. I

am convinced that significant change is required to ensure future generations have

healthy air, soil, water, and climate. My politics, activism and approach to research

have been shaped by this belief. I believe that sustainability can only be achieved by

linking human and environmental systems, and I recognize the importance of balance

between the two. With this mental framework in place and a yearning to learn more

about agriculture, pursuing graduate work on farmers and GM crops seemed perfect.

Although I spent time on the farm as a boy, I approached with research a

general naiveté about agriculture, and had to learn quickly. The farmers in this study

have been great teachers and, in a way, I feel like our relationship carries on where

the one with my grandfather left off. I am very committed to the participants in this

study, and in general have approached it with credence that they know what is best

for agriculture and rural communities as a whole. It is my belief that farmer

knowledge is critical to finding sustainable approaches to agriculture. I am perturbed

by the current food system, which devalues the importance of these stewards of the

land, and benefîts wealthy corporations largely at the expense of family farms. My

experience carrying out this research, hearing from farmers across the prairies about

their plight and concerns, affirms this belief. It has been galvanizing and I have
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changed because of it. However, the resilience of these farmers, their families, and

rural communities brings me hope, and a desire to promote social change.

THESIS STRUCTURE

The thesis is set up so that individual chapters are autonomous, self-contained,

and publishable manuscripts. I begin with a review of the literafure related to farmer

knowledge, risk, genetically modified crops, and technological change in North

American agriculture (Chapter Two). This is followed by a theoretical contribution

where I build an argument for holism in risk research, which combines both social

and natural sciences into a "double helix of risk" (Chapter Three). I then explore

farmer attitudes towards both GM canola and GM wheat using a video-based

methodology that is presented in written form (Chapter Four) and presented as the

documentary called Seeds of Change: Farmers, Biotechnologt and rhe New Face of

Agrictrlture (Chapter Five). A mixed-methodological approach combines these

interviews with Manitoba-based quantitative survey data to investigate the impact of

GM canola across the Canadian prairies (Chapter Six). I then evaluate farmer LK

toward the benefits and risks associated with GM wheat, specifically Roundup Ready

'Wheat, using a prairie-wide survey (Chapter Seven). The experiences of farmers

involved in the Monsanto v Schmeiser and Hoffman v Monsanto lawsuits are then

documented with an action research approach (Chapter Eight). In the final chapter, I

detail the project's contribution to knowledge, summarize the major findings from the

study and present a new theoretical model called the "risk wave", and offer

recommendations about how future risk research and regulation on GM crops might

be carried out in a more holistic and farmer-centred manner.
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Chapter 2:

Literature Review - Farmers, Risk, and
Agricultural Technology in l{orth America

"One man on a tractor
can take the place of
fwelve or fourteen
families. Pay him a

wage and take all the
crop. We have to do it.
We don't like to do it.
But the monster's sick.
Something's happened
to the monster"

John Steinbeck

The Grapes of Wrath
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CHAPTER SUMMARY

This literature review explores the connections between farmers, risk, and

agricultural technology in North America. It begins by showing how North American

agriculture was founded with indigenous and farmer local knowledge (LK), but in the

20tl' century shifted towards industrial techniques, which have since had adverse affects

on rural communities, human health, and the environment as a whole. Modern agriculture

is in crisis and sustainable approaches to food production are desperately needed. Some

claim that genetically modified (GM) crops will be an integral part of creating a

sustainable agriculture. A brief history of GM crops is provided, which critiques the

"central dogma of genetics" and concept of "substantial equivalence", and demonstrates

that this technology is different from previous plant breeding efforls and may be more

risky. The literature on "science-based" risk assessment for GM crops is reviewed, which

suggests that this process is inadequate to evaluate the safety of this technology. Despite

this, risk assessment was used to approve the release of GM crops, which has caused

worldwide controversy largely because the public was excluded from decision-making.

The documented benefits and risks of GM crops, particularly those that are herbicide-

tolerant (HT), are presented largely within a Canadian context, which shows that few

studies have examined the impact of this technology on farmers and rural communities. It

is argued that agbiotechnology represents a "post-normal science", which would benefit

from increased public input, particularly from farmers given their extensive expertise,

and risk analysis is offered as a methodology to achieve this.
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Ä.GRICULTURE IN NORTH AMERICA

Indigenous.farming, prairie seît|ers. and agbiodiversi\.,

In the lands now known as Canada and the US, prior to the arrival of Europeans,

indigenous peoples had sophisticated knowledge and agoecosystems involving squash,

beans, sunflower, and corn, which have now largely been destroyed by settler agriculfure

(Kloppenburg, 2002; Kuyek, 2007). However, in the early days of colonial expansion,

Europeans had to rely on these indigenous varieties to sustain themselves, as most of

their "old world" crops were not ecologically suited for use in the "new world". Over

time, Europeans integrated indigenous varieties into their own systems, while importing

and adapting additional crops, which ultimately created the germplasm base for North

American agriculture (Kloppenbu r g, 2002; Kuyek, 200j).

With European farmers in control of new world agriculfure, extensive networks of

farmer-to-farmer seed and knowledge sharing occurred, and this was enhanced by

Canadian and US government seed distribution programs that encouraged on-farm

research and plant breedingl. These farmer-centered programs, predicated on millions of

hours of collective labor and knowledge, were highly effective at increasing yields and

fuither strengthening agricultural biodiversity and rural communities in both these

nations (Kloppenburg, 2002; Kuyek, 2001). However, much has changed since

indigenous peoples and European settlers developed this once largely self-sufficient,

family- controlled, and ecology-based food system.

The rise qf industrial agriculture

It is largely accepted that the rise of "industrial agriculture" in the 20tl' century -
predicated on mechanical, chemical, and biological technologies - exceeded in magnitude
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all previous changes in agriculture going back to its birth 10,000 years ago (Paarlberg and

Paarlberg, 2000). Governments and industry promoted industrial agriculture, as it was

their belief that Fordist principles of manufacturing and large-scale production could be

applied to agriculture, which indeed increased labor and land productivity (Troughton,

200s).

Prior to the Second World War, farms in Canada and the US were at their peak

number. With the war effort pressure to increase food supply with industrial methods was

mounting (Troughton,2005). It was largely believed that increasing food production

would play an important role in winning the war (Paarlberg and Paarleberg, 2000). In

Canada, rapeseed2 (the precursor to canola) was grown broadly for the first time to

supporl the war effort, as the oil made an excellent lubricant for vehicles being used

overseas to transport troops (Kneen, 1990). A great number of chemicals were developed

in this period including DDT to protect troops from malaria. Scientists found that nerve

and mustard gases could be used to develop agricultural pesticides (Horne and

McDermott, 2001). As a result, the chemicals developed in this period were subsequently

used in agriculture as herbicides, insecticides, and fungicides (Blaine and Powell, 2001)

and war veterans were employed as pilots for aerial spraying of these products (Horne

and McDermott, 2001). Further linking the World V/ar II with the rise of industrial

agriculture, the technology used to produce bombs in this period were subsequently

applied to make nitrogen feftilizers for agriculture (Fowler and Mooney, 1990). Post-

V/orld War II, goveilrments in North America enacted policies that placed priority on

large-scale, technologically intensive, and globally competitive agribusiness, largely to

the detriment of small-scale family farms (Kuyek,2007).
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Machinery, pesticides and nitrogen fertilizers became increasingly available to

farmers, and were hard to resist given that they increased yields and reduced labour

requirements (Lewontin, 2000). Using farm machinery as an indicator, in Canada

between l94l and 196l combines increased from 3 per 100 farms to 82 per hundred

farms (Abell, 1970). The tractor was a symbol of industrialization, it made farm life

easier and promised "emancipation from drudgery" (Boyens, 2001). However, these

changes allowed agribusiness to control the means of production on farms, and thus was

the first step in the loss of farmer autonomy in the "agrifood system" (Lewontin, 2000).

Farmers increasingly became viewed as passive adopters of expert-developed

technologies (Fliert and Braun, 2002). This was particularly the case regarding scientific

plant breeding efforts, which arose from the emerging fîeld of genetics and subsequent

industrialization of biology.

I ndus tria I izat io n qf b i o I o g

In the early 20tt'' century, Mendel's work on biological inheritance was

rediscovered (Lewontin, 199I), and this precipitated a major shift in plant breeding

efforts across North America. The traditional farmer-to-farmer model of plant breeding

was replaced with a one-way scientist-to-farmer technology transfer model (Kuyek,

2007). Early scientific plant breeding efforts developed superior wheat varieties, yield-

boosting hybrids in the 1930s, and crops that performed well with newly released

synthetic pesticides and other inputs (Lewontin, 2000). In the 1930s, the US Congress

also passed a law allowing scientists to claim intellectual property rights over the plants

they developed, which ultimately led to "plant breeders rights" legislation in many
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industrialized countries around the world (Teitel and Wilson, 1999).In this way, biology

was being used to further industrialize agriculture, and was becoming increasingly guided

by profit motives for agribusiness.

The development of wheat varieties in North America demonstrates how genetics

facilitated industrialization, prairie expansion, and the takeover a farmer-directed plant

breeding by scientists. In 1842, an Ontario farmer named David Fife imported hard

spring wheat seed from a friend in Glasgow Scotland that was rust resistant, early

ripening, and with superior milling qualities (Ohnstead and Rhode,2004). This seed, later

named Red Fife, was ideally suited for the North American climate, and allowed farmers

to grow wheat across the continent where it had previously not been possible (Olmstead

and Rhode, 2004). Through farmer-to-farmer seed sharing (Kuyek, 2007), this seed

eventually became the premiere wheat variety across North America, and allowed for

settler expansion and the growth of prairie agriculture (Olmstead and Rhode ,2004).

Given the success of Red Fife, agribusiness was particularly interested in

expanding its use to promote export sales, which prompted the Canadian government to

"improve" the variety, particularly its yield potential (Kuyek, 2007). The use of

Mendelian genetics was sweeping agricultural research program across North America,

and government plant breeders used these methods to cross Red Fife with an Indian

variety called Hard Red Calcutta, and created Marquis wheat. Marquis wheat was very

popular and by the 1920s, it made up 90%o of the wheat grown across the prairies and

helped double wheat yields (Kuyek, 2007).In the US, similar research was carried out,

and wheat yields increased almost 600/o, prompting some scholars to conclude that
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biology played as large a role as mechanization and chemicals in the industrialization of

agriculture (Olmstead and Rhode, 2004).

Some have argued that the development of hybrid corn demonstrates liow the

science of genetics was used to prevent farmers from reusing their seed, and thus biology

was used to promote capitalist ideology (Lewontin, 1991). These new corn varieties had

"hybrid vigour" upon being planted, which enticed farmers to adopt the technology,

although it did not reproduce true in subsequent years. Thus, farmers began to abandon

their age-old practice of seed saving (Kloppenburg, 2002). By the 1960s in the US,

hybrid corn accounted for 96% of seeded land, demonstrating the massive transformation

away from seed saving (Horne and McDermott, 2001). The Canadian and US

governments were strong proponents of hybrids and invested considerable research in

this technology, even though these developments largely benefited commercial interests

more than those of farmers (Lewontin, 1991). While both governments were proponents

of hybrid corn, its introduction in the US increased privatization of agricultural research

and development quickly, whereas in Canada public breeding programs were maintained

as a priority into the 1980s (Moore, 2002).

Public versus private research in Canada

Canadian farmers did not resist losing control of plant breeding to scientists, and

were largely supportive of government and industry research and technology

development. For the most part, scientists found solutions to farmer identified problems,

and research was generally geared toward benefiting farmers (Moore, 2002), and thus

there was widespread support for these programs. Furthermore, Canadian farmers
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remained largely in control of seed supply, and when breeders released new varieties, it

was the farmers that actually grew out, multiplied, and distributed this "certified" seed

(Kuyek, 2001). Nearing the end of the 1970s, these certified varieties only accounted for

between 25-30% of seed used in Canadian agriculture, enough for about l4Yo of the land

base (Kuyek,200l). This positive relationship between farmers and scientists is reflected

in the early development of canola.

Canadian plant breeding efforts to transform rapeseed into canola - between the

1950s and 1970s - demonstrates how research atthat time was being carried out by the

public interest (Kneen, 1990). Researchers bred rapeseed for lower erucic acid and

glucosinolate levels, which eventually allowed the plant to be used for consumption as

edible oil and created a new commodity for farmers (Kneen, 1990). The bulk of this

research was carried out collaboratively in the public sector, particularly by Dr. Baldur

Stefansson from the University of Manitoba and Dr. Keith Downey with Agriculture

Canada (Kneen, 1990). Many regard canola as the "Cinderella story" of Canadian public

planting breeding efforts, showing how farmers, scientists, and government worked

collaboratively to develop this important crop for prairie agriculture (Kneen, 1990).

However, later in the 1980s, this work became increasingly privatized by industry due to

the development of hybrids and patented plant breeding processes (Kneen, 1990). That

canola was increasingly privatized reflected an overall shift in Canadian agricultural

research policy at that time.

By the mid 1980s, Canadian government research programs had become

increasingly guided by a neoliberal agenda, which promoted the importance of market-

based principles (Moore, 2002). This, in paft, was due to fiscal restraints within
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government, and marked a shift towards a more corporate US model of agricultural

research that had begun with the deployment of hybrid corn in the 1930s (Moore, 2002).

This shift, some believe, resulted in government resources being used to benefit

agribusiness at the expense of the "public good" (Moore, 2002).

While governments largely spearheaded industrial agriculture in North America,

predicated on a Fordist ideology, many believe that over the long-term it was

agribusiness that ultimately benefited (Troughton, 2005). Throughout the 20tl' century,

corporations were able to amass wealth, control, and power through the marketing of

proprietary seeds, pesticides, fertilizers and farm machinery (Evans, 2002). These

massive changes in agriculture over the past century have severely altered mral

communities, and the environment.

The "technolog)¡ treadmill" and ".farm crisis"

This shift towards industrial agriculture has adverse consequences for farmers and

rural communities. Farmers have become beholden to a "technology treadmill" with the

rise of mechanical, chemical, and biological innovations, as increases in production

depress prices and require that farmers adopt ever new technology to stay competitive

(Kloppenburg, 2002). The farmers walk with technology but ultimately get nowhere

(Horne and McDermott, 2001). Indeed, they may actually fall further and further behind,

as this "boom-and-bust farm cycle" increases overall costs and favours larger farms

relative to smaller ones (Buckland, 2004). This creates fierce competition within the farm

community for economic survival, increasingly marginalizes or eliminates "family

farms", and forces those remaining on the land to resort to shrewd business principles and
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specialization (Dasgupta, 1988). The common mantra in industrial agriculture is "get big

or get out" (Jacks on,2002).

Farmers face enormous financial pressures in part due to the transition to

industrial agriculture. Over the last 60 years, Canadian farm income has steadily dropped

despite the widespread use of mechanical, chemical, and biological agricultural

technology (NFU, 2003). Analysts believe Canadian farmers are now in the worst "farm

crisis" in history, and report how over the past twenty years farmer net income has been

near or below those of the Great Depression, while agribusiness has gamered record

profits (NFU, 2005). Increasingly, farmers must assume farm credit to support

industrialization, in order to pay for tractors, fuel, pesticides and hybrid seeds

(Giangrande, 1985), which further changes social relationships, and makes farmers

reliant on banks and industry (Aball, 1970). ln 2001, it was estimated that Canadian

farmers total farm debt was $57 billion (NFU, 2007)

High input costs associated with industrial agriculture are largely viewed as the

number-one obstacle to farm profitability. Since 1975, farm input costs have increased

four-fold, and have pushed many farmers into bankruptcy (Boyens, 2001). Some suggest

that agribusiness has "predatory pricing", whereby they vary prices for inputs such as

fertilizer and seeds to capture farmer profit based on the commodity market (NFU, 2003).

This is further compounded by the chronically low margins that farmers receive for their

products (Boyens, 200I), which forces farmers able to compete back onto the treadmill to

operate at larger scales and with more technology (Weis, 2007). This has had devastating

consequences for the structure of rural communities.
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In Canada, over this same 60 years, rural populations have declined from over

30o/o of the total population to less than 2%o (Skogstad, 2005). With fewer farmers on the

land, the sense of community in rural areas is undermined, and associated services (e.g.

hospitals, stores, etc) have become difficult to maintain (Sim, 1988). Furthermore,

research shows how these economic pressures can adversely affect farm family

psychological, social, and spiritual wellbeing (Buckland, 2004). Yet, in rural

communities, there is a certain amount of status and prestige associated with technology

adoption, which continues to pressure farmers to use industrial methods despite

associated financial and social costs (Francis, 1994). The environmental costs of

industrial agriculture are also placing enorrnous pressure on human and ecological

systems.

Environmenlal erosion

Rachel Carson's publication of Silent Spring in 1962 exposed the world to the

extent that chemicals, primarily those used in agriculture, were compromising

environmental and human health. Worldwide, the use of pesticides has grown since

'World War II and now approximately 2.5 tons are used annually at a cost of about $20

billion (Pimentel, 1996). Globally, these pesticides poison over 1 million people and

cause about 20,000 deaths each year (Pimentel, 1996). Those most affected are the farm

workers themselves (Horne and McDermott, 2001). In the US, the yearly number of

diagnosed cancer cases related to pesticides ranges from 6,000 to 10,000, and other

adverse human health effects such as neurological damage may be associated with these

chemìcals (Pimentel, 1996). Studies show that almost half of US ground and well water
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may be contaminated with pesticides (Pimentel, 1996). Pesticides also harm a wide

variety of wildlife, including microorganisms, fish, birds, and mammals, through direct or

secondary environmental exposure (Pretty, 1995). This chemical pollution from

agriculture costs approximately $100 billion each year in human health and

environmental damage worldwide (Pimentel, 1996).

Soil health is critical for agriculture (Pretty, 2005) and has also been damaged by

industrial agriculture due to increasing farm specialization, ever-larger farms, and

monoculture-cropping practices (Altieri, 2000). Some estimate that when settlers first

came to the North American prairies, the topsoil depth averaged ten inches, but after

mechanization and chemical use about half of this soil, on average, has eroded away

(Horne and McDermott,200l). With fertilizeruse, the natural organic matter of the soil

is not replenished (Horne and McDermott, 2001), and despite chemical substitutes soil

has lost its productivity and is now causing major yield decreases (Soule and Piper,

1992). This soil blows off the land contaminating waterways with pesticides and

nutrients, causing build up of sediments in lakes, streams, and rivers and increases the

risk of floods (Pretty, 2005). Some argue that excessive soil damage has caused the

downfall of past civilizations and may indeed be the downfall of the modern era

(Montgomery,2007). Monocultures have also led to the spread of disease and pests.

Some argue that industrial agriculture demands monoculture and genetic

uniformity, as "economies of scale" require simpler systems that cater to larger farms,

and agribusiness desires for grains and other produce that are standardized for food

processing (Kneen, 1999). That only two potato varieties were used in Ireland in the 19th

century, these susceptible to blight caused by Phytopthora infestan, caused the "potato
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famine" and stands as the most dramatic example of the dangers of genetic uniformity

(Fowler and Mooney, 1990). However, with the rise of Mendelian breeding, scientists did

not learn from potato blight, and increasingly sought to "weed out" unwanted traits and

promote genetic uniformity and monocultures for industrial purposes (Fowler and

Mooney, 1990). More recently in the Red River Valley - a highly productive agricultural

region that includes parts of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, North Dakota, South Dakota, and

Minnesota - monocultures have made wheat susceptible to the fungus Fusarium

graminearum (wheat scab), and cost farmers $4.2 billion (USD) between 1992 and 1998

(De Vore, 2002). Expensive and highly toxic fungicides were used to combat the

problem. This additional expense, in part, caused approximately one-fifth of famers in

1997 to quit farming in the Red River Valley (De Vore, 2002).

As farmers ramp up their use of pesticides, some insects, weeds, and fungi evade

being controlled, and as a result they evolve resistance (Soule and Piper, 1992). As a

result, pesticides no longer work on over four hundred species of pests (Fowler and

Mooney, 1990). Once these species become "pesticide resistant", the changes to these

"superpests" are irreversible, leading some to conclude that chemicals actually create

greater pest problems than they solve (Soule and Piper, 1992).Ironically, chemicals often

kill beneficial organisms that might control unwanted pests thus throwing nature off

balance, which further increases farmer dependency on agribusiness to develop new

pesticides (Altieri, 2000). This problem is further compounded by overall loss of genetic

diversity in agriculture.

To overcome "superpests", plant breeders increasingly wish to use genetic

materials from locally adapted non-industrial varieties, as these traditional "landraces"
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often have natural pest resistance (Soule and Piper, 1992). However, with the

development of Mendelian breeding, many of these landraces were domesticated, and

their genetic diversity has been irrevocably lost (Fowler and Mooney, 1990). That

professional breeding of "improved varieties" has replaced landraces is the most

significant reason for the loss of agricultural biodiversity, and is now recognized as a

major global problem (Fowler and Mooney, 1990). These problems associated with

industrial agriculture are further compounded by industriahzed society itself, particularly

its worldwide reliance on fossil fuels.

In an era of global warming and depleting fossil fuels, agriculture is increasingly

recognized as being very energy inefficient, and arguably ìs its "Achilles' heel" (Home

and McDermott, 2001). This form of agriculfure requires external energy inputs in the

form of fossil fuels for tractors and in'igation, petrochemical derived fertilizers to

increase yields, and massive energy requirements to transport food globally (Pretty,

T995).In the US, industrial agriculture consumes 20-l20Yo more energy than low input

systems like organic methods (Pretty, 1995). Globally, industrial agricultural uses

approximately twelve times the energy compared with food production in less-developed

countries (Horne and McDermott, 2001). Analysts predict that in the near future fossil

fuels will be cost prohibitive for use in industrial agriculture, and these price increases

will likely bankrupt more farmers (Horne and McDermott, 2001).

The crisis qf indusrrial aqricLtlture and agbiorechnolog))

It is increasingly recognized that industrial agriculture is negatively affecting the

environment, public health, and rural communities (Tegtimeier and Duffy, 2005). The
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problems associated with industrial agriculture have in part been attributed to the

inadequacy of risk management, which until the 1970s was entirely reactionary, and no

atternpts were made to predict and avert potential problems with technology, particularly

chemicals (Tait and Levidow, 1992).In an era of environmental awareness and concern,

industry, goverrment, farmers, and the public largely agree that "sustainable agriculture"

is desirable. However, sustainability is a contested term, and how it is to be achieved

remains elusive, if not controversial. Some argue that agroecology - the application of

ecosystem thinking, cultural knowledge, and appropriate technology - to increase

sustainability, yields, and farmer profitability is best (Gliessman, 2005). Methods

incorporating agroecology include organic farming, permaculture, low input agriculture

and others (Pretty, I99l). However, others claim that these methods will not meet the

food requirements of the 2l't century, and advocate a new wave of industrial agriculture

based on advances in biotechnology, which they believe will make farmers more

profitable, increase yields, reduce pesticide use, and overall promote sustainability

(Conway, 1998). Agbiotechnology represents the latest wave in the tsunami of change

that industrial agriculture has caused for farmers, society, and the environment as a

whole.

GM CROPS, RISK ASSESSMENT, AND CONTROVERSY

Discovery qf DNA and agriculture's trans.formation

As we have seen, industrial agriculture began motoring away shortly after the end

of World War II, about the same time the mother molecule of life was discovered. In

1953 - building on the work of Darwin, Mendel, and others - Watson and Crick made

public their model of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA): the iconic "double helix". With the
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structure of DNA established, studies began on its properties and in the early 1970s

scientists had found à way to create recombinant DNA (rDNA), which allowed them the

unprecedented ability to cross genes between species (Lurquin, 2001). These methods

were highly controversial, led to a short-term moratorium on their use, and precipitated

the Asilomar Conference in 1975 where the first biological containment strategies were

developed, which ultimately set the groundwork for science-based risk assessment and

the future commercialization of products derived using rDNA (Rifkin, 1998).

In 1971, scientists found that a soil bacterium Agrobacteriunt tumeJaciens could

infect a plant cell and transfer genes that cause crown gall disease, and this stimulated

research on how this bacterium might be used to incorporate genetic materials from other

species into plants (Halford, 2006). By the early 1980s, scientist began routinely usingl.

tumefaciens to transfer desirable genes into plants, and these "transformations" were

incorporated into every plant cell, were active, and were thought to act stably (Halford,

2006). Additional gene transfer methods have also been developed, most notably the

biolistic method that uses a "gene gun" to fire DNA coated pellets into the nucleus of a

cell, which has also allowed for plant transformation (Jones,2007). Plants "transformed"

in this way have been called transgenic, genetically engineered (GE), genetically

modified (GM), and genetically modified organisms (GMOs) (Halford, 2006). In

agriculture, products derived from these processes are often referred to as

"agbiotechnology".

As indicated throughout this literature review, farmers have been modifying

plants since the dawn of civilization, and in the past century scientists have increasingly

been involved in plant breeding efforts using Mendelian genetics. Many believe that GM
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crops simply represent an extension of these previous breeding efforts (Bud, 1991).

However, others argue that GM crops represent a fundamental transformation in

agriculture, as their development allows for the crossing genes between species, and may

present new and potentially dangers risks for society (Teitel and Wilson, 1999). This

debate about how comparable GM crops are to their non-GM counterpafts has led to

contentious debate in genetics and has significant consequences for the practice of risk

assessment.

Shattering qf the "central dogma" paradignt

Since the discovery of DNA and rDNA technology massive changes have taken

place in the field of genetics. Arguably, genetics is undergoinga"paradigm shift" (Kuhn,

1962) and conventional scientific understanding (what Kuhn calls "normal science") is

likely inadequate for explaining phenomena related to genetic technologies, particularly

GM crops. Kuhn (1962) believes that when normal science breaks down, scientists

engage in intense intellectual battle for the new conceptual and methodological

framework (i.e the new paradigm) that will govern a discipline. The scientific battle for a

new paradigm regarding biological inheritance and gene regulation seems well underway.

The foundation of genetics has been built upon "the central dogma", a concept

promoted by Francis Crick that argues that DNA is the exclusive means for inheritance in

living beings (Commoner,2002). Essentially, the central dogma hypothesizes that a DNA

gene codes for a phenotypic trait, and that there should be a one-to-one relationship

between genes and proteins (Commoner, 2002). Viewing DNA as a linear system,

scientists developed GM crops under the assumption that single gene insertions
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corresponded with single trait expressions, and many conclude that these products are

similar to conventional crops except for the new gene (Murray, 2003).It is often stated

that transgenesis is simply an extension of traditional breeding methods (Teitel and

'Wilson, 
1999), and scientists and industry further claim that transgenesis is a very precise

and safe procedure (Larkin and Harrigan,2007).

However, the Human Genome Project found that humans only have around

30,000 genes and over 100,000 proteins, which some believe proves the one-to-one ratio

of the central dogma false (e.g. Commoner,2002). Some have argued that this "destroyed

the scientific foundation of genetic engineering and the validity of the biotechnology

industry's widely advertised claim that its methods of genetically modifying food crops

are 'specific, precise, and predictable' and therefore safe" (Commoner, 2002).

Recent research further demonstrates the deficiencies of the central dogma.

Studies show that "transformations" using A. twnefacÌens and biolistic methods have

deleted, scrambled, and rearranged the DNA of GM plants (Latham et al., 2006) and may

lead to pleiotropic (unintended) effects in host organisms that are cause for concern

regarding biosafety and current approaches to risk assessment (Wilson et al., 2006).

Furthermore, scientists investigating gene regulation in plants using an epigenetic

approach have found that environmental factors may affect gene expression (Moch,

2006), and that genes may actually work in synchrony with each other to produce

phenotypic traits (Vaucheret et al., 1998).

Although industry claims transgenesis is precise, the way that they create GM

crops demonstrates otherwise. While transgenesis does indeed allow for the crossing of

genes between species (i.e. "transformation), the exact mechanisms for how these genes
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recombine is not well understood (Jones, 2007). Furthermore, industry recognizes that

transgenesis causes gene silencing, genetic rearrangements, and other pleiotropic effects,

and when developing GM crops they generate a number of plants and test for "single-

copy events" (Jones, 2007). One study shows the imprecision of this approach,

documenting how over four million Arabidopsis plants had to be transformed to find one

plant that properly incorporated the desired gene (Hanin et al., 2001). A more

conservative industry assessment indicates that "usually well over 100 plants" must be

produced and carefully screened to create a proper single copy GM crop (Devine, 2005).

Critics believe that because of this imprecision "genetic engineering it should not be

considered a science because its central processes are still not understood (Teitel and

Vy'ilson, 1999).

Some have argued that society is now in a "postgenoûlic" future, as genetics has

proven too reductionistic and linear, and has not appreciated the true complexity of living

organisms (Fujimura, 2005). To deal with this "biocompleXity", which is overlooked by

the central dogma, some state that "systems biology" is required, as it considers "gene

networks, cells, organs, and organisms as systems interacting with each other and with

their environments" (Fujimura, 2005). While a Kuhnian paradigm shift towards systems

biology seems imminent, GM crop regulation and risk assessment is still largely based on

the outdated principles of genetics based on the central dogma.

"Science-based" risk assessment qf GM crops

World over, regulators have approved GM crops using "science-based" risk

assessment with the goal of gauging the "possibility, probability, and consequences of
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harrn" prior to the commercial release of these products (Nap et a1.,2003). The Canadian

system of GM regulation is based on this model (Yarrow, 1999). According to Conner et

al. (2003), this science-based approach is governed by an empirical definition of risk:

Risk : probability x consequence
: likelihood of event x (negative) impact of

V/hile risk is considered the likelihood of an adverse impact, a ltazard is defined

as the actual impact itself (Wachbroit, l99l). Many in the scientif,rc community argue

that risk assessment provides objective information about potential hazards (Smyth and

Phillips, 2006). This practice allows regulators to set "risk thresholds" for GM products

that allow acceptable products onto the market while rejecting those deemed too risky

(Phillips, 2006). That regulators view science as being "value neutral" allows them to

legitimize decision-making based on "facts" regarding the highly controversial and

politically charged issue of GM crops (NRC, 2002).

However, what hazards are identified as being important is considered a

subjective and potentially contentious process (NRC, 2002). Risk assessment for the

most part only considers hazards that are scientifîcally quantifiable and predictable

(Jensen et a1.,2003). The obvious implication of this is that experts and scientif,rc elites

dominate in hazard identification and risk assessment (Isaac, 2006). While this

effectively means that public input is excluded from risk assessment, some argue this is

necessary to maintain the eff,rcacy and objective nature of regulation (Phillips, 2006).

This approach to risk assessment is based on the normative assumption that technological

progress is beneficial to society (Isaac, 2006). To scientifically assess potential hazards,
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risk assessment requires "reference scenarios" that use non-GM crops as a baseline to

evaluate safety (NRC, 2002).

Risk assessment considers GM crops "substantially equivalent" to non-GM crops,

allowing scientists to compare novel crops to conventional ones with a history of safe

use, and generally assumes that recombinant DNA technology is harmless (Mayers et al.,

2002). This means that GM products (i.e. phenotype) and not the process of transgenesis

(i.e. genotype) is the focus of risk assessment (Nottingham, 2002). Essentially, selected

chemical and ecological characteristics are compared and if they are relatively the same

and no major changes have occured with GM plants, they are considered safe and more

rigorous testing is not required (Anderson, 1999). As Yarrow (1999) states, "This

analysis of familiarity and substantial equivalence of novel traits is really the crux of the

Canadian safety-based regulatory approach".

A number of federal departments oversee the regulation of GM crops in Canada,

although the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) plays the lead role (RSC, 2001).

The CFIA is "Canada's largest science-based regulatory agency", with over 5000

employees across the country, and reports to the Minister of Agriculture and Agri-Food

Canada (CFIA, 2007). The CFIA assesses the impact of GM crops on the environment

and biodiversity and is responsible for overseeing all field trials (RSC, 2001). Developers

of GM crops can only apply to the CFIA for field trial permits after their product has

shown utility and stability over a seven-year period of greenhouse or laboratory

experiments (Phillips, 2006).

Worldwide, field trails are central to risk assessment (Nap et al., 2003), as

decision makers consider them the most appropriate tool to determine agronomic safety
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of GM crops prior to their release (Conner et a1.,2003). Some scientists also believe that

field trial data can be scaled up mathematically to allow for predictions, both spatially

and temporally, at the landscape level (Hails, 2002). Only GM crop developers, their

agents, and regulators know the location of field trials in Canada (Phillips, 2006).

According to Yarrow (1999) the CFIA's environmental assessment is based on five main

criteria:

. The

. The

. The

. The

. The

potential for the plant to become a weed
potential for gene flow to wild relatives
potential for the plant to become a plant pest
potential to affect non-target organisms
potential impact on biodiversity

The CFIA does no independent testing and industry is responsible for submitting data on

these five criteria (Yarrow, 1999). The CFIA considers these "paper reviews" to be

adequate and claim that company data is equivalent to peer-reviewed science and the

process is a "standard scientific method of evaluation" (CFIA ,2008a).In addition to data

provided by industry, the CFIA consults peer-reviewed literature and expert advice

through advisory panels and technical workshops (CFIA, 2008a). That GM crops are

considered substantially equivalent and assumed to be safe means that mandatory

labelling is not required for foods containing GM materials (CFIA, 2008b). However,

many have disputed the claim that risk assessment is based on "sound science", and the

use of this practice to approve GM crops remains contentious.

Unscientilic nalure qf' risk assessment

Critics, on the other hand, claim that GM crop risk assessment is based on

"unsound science" and "ideology" (Levidow and Carr,2000). They further argue it has
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been designed to convince the public of safety, through claims of objectivity and

predictive capacity, despite high levels of uncertainty associated with new technologies

like GM crops, this in order to advance science and industry goals (Jasanoff, 2003).

Critically evaluating how substantial equivalence has been used in risk assessment seems

to give credence to these claims.

That risk assessment uses substantial equivalence has also been extensively

criticized for being "pseudoscientific" (Millstone, 1999). Some believe that comparing

chemical composition does not reveal anything about the potential toxicity of these new

GM plants when consumed (Millstone, 1999). It has been alleged that substantially

equivalence is a political concept promoted by industry and governments, which allows

for GM crops to be released without proper toxicity or ecological studies on their effects,

in order to save companies time and money (Millstone, 1999). In Canada, the Royal

Society of Canada (2001) severely criticized the federal government for their use of

substantial equivalence, and stated: "...those who are responsible for the regulation of

new technologies should not presume its safety unless there is reliable scientific basis for

considering it safe".

That risk assessment is focused on physical properties (i.e. phenotype) and does

not consider potential hazards associated with the process of transgenesis (i.e. genotype)

has also been criticized (Nottingham, 2002). In effect, the epigenetic and pleiotropic

issues associated with GM crops are not considered in risk assessment (Wilson et al.,

2006). This concern seems corroborated by evidence suggesting that transgenes insertion

may cause adverse effects (Clark, 2006). Studies have found that both GM soybean

(Sanogo et al., 2000) and GM cotton (Colyer et al., 2000) are more susceptible to disease
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and pests, respectively, than their "substantially equivalent" non-GM counterparts, and

the authors of these reports conclude this was likely due to the transgenic process itself.

As some indicate, risk assessment is based on science rooted in the central dogma of

genetics, which makes the regulatory concept of substantial equivalence outdated, and

arguably dangerous (Commoner,2003). Recognizing this problem, the Royal Society of

Canada (2001) further recommended that the CFIA move away from the assumption that

genetics is a linear and that transgenesis is "precise", suggesting a more holistic approach

that seeks to understand the biocomplexity of GM crops.

While field trials are an important part of risk assessment, they have also been

criticized for their small-scale and shorl-term nature, which may reduce statistical power

(Marvier, 2002) and compromise predictions of ecosystem effects such as landscape level

gene flow and potential invasiveness (NRC,2002). That field trials do not represent the

environment as a whole, has led some to conclude that they may not anticipate different

climatic and extreme weather events (e.g. hunicanes, strong wind, etc) that may spread

pollen, seeds, and plants in unpredictable ways (Rissler and Melon, 1996). Furthermore,

natural disasters like floods may disrupt field trials and allow for unapproved GM crops

to be released into the environment, a problem that has already occurred (Nottingham,

2002).

Another opprobrium of risk assessment, particularly in the Canadian context, is

that it does not require post-release monitoring of long-term effects associated with

commercialized GM crops. The CFIA (2007) states "that..genetic modifrcation does not

necessarily introduce unique risks, the potential for long-term effects...is not necessarily

different than that for conventional products". As Andree (2002) points out, if the CFIA
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required post-release monitoring of long-term effects, they would effectively be

admitting that GM crops are not "substantially equivalent" to non-GM crops, and thus

would contradict the foundation of risk assessment. For some, that the CFIA assumes

there will be no post-release hazards associated with GM crops is in itself unscientif,ic

(Clark, 2006). However, the importance of post-release monitoring is increasingly

recognized as being critical to proper risk assessment, as it allows for validation of pre-

commercialization decisions, recording of trends related to predicated effects, and the

detection of impacts not anticipated by a priori testing (NRC, 2002). The importance of

post-release monitoring is affirmed by the recognition of leading Canadian expefts that a

priori risk assessment failed to anticipate hazards associated with contamination, weed

problems, and market harm (Krayer von Krauss et a1.,2004).

Some believe that it is inappropriate that industry is responsible for performing all

tests related to the a priori risk assessment of their own products. Erwin (2001) points out

that the primary motivation of agbiotechnology companies is to increase profits for their

firms and that they cannot be expected to address risk fully. It is well documented that

science conducted by industry is carried out in a way that reinforces their priorities and

arguably is far from neutral or objective (Rampton and Stauber,200I). After evaluating

the CFIA's regulatory approach, the Royal Society of Canada (2001) concluded that

much of the data industry submits about its own products is not made public, and is

protected by confidential business information (CBI) provisions. The CFIA maintains

that this is important to support industry research and development, a view that has been

criticized for putting the agency in a "conflict of interest" as both a promoter and

regulator of biotechnology, which ultimately undermines scientific transparency and
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integrity as well as public confidence in the overall regulatory system (RSC, 2001).

Further, critics argue that basing GM crop regulation on "colporate science", which is

guided by profit motives and business secrets, is "tantamount to flying blind" and does

not allow society to make good decision that are in the public interest (Nader, 1999).

To-date, the public has largely been locked out of regulatory decision-making,

and this is exacerbated by the fact that risk assessment does not consider non-scientific

social, economic, and ethical issues arising from GM crop use (Abergel and Barrett,

2002). The lack of public input in risk assessment has caused considerable backlash for

regulators and industry (Frewer et al., 2004), undermined public confidence in science

(Phillips, 2006), and has prompted scientists themselves to call for greater public

participation in the regulation of GM crops (RSC,200l; NRC, 2002). As we have seen,

risk assessment is a highly contested methodology for evaluating potential GM crop

hazards, and that it has allowed the environmental release of GM crops is in large part

responsible for the ongoing global controversy.

Environmental release and qlobal conlroverÐ¡

The use of GM crops by farmers is global. Since their release in the mid 1990s,

they have been planted in23 countries covering approximately 114.4 million ha of land

(James, 2007). Globally, the main crops that have been transformed, in decreasing order

of importance, include soybean, maize, cotton, and canola (James, 2001). The main traits

that have been introduced into these crops include herbicide tolerance (-70%), insect

resistance (-15%), and combinations of these (-15%) (James, 2007). Transgenic

herbicide-tolerant (HT) crops made up 600/o of soybean, 28o/o of cotton, lSYo of canola,
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and l4yo of corn planted worldwide in 2005 (Beckie et al., 2006). Canada was one of the

first countries to commercialize GM crops, and is now the fourth largest user of this

technology, preceded by the US, Argentina, and Brazil (James, 2007). At present, Canada

grows approximately 7.0 million ha of GM crops annually (James, 2007) and the

majority of this is HT canola (Beckie et a1.,2006).

Canadian farmers rapidly adopted HT canola following its release in 1995. Three

varieties of novel trait HT canola have been introduced: Roundup Ready (RR), Liberty

Link (LL), and Clearfield (CF), these tolerant to glyphosate, glufosinate, and

imidazolinone herbicides, respectively (Lawton, 2003). At present, they represent96%o of

the 5.25 million ha of canola grown in Canada; approximately 50Yo of these being RR,

32%obeing LL, and 14o/obeing CF (Buth, 2006).It is important to point out that both RR

and LL have been created using transgenesis and are therefore considered true GM

products. However, CF canola was developed using mutagenesis - a chemical induced

transformation that does not cross genes between species - and is therefore not considered

a true GM product. Thus, approximately 82o/o of the canola grown in Canada is

considered GM (Beckie et al., 2006).

The release of GM crops has become an international controversy and has

provoked acrimonious debate amongst scientists, industry, consumers, and

environmentalists (Falkner, 2007a). These groups increasingly seek to influence

governments to adopt their positions (Newell,2007). The debate is often dominated by

rhetorical and hyperbolic truth claims - that some call "genetically modified language" -

by the stakeholder groups, particularly industry (Cook, 2004).It is largely accepted that

industry has had tremendous influence over how governments construct and interpret GM
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crop regulation, which has led risk assessment to focus on science-based priorities at the

exclusion of broader social, ethical, moral and religious issues (Newell, 2001).Industry's

push for science-based risk assessment, based on "substantial equivalence", has been in

part to harmonize regulations internationally so that companies can expand their markets

for GM crops (Newell, 2001). That risk assessment excludes public input has prompted

some to call it the "biotechnologizing" of democracy (Levidow, 1998). Industry fears that

the inclusion of these broader social determinants will slow regulatory approvals, which

will increase costs associated with developing agbiotechnology (Clapp, 2007). However,

increasingly consumers, activists and environmental groups have played a central role in

how this technology has been regulated after its release.

Protests have emerged globally regarding the use of GM crops in agriculture and

food, which has further politicized the GM debate and made it increasingly difficult for

regulators to move forward with safefy approvals (Levidow and Murphy, 2003).

Antiglobalization activists have singled out GM crops as a symbol of corporate

hegemony and imperialism and often use innovative street theatre demonstrations to

make their concerns evident (Jasanoff, 2006). Some have argued that GM crops are a

proxy for activist concerns about industrial agriculture, trust in government, and

environmental issues as a whole (Dale, 2005). Protesters worldwide have attacked and

destroyed field trials claiming that they pose unacceptable risks for the environment

(Jasanoff, 2006). Larger international environmental advocacy groups like Friends of the

Earth and Greenpeace have facilitated these kinds of activities in many countries

(Bemauer and Aerni, 2007). For the most part, anti-biotech environmental activists have

had more success in the Europe than in North America (Levidow, 2007). This vocal
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European protest has led many food retailers to remove GM ingredients from their

products (Murphy and Levidow,2006) whereas in North America, approximately 70o/o of

processed foods have GM ingredients that are not labelled (Phillips and Corkindale,

2002). The public controversy over GM crops has caused a fault line in international

governance over this technology (Weis, 2007).

Most notably, GM crops have created a "transatlantic conflict" over

agbiotechnology, which has caused significant difference is how North American and the

European Union (EU) countries regulate this technology (Murphy and Levidow,2006).

Prior to GM crop commercialization, in the 1980s, both North American and European

goverìments had similar regulations that promoted a flexible and deregulated approach,

largely based on "substantial equivalence" (Falkner, 2007b). However, upon

commercialization, North America began shipping GM crops to Europe, which caused

heightened consumer awareness and concern over this technology, and prompted a

coordinated European-wide public campaign to block further imports of these crops

(Falkner, 2007b). By 1998, many EU countries had heeded to public concern and

imposed national bans on the growing or importing of GM crops, and this forced the

European Commission to enact a de facto moratorium on all regulatory approvals

(Falkner, 2007). As a result, except for approximately 50,000 ha of GM corn in Spain and

a few field trials in other countries, these crops are not really grown in Europe

(Tiberghien,2007). The EU is committed to exploring a "precautionary approach" to

regulation that mandates public input, restores confidence in government, promotes

rigorous use of science, and recognizes uncertainty exists regarding GM crop impacts

that requires caution (Murphy and Levidow, 2006).
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The EU's precautionary approach has led to regulation that is less dependent on

"substantial equivalence" as a decision-making threshold and predicated on the more

tlrorough use of science to evaluate risk (Murphy and Levidow, 2006). This shift was

influenced by the European public's belief that GM crops are categorically different from

their non-GM countetparts, and also because of the high profile Puzstai affair (Murphy

and Levidow, 2006). Arpad Pusztai conducted rat-feeding trials of GM potatoes and

found negative effects on the stomach and intestines of these test animals, which the

researcher attributed to the process of transgenesis itself (Ewen and Pusztai,lggg). After

speaking openly about these controversial findings, Pusztai was fired from his prestigious

appointment at the Rowatt Institute in Scotland, which further galvanized public concern

over adverse health effects associated with GM foods and increased support for better

and more inclusive regulation (Rampton and Stauber, 2001).

Including public input has been an important part of the EU's precautionary

approach to GM crop regulation. Citing consumer concern, the EU has implemented

mandatory labelling for products containing GM ingredients (Andree, 2001). While

largely regarded as a victory for European consumers, some question if consumer choice

alone is truly reflective of democratic participation (Newell, 2007), while others warn

that it actually neoliberalizes activism (Roff, 2007). In fairness to these countries,

extensive public consultations have been conducted to increase input regarding on GM

crops, as evidenced by the EU-wide Eurobarometer survey on GM food (Tiberghien,

2007)- Overall, the EU has demonstrated that GM crop regulation can be flexible and

evidence-based, and accommodate public concern (Levidow, 2007). However, the EU's
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precautionary approach that includes both scientific and broader societal policy

determinants has recently come under attack.

In 2003, the US, Canada, and Argentina - three of the four main GM crop

producing countries in the world - challenged the EU's precautionary approach at the

World Trade Organization (WTO) arguing that the de facto moratorium was an illegal

barrier to global trade (Murphy and Levidow, 2006). These GM crop-producing nations

hoped to use the WTO dispute mechanisms to force the EU to adopt agbiotechnology and

argued that the moratorium was a form of protectionism (Falknel 2007b).In early 2006,

the WTO agreed that the EU's precautionary approach was in breach of international

trade rules, which some believe demonstrates the conflict between national

environmental protection initiatives and globalization (Isaac and Kerr, 2007). Other

expressed disappointment that the WTO would overrule the EU's democratic decision

making processes and try to force GM foods onto a skeptical public (Murphy and

Levidow, 2006). Yet, given the intense public debate in Europe over GM crops, many

believe it is unlikely that the EU will move away from its precautionary approach (Isaac

and Kerr, 2007). Ultimately, the long-term implications of the IVTO case are difficult to

discern, but some conclude that the global contest over legitimate regulatory models for

assessing the benefìts and risks of GM crops will continue (Murphy and Levidow,2006).

Benqlits and risl<s qf GM crops

Carrying out a literature review on the benefits and risks of GM crops is complex.

First, there are many different varieties of GM crops (e.g. corn, canola, etc), which often

have different introduced traits (i.e. herbicide-tolerance (HT), insect resistance (IR), and
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stacked systems that include both). Secondly, the literature is replete with sfudies dealing

with the GM crop issue at different scales, spanning genomics, proteomics, physiology,

ecology, agronomy, etc. For the most part, this review will focus on the farm-level

benefits and risks associated with GM crops, and will include relevant agronomic,

ecological, socioeconomic, political, and legal issues. To the degree possible, the

following literature will focus on GM crops with HT traits, particularly canola and wheat,

and will use Canadian examples.

Industry promotes HT crops for their weed control efficacy, as they can resist the

application of selective herbicides (Devine, 2005). A number of crops have HT traits,

including corn, soybean, canola, sunflower, rice, and wheat (Devine, 2005). Studies

confirm industry claims and show that HT canola varieties provide better weed control

and reduced dockage (e.g. less weed seeds and chaff in final product) when compared

with non-HT varieties (Harker et al., 2000). Research suggests that better weed control

increases yield for HT canola (Harker eta1.,2000) and HT wheat resistant to glyphosate

(Blackshaw and Harker,2002; Howatt et al., 2006).It is believed that Canadian farmers

have rapidly adopted HT canola because it improves weed control and yields (Devine and

Buth, 2001), which further simplifies weed management and has allowed farmers to

manage larger areas more efficiently (Beckie et al., 2006).

Furthermore, some suggest that HT crops may provide imporlant environmental

benef,tts, as they are often linked with more benign herbicides (e.g. glyphosate), may

require less frequent herbicide applications, and facilitate reduced tillage because soil

incorporated herbicides have been replaced (Devine,2005). While research confirms that

HT canola relative to non-HT canola has reduced overall herbicide use per hectare, the
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exact amount of this reduction varies by study, and a precise fîgure remains elusive

(Beckie et a1.,2006). While herbicide use has decreased between HT and non-HT canola

systems, since 1998 in Canada it has remained constant, as farmers often use HT canola

to "cleanup" weedy fields and hope to reduce herbicide use in following years (Beckie et

al." 2006). Holever, research iridicates that herbicide use (particularly in HT soybeans in

the US) may actually increase, and some contend that industry claims of environmental

benefit associated with these products may be overstated (Benbrook,200l). That HT

crops facilitate minimum tillage practices, which requires fewer passes across fìelds, may

increase soil health and carbon sequestration, while reducing soil erosion and fuel

consumption (Van Acker et al., 2004). Research suggests that HT canola has indeed

reduced fuel consumption, which mitigated approximately 94 million kg of carbon

dioxide emissions between 1996 and 2004 (Brookes and Barfoot, 2005). It is suggested

that these environmental benefits are yet another reason why HT crops continue to be

adopted by farmers worldwide (Devine, 2005).

To date, only two studies have investigated the farm-level impact of GM canola

on Canadian farmers, although they have not been peer-reviewed. The Canola Council of

Canada commissioned telephone surveys with prairie farmers in 2001 and 2004 that

focused primarily on the agronomic and economic impacts of GM crops. The results of

these surveys suggest that GM cultivars provided better weed control, yielded about l0%

higher, and increased net return per acre by $5.80 when compared with non-GM cultivars

(CCC,200l). Fuel consumption decreased by 3l million liters due to fewer field passes

and there was an overall decrease in herbicide use and cost (CCC, 2001). It was

determined that GM cultivars can outcross and contaminate non-GM farms and become
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weeds (i.e. volunteers) that require additional chemical and mechanical control measures

(CCC, 2005). Overall, these studies suggest the agronomic and economic benefits of HT

crops outweigh risks associated with HT crop volunteers (CCC,200l; CCC,2005).

However, a number of limitations exist with these studies. For.example, the sampling

protocol relied on GM crop developers providing list of participants, the methodology

excluded small farmers, and broader social, cultural, and political issues were not

considered. More research on risks associated with this technology is clearly needed.

One of the major criticisms of GM crops is that they are not containable (Clark,

2004). GM crop traits may escape via gene flow, which can be defined "as the exchange

of genes between different, usually related, populations through pollen transfer" (Legere,

2005). Gene flow from GM crops is cause for concern, as it may affect neighbouring

fields (both GM and non-GM), volunteer populations, and weedy relatives, which in turn

might irreversibly impact farming and ecological systems (Baker and Preston, 2003).

Wllile gene flow is a natural process, the introduction of GM crops in agriculture has

stimulated research in this aÍea, which has facilitated a more comprehensive

understanding ofhow crops and related species hybridize and the geographical scale for

which this is possible (Dale, 2005).

It is important to recognize that gene flow is crop-specif,rc. For example, canola is

largely open-pollinated by wind and insects (Smyth et aL.,2002) whereas wheat is largely

self-pollinating (Waines and Hedge, 2005). Therefore, out-crossing rates differ between

canola and wheat, and range between 12 to 55o/o (Legere, 2005) and 0.lo/o and I0.l%

(Brule-Babel et al., 2006), respectively. Regardless of being classified as being open or

self-pollinating, both canola and wheat out-crossing can have large-scale geographical
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effects. Gene flow studies on canola show that HT crops can hybridize with non-HT

crops up to 3 km from the pollen source (Rieger et al., 2002).In wheat, depending on the

variety, gene flow has been reported between 27 (Hucl and Mafus-Cadiz,2001) and 300

m (Matus-Cadiz et a1.,2004) from the pollen source. Risk assessment had largely failed

to predict the impact that this gene flow, particularly in canola, might have for farmers

(Ramsey,2005).

A major issue is that GM canola has extensively contaminated non-GM canola

across the Canadian prairies. On average, one in four fields is seeded with canola, and

therefore very few regions across the Canadian prairies are isolated from GM canola

(Beckie et al., 2006). Canola produces lots of volunteers due to extensive seed shattering

before and after han¿est (Beckie et al., 2006), which can become dormant in the seed

bank for four to five years, and remain a weed problem for farmers into the future

(Legere,2005). Volunteers have now been documented that have three-way trait stacking

(Hall et a1.,2002) and although single and trait-stacked volunteers can be controlled with

additional chemicals (Beckie et al., 2004), costs and liabilities have increased for

conventional, minimum tillage, and organic farmers (Smyth et ã1., 2002). Feral

populations canola along roadsides and ditches are also trait-stacked, and likely outcross

with in-field populations (Knispel et al. 2008).

Minimum tillage farmers now have to use additional and more costly herbicides

to control some HT canola volunteers, as these plants are often resistant to glyphosate,

which is the chemical that replaces tillage for weed control in these systems (Van Acker

et a1.,2004). Since organic farmers do not use chemicals some have attempted to sue GM

crop developers (i.e. Monsanto and Bayer) seeking damages for GM canola volunteer
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cleanup costs (Bouchie, 2002). That government failed to introduce multi-scale

stewardship plans when GM crops were introduced has likely exacerbated the problems

associated with GM canola volunteers (Beckie et al., 2006). While GM plants may

contaminate a farm via gene flow, studies now suggest that contaminated seed may also

be a vector.

Gene flow has contaminated non-GM pedigreed seed stocks in Canada, as

evidenced by two studies caruied out in the country. Friesen et al. (2003) documented that

27 non-GM seedlots had been contaminated by GM traits, withTSo/o containing Roundup

Ready traits and 96Yo containing either Roundup or Liberty Link, and overall 52%o of the

samples were above the 0.25% frequency required for certified seed. Another

investigation found that of 70 pedigreed non-GM canola seedlots tested 46Yo contained

Roundup Ready traits, while 59Yo contained either Roundup Ready or Liberty Link traits

(Downey and Beckie,2002). In the uS, soybean, corn, and canola have also been

extensively and irreversibly contaminated by GM a traits, which prompted harsh criticism

of regulators (Mellon and Rissler,2004).

Many suggest that Canada's previous experience with GM canola contamination

may be used as a lesson regarding what might happen with GM wheat should it be

introduced (Van Acker et al., 2004). Although GM wheat, particularly HT wheat resistant

to glyphosate, was deferred from commercialization in 2004 amongst controversy

(Stokstad, 2004) there has been renewed calls for its introduction to stimulate production

and economic refurns for farmers (Dyck et al., 2007). Research indicates that GM wheat

will likely contaminate non-GM wheat through seed and pollen movement, and varieties

that are Roundup Ready will stimulate the proliferation of volunteers because there will
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be a selective advantage for these weeds given the widespread use of glyphosate across

the prairies (Brule-Babel et al., 2006). In turn, depending on the production system,

minimum tillage farmers may have to pay between $5 to $52 per acre to control GM

wheat volunteers (Van Acker et al., 2004), which is likely to undermine this important

practice and its associated environmental benefrts (Van Acker et al., 2003). Another risk

that may be associated with GM crops, particularly those that are HT, is that they

increase the potential for herbicide resistant weeds.

That both HT canola and HT wheat could be grown across the prairies has led

some to believe that this could increase the risk of evolution of glyphosate resistant

weeds (Van Acker et al., 2003). The use of GM crops, particularly those resistant to

glyphosate, allows for repeated spraying and increases the chance that herbicide resistant

weeds will develop (Nottingham,2002). Moreover, glyphosate resistant crops allow for

in-crop spraying, which was not previously possible with non-HT crops, which further

increases the chance for resistance development in a broader spectrum of common weeds

(Van Acker et al., 2003). Monsanto initially developed glyphosate in 1914 and has

argued until recently that resistance to this chemical was unlikely (Bradshaw et al., 1997).

However, with the widespread use of glyphosate in agriculture, compounded by the

increased use of GM crops tolerant to the herbicide, there have now been a dozen

documented examples of weeds developing resistance to the product (Service, 2007). The

evolution of glyphosate-resistant weeds is a major threat to minimum tillage practices,

which use this chemical for weed control instead of tillage (Van Acker et al, 2003). Some

speculate that the success of glyphosate-tolerant crops will lead to their own demise,

which in tutn, will adversely affect farmer livelihoods and the environment (Service,
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2007). The superior weed control efficacy of GM crops may also cause other

environmental problems.

That HT crops offer superior weed control may also have unintended

consequences for agricultural biodiversity. In 2003, UK scientists released the finding of

the Farm-Scale Evaluations (FSE), which was the first large-scale study investigating HT

crops - including canola, maize, and beet - and their overall impact on agricultural

biodiversity (Andow, 2003). Both HT canola and beet offered superior weed control and

this significantly reduced broadleaf weeds (Heard et al., 2003), which subsequently

reduced weed dependent invertebrates (Brooks et al., 2003), butterflies and bees in-crop

(Haughton et a1.,2003) and butterflies at field margins (Roy et a1.,2003).It is also likely

that reduced weed biodiversity may also adversely affect farmland birds that are

dependent on these plants (Andow, 2003). This FSE research was high in visibility and

further alarmed the public regarding the potential risks associated with GM crops.

Worldwide, the introduction of GM crops has raised consumer concerns about the

long-term safety of this technology for the environment and human health, which has

adversely affected markets for farmers (Smyth et al., 2004). 'When GM canola was

introduced in Canada in 1995, exports to Europe immediately dropped and ultimately

ceased in 1998 (Smyth, 2006). European consumers were alarmed that these first imports

would not be segregated and labelled, and this stigmatized GM crops and the

agbiotechnology industry as a whole (Poortinga and Pidgeon,2007). As a result of GM

contamination, Canadian organic canola farmers and honey producers cannot guarantee

their products are GM-free, and have lost millions of dollars in European sales (Smyth et

a1.,2002). The potential market harm associated with introducing GM wheat is likely to
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affect Canadian farmers' $4 and $6 billion in annual sales, given that over 80% of their

wheat buyers have rejected the crop, largely citing consumer concern over eating GM

foods (Huygen et al., 2003). Despite the market harm associated with GM crops, the

CFIA's "science-based" approach does not allow for the consideration of socioeconomic

risks, particularly for farmers (Smyth, 2006).

A review of the decade long Canadian experience with GM crops, particularly HT

varieties, concludes that very little research has been carried out on the sociological

impacts associated with this technology (Beckie et al., 2006). Only one study in the

literature addresses some of these issues in a Canadian context. It suggests that GM crops

benefits larger-scale farmers, as they have more capital to buffer risk, which inadvertently

marginalizes smaller farms that are often a boon to community health (Mehta, 2005).

Although larger scale farmers have benef,rted, GM crops may compromise their

autonomy, as they must sign contracts to use this technology thereby restricting their

ability to seed save, which in tum might erode and "deskill" important cultural

knowledge regarding farming (Mehta, 2005). Furthermore, that industry has sued and

monitored farmers suspected of using GM crops without a license may create a "culture

of surveillance", create conflict between neighboring farmers, and overall reduce "social

cohesion" in rural communities (Mehta, 2005).The study concludes that more research is

needed on the social impacts of GM crops on farmers and rural communities (Mehta

2005).

To-date, no peer-reviewed literature exists regarding GM crops and the risk they

might pose for farmers in the Canadian prairies. Given that previous waves of agricultural

change, particularly industrial agriculture, have had sweeping socioeconomic, cuhural,
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and political impacts for farmers and rural communities, this represents a major gap in

the literature. Research in this area is particularly important given that current approaches

to risk assessment, based on substantial equivalence, do not consider important these non-

science based risks.

FARMER KNOWLEÞGE, RISK ANALYSIS, AND GM CROPS

Post-normal science and GM crops

Some have argued that society has now entered a "post-nomal age" that requires

a new form of "post-normal science" to manage environmental risks, which are

increasingly diffîcult to understand and have high stakes implications for a diversity of

stakeholders (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1993). This approach argues that traditional

Kuhnian "normal science" (1962), which is rooted in 18tl' century Enlightenment

principles that dominate governance in western societies, is no longer appropriate for

managing the inherent unceftainties of the present epoch. It is believed that this

"mainstream" approach to scientific inquiry faces a "crisis of confidence", as it is too

reductionistic, value-laden, linked with industry, and ill equipped to manage uncertainty

and support responsible decision-making (Ravetz, 2004).

Proponents of post-normal science advocate a more holistic methodology, which

includes normal science and expert advice, and focuses on including "extended peer

communities" in decision-making (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1993).In effect, extended peer

communities include broader societal and cultural institutions, particularly members of

the public with local knowledge (LK) that are directly affected and keenly aware of

environmental problems facing them (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1993). By including LK, it

is argued that post-normal science increases legitimacy in decision-making, but more
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importantly, it actually enriches scientific investigation by helping to identify important

problems and phenomena (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1993). By embracing rather than

denying uncertainty, as is the case with science-based risk assessment (Jasanoff, 2003),

post-normal science allows for the strengths of LK and science to complement one

another (Healy, 1999). However, post-normal science also challenges "normal science",

as it is based on a precautionary approach, which is critical of expert-driven knowledge

that is increasingly privatized as intellectual property, and seeks to restore democracy,

transparency, and the role of public knowledge in decision-making (Ravetz, 2004).

The use of post-normal science has been advocated for complex scientific and

societal issues such as global warming (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 7gg3), environmental

toxicants like agriculfural chemicals (Ravetz,2004), and BSE and GM crops (Marchi and

Ravetz, 1999). As some point out, biotechnology actually exists between normal and

post-normal science, and fluxes between linear and non-linear knowledge production

(Mehta, 2006). This is demonstrated by the paradigm shift for normal science occurring

in genetics, which has been concurrent to the public controversy over GM crops, expert

knowledge, and risk assessment, and has forced the issue of agbiotechnology into a post-

normal era. Scholars further indicate that post-normal science and more inclusive

approaches to risk research have many parallels, as they are both concerned with the

crisis of uncertainfy in industrial society (Healy, lggg), and both may be useful in

refining conventional risk assessment, management, and communication (Marchi and

Ravetz,1999)
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Rislr analvsis, public input and GM crops

It is generally accepted that there are "two cultures" within the academic

discipline of risk analysis, with some focused on science-based risk assessment, and

others studying the psychological, sociological, legal, and economic nature of risk

(Jasanoff, 1993). The former dominates regulatory decision-making regarding GM crops,

and has been extensively criticized for its narro\¡/ focus. To summarize the conflict,

science-based risk assessment largely focuses on "thin" hazards, such as probability of

gene flow and mortality of species, and generally excludes potential "thick" harms like

socioeconomic and cultural impacts (Wachbroit, l99I). Risk analysis, in contrast,

incorporates both "thick" and "thin" harms within a broader social, cultural, economic,

and political context, potentially mitigating the shortcomings of conventional risk

assessment (Auberson-Huang, 2002). Engaging the public has been central in risk

analysis, particularly regarding the use of controversial technologies like nuclear power

and GM crops (Taylor-Gooby and Jens, 2006). This interdisciplinary definition of risk

analysis, which combines both scientific and social issues and public input, is used

throughout this thesis.

However, government and industry often use a different definition of risk

analysis, and it is important to differentiate this approach from the one used in this thesis.

Some claim that Canada uses a "Risk Analysis Framework", which utilizes a tiered

system of risk assessment (i.e. science-based evaluation of probability of hazard), risk

management (i.e. decision-making based on science), and risk communication (i.e. top-

down communication to public about science-based decisions), in its decision-making

regarding GM crop approvals (Isaac, 2006). This approach is science-based, expeft-
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driven, predicated on a belief in technological progress, and excludes public input in

decision-making (Isaac, 2006). Given the dominant role of science in all stages of

assessment, management, and communication, I argue that it is really a form risk

assessment with a few more bells and whistles. More holistic approaches to risk analysis

- like the one used in this thesis * have been informed by a wider variety of disciplines

and theories on technology and society.

Urlich Beck's "risk society" theory has been central in advocating a shift away

from government and industry fixation with science-based approaches to risk assessment

and advocating for greater citizen participation in decision-making (Beck, 1992). Beck

(1992; 1995) documents how technological innovation is producing risks, particularly for

the environment, which are increasingly difficult to predict, regulate, and manage.

According to the theory, risk transformed across three epochs: "pre-industrial society"

(traditional society), "industrial society" (first modernity), and now the "risk society"

(second modernity) (Beck, 1992).In the risk society, anthropogenic "manufactured risks"

dominate - these differentiated from "natural hazards" that were of principal concern in

previous epochs and are best exemplified by nuclear, chemical, and genetic

technologies (Beck, 1992). These manufactured risks are believed to be increasingly

catastrophic and outpace experts' ability to understand, predict and mitigate their

potential impact. This, Beck argues, has turned society into a giant laboratory (Fischer,

2000). Due to this purported failure of science and industrial modemity, Beck (1992;

1995) argues that a new approach is required, which is rooted in "reflexive

modernization" and "ecological democracy", and has citizens engaged in decision-

making regarding issues that affect their lives.
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To date, the majority of risk research that has engaged the public focuses on their

'þerceptions of risk". Social and cognitive psychologists have caried out much of this

research using the so-called "psychometric paradigm", which uses empirical

questionnaires coupled with factor analysis to understand people's underlying heuristics

(e.g. dreadfulness of risk, controllability of risk, etc) regarding risk perceptions (Pidgeon

et a1.,2006). Psychometric studies have focused on a diversity of topics (e.g. chemicals,

ecological hazards, nuclear power, biotechnology, etc) (Pidgeon et al., 2006) and offer

decision-makers insights into public risk preferences that allow for the development of

socially accepted policy (Zirn and Taylor-Gooby,2006). Research in this area shows that

lay public risk perception is rational and influenced by a diversity of factors including

emotion, affect, worldviews, and trust (Slovic, 1999). Overall, psychometric research

demonstrates that risk is more than just the magnitude and probability of a hazard, as

defined by risk assessment, and has other social and subjective factors (Zinn and Taylor-

Gooby,2006).

A focus of risk research in the social sciences has been to dichotomize lay and

expert risk perceptions, and many of the early studies assumed that scientifîc knowledge

was superior to that of the public (Zinn and Taylor-Goodby, 2006). However, more

recently studies have found that the public is highly capable of estimating hazard

potential, which has led some to question the assumption that experts superior and more

veridical risk judgment (Wright et al., 2002).Indeed, research has shown that the public

has a broad and complex conception of risk (Slovic, l98l), whereas expert perception of

risk is more often restricted to probability of harm (Cohen, 1985). Recognizing that the

public and experts view risk differently is important, as those that define risk will control
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the "rational solution to the problem", giving that party considerable power (Slovic,

1999). Risk analysis has contributed to the GM crop debate by exploring how the public

defines risks associated with this technology.

Consumers in Europe, Japan and.North America are increasingly skeptical of GM

crops, and believe they may cause adverse impacts on human health and the environment,

while also lacking trust in regulators and risk assessment as a whole (Priest, 2000; Macer

and Chen Ng,2000; Taylor-Gooby,2006; Gaskell et al., 2006). The absence of consumer

benef,it with GM crops, not a misunderstanding of risk, seems to be a driving force

behind these high-risk perceptions (Gaskell et al., 2004). While still generally critical, the

US public is more accepting of GM food than Europeans, in part due to its greater trust in

industry and government over environmental and consumer groups (Priest, 2003). Other

studies also suggest that trust in institutions affects risk and benefit perceptions regarding

gene technology (Siegrist, 2000). Negative attitudes toward agbiotechnology may be

explained by previous risk research, which suggests that when risks are unfamiliar,

uncontrollable and potentially catastrophic they are less acceptable, as some of these

factors may be associated with GM foods (Poortinga and Pidgeon,2007). Policymakers

have benefited from these studies on public risk perceptions toward agbiotechnology,

however, some argue this may actually harm citizens.

Quantitative risk research surveys often deal with aggregate data, and have been

criticized for focusing more on risk itself than the citizens involved (Marris et al., 1997),

which may further marginalize the public in decision-making (Simmons, 2001). Some

argue further that these large-scale surveys could be improved by incorporating

individual experience (Barnett and Breakwell, 2001) as well as social and cultural factors
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into the analysis, as these variables better represent how citizens form risk perceptions

and communities as awhole (Simmons, 2007).Indeed, some advocate that people's risk

perceptions can only be understood by evaluating the sociocultural context from which

they arise, and methods to achieve this include quantitative, qualitative, and descriptive

approaches (Zinn and Taylor-Gooby, 2006).

Specific sociocultural studies demonstrate that individual analysis is indeed

important to risk perception. One investigation shows that personal experience, culture

and place were all important factors that discerned how different stakeholders viewed the

risk of industrial development encroaching on farmland in Alberta (Masuda and Garuin,

2006). Another demonstrates how the psychological, emotional, and economic wellbeing

of resource-based communities (e.g. farming) can be highly affected by stigmatized

technologies (e.g. pesticides), which suggests that experience is critical to risk research

(Gregory and Satterfîe1d,2002).Indeed, the issue of GM crops is highly stigmatized, and

therefore studying the sociocultural and experiential impact of this technology on farmers

is important.

Many argue that the life experience of people is another generally neglected form

of expertise (Fischer, 2000). Some have characterized this local knowledge (LK) as the

informal "popular, or folk knowledge that can be contrasted to formal or speci alized,

knowledge that defines scientific, professional, and intellectual elites in both Western and

non-'Western societies" (Brush, 1996). Given the diversity of human experience, it is

important that when speaking about LK one avoids essentialism (Semali and Kincheloe,
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1999), although some underlying principles can be identified. Conceptually LK includes

indigenous knowledge (IK) and traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) and is described

as being experience-based, place and culture specific, and orally transmitted across

generations (Berkes, 1999). Many argue that the LK of hunters, fishers, farmers allows

them to sustainably manage natural resources, which can enrich scientific understanding

regarding various environmental problems facing society (Berkes and Folke, 1998).

Although LK has existed for all of human history, scientists and decision-makers

have largely been ignorant of its potential (Berkes, 1999). A systematic evaluation of the

ecological literature demonstrates that less than lo/o of published studies incorporate LK

(Brook, 2007). Scientists and other experts often claim an authority position over

knowledge production (Wynne, 1989), and believe that they are the only ones capable of

anticipating and managing the social and technological complexity of modem societies

(Fischer, 2000). However, increasingly this "dominant expertise" is viewed as

paternalistic and many call for the "demoqatization of science" and encourage the

importance of other "ways of knowing" (Leach et al.,2005). Arguably, the disciplines of

anthropology, native studies, and international development have been at the forefront of

engaging communities and learning about their LK.

Anthropology has a long tradition of advocating the importance of LK (Sillitoe,

2007) and some of the first research in this area was conducted by Boaz (1888) who

investigated Inuit hunter knowledge regarding sea ice type and ringed seal abundance.

Since Boaz's seminal fieldwork, research has further documented Inuit knowledge

regarding the ecology and management of beluga (Kilabuck, 1998) and bowhead (Hay et

al." 2000) whales, polar bear (Keith, 2004), and caribou (Thorpe et a1.,2003). Some argue
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that this experience-based Inuit knowledge is as sophisticated as science (Wenzel, 1999),

embedded in a complex cultural and spiritual fabric (Fienup-Riordan, 1990), based on

principles of respect for natural resources and community cooperation (Wenzel, 1994),

and useful for environmental impact assessment (Stevenson, 1996).

Modern civilization has precipitated an environmental crisis, which many feel

requires LK to help solve, given its focus on relationships between humans and

ecosystems (Semali and Kincheloe, 1999). For example, the global "climate crisis" will

likely adversely affect human society (Gore, 2006), yet science-based approaches may be

limited in their ability to predict and manage this "post-normal" uncertainty and risk

(Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1993), and therefore Inuit are increasingly viewed as key

knowledge holders regarding potential impacts like the melting of glaciers (Cruikshank,

2005) and strategies for resilience (Berkes and Jolly, 2001). Similarly, farmers are largely

regarded as being important custodian of knowledge regarding agriculture in more

southern climes.

As discussed at the beginning of this literature review, farmers and their LK were

instrumental in the development of agricultural biodiversity through domestication and

selective breeding of crops over millennia (Fowler and Mooney, 1990; Diamond, 1997;

Manning, 2004). This farmer LK was critical for developing the North American

germplasm base (Kloppenburg, 2002).In Canada, farmers were directly responsible for

importing, breeding, and sharing wheat and rapeseed that arguably led to settlement of

the prairies (Kuyek, 2007). Some believe that farmers pass LK and land down through

generations, with each generation hoping for a better future for the next, which ensures a

long-term commitment to sustainable use of resources (Francis, 1994). This LK is also
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shared amongst farmers of the same generation, which further increases sustainability

(Pretty, 2002), and enhances resiliency, reciprocity, and social capital in rural

communities (Flora and Flora, 2005). This deeply rooted and complex LK represents a

rich resource for scientists and policy-makers hoping to develop environmentally

responsible and culturally appropriate agriculfural technology (Altieri,1993)

Farmer LK is widely incorporated in development projects in the Global South

and has contributed to understanding already released agricultural technologies and their

impacts on natural resource management and socioeconomics in over 50 countries

(Eyzaguirre, 1992). Because agricultural technology directly affects the well being of

farmers, they are well positioned to evaluate and to consider economic, sociocultural, and

ecological impacts that may be associated with its use (Cleveland and Soleri, 2001).

Research demonstrates how farmers have used this holistic LK to informally experiment

with and refine agricultural technology to best suit the needs of their communities and

environments (Sumberg and Okali, 1997). In some parls of Africa, LK has been

incorporated into environmental impact assessment to predict, mitigate, and monitor

agricultural technology (Appriah-Opoku, 2005). It has been suggested that LK might

even be useful in evaluating GM crops (Eyzaguirre, 1992)

However, studies on GM crops at the farm-level are mostly economic in nature

and focus only on benefits associated with this technology. Increased yields, economic

gains, and reduced pesticide use were found for GM cotton in the US (Klotz-Ingram et

al., 1999; Marra et al., 2002), South Africa (Ismael et al., 2002), and India (Bennet et al.,

2006). Similar findings were found for GM soybean in Romania (Brooks, 2005). One US

study indicated that while pesticides may be reduced with GM cotton and soybean, the
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yields and economic benefits did not increase (McBride and Books, 2000). In Argentina,

increased yield and reduced pesticides associated with GM cotton were curbed by the

cost of the technology (Qaim and de Janvry,2003). One Canadian study suggests that the

economic benefits of GM canola accrue unevenly for farmers (Fulton and Keyowski,

1999). This economic research, while important in its own right, does not fully

characterize the diverse nature of farmer attitudes and experiences regarding GM crops.

Worldwide, only a few studies that have explored farmer perceptions toward GM

crops. One study evaluated farmers' perceptions toward "golden rice" and found that

farmers were either unaware of this technology or believed it had little agronomic or

economic benef,rt (Chong, 2003). Another explored farmer attitudes toward GM eggplant

and found the benefits of this technology outweighed moral concerns regarding its

potential use (Chong, 2005). Farmers in Mesoamerica and Cuba believed that GM corn

might harm regional biodiversity due to gene flow with traditional varieties (Soleri et al.,

2005).In Australia and New Zealand, farmer attitudes toward GM crops indicated high

levels of awareness and interest in the technology (McDougall et al., 2001; Cook and

Fairweather,2003).In all this peer-reviewed literature, only one study from Illinois State

explored farmer perceptions with GM crops that they had actually grown, and found

general satisfaction with the technology (Chimmiri et al.,2006). Not surprisingly, none of

these studies mentioned the important role that farmer local and experiential knowledge

can play in the assessment of GM crops.

That farmer experience regarding the over decade long use of GM crops in

agriculture has yet to be evaluated anywhere in the world represents a major gap in the

literature. Farmers are arguably most affected by the introduction of GM crops, and given
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their holistic LK can play an important role in evaluating the social, economic, cultural,

and ecological benefits and risks associated with this technology. Indeed, many believe

that farmer LK can help assess all agricultural technology (Lynman and Herdt, 1992) and,

will be imporlant for developing sustainable alternatives to the industrial food systern

(Cleveland and Soleri, 2007). However, science-based risk assessment does not allow for

public input (Isaac,2006), which suggests broader approaches like risk analysis offer an

ideal vehicle for including farmer LK in the evaluation of GM crops. To-date, this has yet

to occur, which makes this thesis study on farmer knowledge, risk analysis, and GM

crops in the Canadian prairies unique and important.

NOTES

l. While both Canada and the US had extensive government supported seed sharing

programs in place, they started at different times. Kuyek (2007) indicates that the

Canadian system began in 1895, and was in high demand, with approximately

35,000 packets of seed being mailed to farmers annually. Kloppenburg (2002)

documents the US system well underway by 1849, with 60,000 packets of seed

being mailed to farmers annually. However, gradually these programs lost cache

with governments, and were quickly abandoned in favor of scientific breeding

program based on the new discipline of genetics

2. Rapeseed is a plant that has been used in China for over 2000 years and is an

important oilseed crop for that country. Two varieties were imported into Canada,

one by farmer Fred Solvoniuk that had rapeseed mailed to him from his Polish

homeland in the 1930s, and the other was found on a wharf in Argentina and

brought to Canada in the early 1940s. The former is Brassica campestris,
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informally known as "polish canola", and the latter B. napus colloquially known

as "argentine canola" (Kneen, 1990).
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Chapter 3;

The Double Helix of Risk - Towards a
Holistic Evaluation of Agbiotecltnology

"I regard the consilience of equal regard between science and the humanities
as a combination of great power for our small world of scholars because such
joining of truly independent entities, always in close and mutually reinforcing
contact, and always pursuing a common goal of fostering the ways and means
of human intellect, so deftly combines the dffirent strengths of the fox and the
hedgehog that we must win (or at least prevail), so long as we don't allow the
detractors to break our common resolve and bond"

Stephen J. Gould

The Hedgehog. the Fox. and the Magister's Pox
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CHAPTER SUMMARY

Worldwide, regulators use "science-based" risk assessment to evaluate and approve

genetically modified (GM) crops, and this process explicitly excludes the public from

decision-making regarding this important technology. This approach was first developed

at the now famous Asilomar Conference and subsequently internationalized by the

OECD. I argue that a more holistic approach is required, which seeks balance and

connection between the scientific and social strands in risk assessment, and present the

"double helix of risk" as a conceptual model to achieve this. I investigate the Cartagena

Biosafety Protocol, the major and relatively new United Nation's agreement on living

modified organisms (LMOs), and explore how the double helix of risk model is similar

and may further benefit intemational governance of this technology.. In contrast, North

American governments fail to acknowledge the need for holism in risk evaluation of GM

crops, which has led to significant problems as exemplified by the controversy over GM

wheat and Monsanto vs. Schmeiser lawsuit. The barriers and possibilities for liolism in

risk evaluation are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Safety assessments for agbiotechnology have largely been science-based, thereby

excluding social determinants in risk assessment, despite the technology's demonstrable

impact on human systems. A more holistic approach to genetically modified (GM) crop

evaluation must be developed and I introduce the "double helix of risk" as a conceptual

model (Figure 1), which explicitly recognizes the interconnectedness between scientifrc

and social strands of risk evaluation. I argue that, in order to reduce polarity in the GM
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debate, balance must be found between these two strands and future risk research would

benefit by including marginalized perspectives, particularly farmers, indigenous people,

and rural communities.

TWO STRA'NDS TAKE FORM

The scientific and public conception that recombinant DNA (rDNA) and potential

harm are intertwined was fertilized at the Asilomar Conference, in California, in 1975.

This 3-day meeting has been called the ''Woodstock of molecular biology', convened in

response to safety concerns over this emerging science, specifically crossing the species

boundary with rDNA and creating genetically modified organisms (GMOs) (Barinaga,

2000). It was an exciting time for molecular researchers; however, it also required

'scientific soul searching' (Barinaga, 2000).

Elite scientists, physicians, and lawyers, largely from the US, dominated the

meeting. Their decision was to overfurn a previous moratorium on the use of rDNA, in

favor of research protocols that ensured safe use of the technology (Fredrickson,200l).

Scientists hailed this approach as 'a landmark of social responsibility and selÊ

governance' (Barinaga, 2000). Indeed, the guidelines that were drafted and promulgated

by the US National Institute of Health were progressive, thoughtful, and emphasized the

need for precaution and biological containment proportional to estimated risk. These

guidelines, however, were strictly science-based and ethical considerations were left out,

otherwise consensus would not have been reached (Barinaga, 2000). This document

stated that it was the 'frrst assessment of potential bio-hazards' associated with rDNA,

and in turn, is likely the world's premiere risk assessment for GMOs.
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Journalists from 16 reputable scientific and popular publications such as Natttre,

Science, New York Times, Washinglon Post, and Rolling Slone, amongst others, were

invited with the express purpose of bringing the science and debate regarding GMOs into

the public eye (Fredrickson, 2001). However, some scientists were unhappy with this

token public involvement and the removal of social and ethical determinants from the

risk calculus. On the last day of the meeting, a group called 'Science for the People'

distributed an open letter stating 'decisions at this crossroad of biological research must

not be made without public participation' and requested continuation of the moratorium

until the public was properly consulted, fearing that the scientif,ic community was

incapable of wisely regulating themselves (Fredrickson, 2001). Ironically, the Asilomar

conference, as progressive as it was, recognizing the need for science-based risk

assessment for GMOs, also set the precedent for extemalizing public perspectives from

decision-making regarding this important technology.

In this context, the double helix of risk was conceived, with science and public

participation running antiparallel in each strand of the overall structure of risk evaluation.

Science was clearly established as the 'dominant strand' for GMO risk assessment and

these scientific methodologies were refined and replicated internationally, which

ultimately lead to commercial release of agbiotechnology in the mid-1990s. In contrast,

social considerations have largely been under represented or non-existent in GMO risk

evaluation and, thus, form the 'lagging strand'. These two strands appear to be influenced

by distinct ideological directionality, which has lead to the rapid uptake of one strand

over the other. Arguably, this bias contributed to geopolitical conflict over
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agbiotechnology and exacerbated the divide between 'expert' and 'lay' perspectives

regarding risk.

SCIENCE: THE DOMINANT STRAND

The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD),

building on the work at Asilomar, was the fìrst organization to synthesize, standardize

and internationalize science-based 'risk assessment' for GMOs. Their 1986 publication,

Recombinanr DNA Sofuty Considerations, also known as The Blue Book, set the

intergovernmental standard for proactive approaches to evaluating environmental safety

of these products (McCammon, 2006). It prescribed a tiered approach, which still largely

exists today, assessing risk at each step. This approach moves from the laboratory to the

greenhouse and then to limited field-testing and finally large-scale release. The goal of

this type of risk assessment is to make a reasonable pre-release prediction of the behavior

of a GM crop and to detect, and avert, potential problems (Sharples, 1991). It is generally

conducted on a 'case-by-case' basis in order to gauge the 'possibility, probability and

consequences of harm' (Nap et aL.,2003). This largely expert-based approach has proved

reliable, assisting in the introduction of 577 million hectares of GM crops worldwide

(James, 2006), which have been deemed 'substantially equivalent' to, and therefore as

safe as, their non-GM counterparts (Jasanoff, 2000). The directionality of this strand, I

argue, is highly influenced by ideological world views associated with 'progress',

'technological optimism', 'economy' and 'globalism'. In turn, this strand of risk

assessment is viewed as highly credible, generalizable, and objective.
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SOCI,AL: THE LAGGING STRAND

Social (e.g. socio-economic, ethical, political and cultural) considerations are

important when evaluating the safety of GM crops. Yet, given the multidimensionality

and often incommensurable nature of these issues, they are rarely incorporated in

regulatory decision-making (Auberson-Huang, 2002).'Risk analysis', in contrast to 'risk

assessment', attempts to reconcile this absence of social determinants in decision-making,

incorporating science within the larger context of public policy, with a specific emphasis

on stakeholder involvement (Arvai, 2003). The importance of public participation in risk

regulation is gaining recognition as it can contribute to a more rich and thorough

understanding of potential hazards (Arvai, 2003). Yet, agreement on how to best include

people remains a challenge (Anex and Focht, 2002). To date, consultation regarding GM

crops has focused on lay people, specifically consumers, and is largely quantitative in

nafure and limited to large-scale surveys (Townsend and Campbell,2004).Interestingly,

in the GM crop debate, the important voice of farmers is often overlooked, despite their

vast knowledge regarding its potential impact (Mauro and Mclachlan, 2008). It has been

argued that including stakeholder views in governance is essential, especially for

controversial genetic technologies, as this will sustain trust and allow for continued

research (Caulfield et al., 2006). The directionality of the lagging strand, I believe, is

highly influenced by ideological world views associated with 'precaution', 'technological

pessimism', 'environmentalism', and 'localism'. As a result, this strand of risk analysis is

often viewed as lacking credibility, anecdotal, and subjective.
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BARRIERS TO HOLISM

Risk decision-making over GM crops is often highly polarized. Scientific and

social considerations are usually pitted against one another and viewed as opposites on a

continuum of risk, which leads to acrimonious debates about their relative importance.

Consequently, most studies are conducted on an either/or basis, with scholars choosing

between scientific or social strands of risk evaluation, resulting in a notable gap in

research that addresses the complex interplay befween the two. Understandably, in this

context, most governments have embraced 'objectivity' and adopted the dominant strand

of risk assessment, which has allowed for comparison of risk across countries and

subsequent release and globalization of agbiotechnology. However, it has been argued

that this scientific exclusivity predefines what risks are considered, creating a value-laden

'risk window', which explicitly excludes social impacts and further exacerbates conflict

associated with GM crops (Jensen et al., 2003). As a result, many social researchers

suggest a more integrated approach, which includes public and broader policy

perspectives, is required (Slovic, 1999). I believe that holistically re-visualizing the

structure of risk regarding GM crops, recognizing the firndamental interconnectedness

and need for balance between scientific and social issues (i.e. 'the double helix of risk'),

is a critical step towards more effective risk evaluation, and may ease contention over

agbiotechnology overall.

LIFE IN THE REAL WORLD

After having 'created' this novel 'double helix of risk', it is time to 'fîeld test' it,

to see if it is an adequate conceptual model to explain present risk controversies over GM

crops. At the international level, the Cartagena Biosafety Protocol (CBP), the major
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United Nation's (UN) negotiated agreement on living modified organisms (LMOs),

seems to recognize the importance of both strands of risk evaluation. V/ith further

research and negotiation, the CBP may be a useful vehicle for holism in risk evaluation

for abiotechnology. Whereas, in the US and Canada, North American-style regulations

fail to recognize the importance of social considerations and are solely science-based.

Despite this, real world case studies from these countries indicate the intrinsically linked

nature of scientific and social issues, which underscores the gaps and inadequacies of

North American-style regulation and futher validates the conceptual model and need for

holism.

THE BIOSAFETY PROTOCOL

Under the umbrella of its parent treaty, the Convention on Biological Diversity,

the CBP came into force September 2003, and has at least 140 ratified members.

Supporlers of the CBP hail it as a critical component in emerging global governance for

agbiotechnology and embrace its precautionary approach (Gupta and Falkner, 2006).

Simultaneously, critics claim that it is doomed to fail because it may be viewed as a

barrier to trade liberalization and therefore in contravention of World Trade Organization

(WTO) rules (Isaac and Kerr, 2007). Despite this dispute, the CBP is the world's only

multilateral environmental agreement (MEA) regarding biosafety and therefore

understanding its ability to enable holistic risk evaluation for LMOs is important.

The CBP's overall objective is to protect biodiversity from potential risks

associated with LMOs, through their safe transfer, handling and use, particularly

regarding transboundary movement (Mackenzie et al, 2003). This international and

legally binding framework is largely a starting point for govemments, particularly
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countries importing LMOs, ensuring that they have adequate information and are able to

make informed biosafety decisions (Mackenzie et à1., 2003). The CBP's central

provisions create an Advanced Informed Agreement (AIA) and Biosafety Clearing House

(BCH), via an internet-based information exchange, which ensures countries are notified

and aware of potential risks associated with LMOs prior to import (Mackenzie et al.,

2003). Significantly, the CBP allows importers to block entry of LMOs if they are

deemed a threat to biodiversity and the social systems that support it (Mackenzie et al.,

2003).

The CBP empowers decision-making using conventional science-based risk

assessment (Article 15) and management (Article 16), while simultaneously allowing for

public awareness and participation (Article 23) and socio-economic considerations

(Article 26) (Figure 2). This recognition of both strands of risk evaluation represents a

responsible evolution in GMO regulation, as it respects the strength and predictive

capacity of scientific approaches advocated at Asilomar and by the OECD, while

allowing for transdisciplinary considerations regarding the potential social impacts

associated with the introduction of novel organisms. Negotiating the integration of both

these strands, however, was extremely difficult and contentious, and demonstrates the

ideological directionality and antiparallel nature of the 'double helix of risk'.

Polarity existed amongst groups negotiating the CBP, particularly between

countries importing and exporting LMOs. The 'Like-minded Group', comprised of

Southern countries rich in biodiversity, were strong advocates for an internationally

binding agreement that was broad and explicitly included social considerations in risk

evaluation, largely because of the potential impact LMO imports might have on local
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biodiversity and livelihood of their small-scale and often poverty stricken farmers (Glover

et al., 2003). However, the 'Miami Group', led by the US, Canada and other

industrialized countries heavily invested in the production and export in LMOs, resisted a

legally binding framework and blocked consensus, until finally compromising to an

agreement that they believed allows international hade and science to dominate decision-

making (Falkner, 2007). The EU took a diplomatic approach. They sided with the 'Like-

minded Group' regarding the need for social and precautionary considerations, but with

the 'Miami Group' in opposing binding liability and redress rules and inclusion of GM

pharmaceuticals under the CBP (Falkner, 2001). Overall, that the CBP was successfully

negotiated represents a major achievement in international cooperation (Falkner, 2007),

and indicates that interconnecting the two strands of risk evaluation is inherently

polarizing, but ultimately possible.

This integration represents an important first step towards achieving holism in

risk evaluation; however, the challenge of finding balance between these two strands still

remains. Under the CBP, science-based risk assessment is mandatory, whereas

incorporation of public participation and socio-economic considerations is largely

discretionar (Mackenzie et al., 2003). Compounding this further is that Article 26 does

not indicate how participation or socio-economic considerations should be 'taken into

account' (Mackenzie et al., 2003). In effect, this means national laws and regulations

guide the'scope, extent, and methodologies'for social assessment and, as aresult of the

CBP's wording, must be closely linked to impacts of LMOs on biodiversity (Mackenzie

et al., 2003). Additionally, any obligation to consult the public and include socio-

economics in risk evaluation must respect confidential business information and be
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consistent with other international agreements, principally the WTO (Mackenzie et al.,

2003).lnitial research suggests that substantial work, at the national level, is required to

overcome challenges associated with increasing public participation.

Comparative research, commissioned by the UN's Environment Programme,

documented l6 different countries, ranging from 'developed' to 'developing', making

initial atternpts to fulfill public participation obligations as outlined by the CBP (Glover et

a1.,2003). A key finding is that there is no standard 'tool-kit' for public involvement, and

that debate over agbiotechnology will differ globally, depending on socio-economic,

political, cultural, and environmental factors affecting the people in a particular region

(Glover et al., 2003). Even within a region, there may be ethnically and linguistically

diverse stakeholders, and it may be difficult and costly to effectively include all members

of society, making it complicated to integrate consultation into official decision-making

(Glover et al., 2003). Fearing that consultation might lead to loss of control over

decision-making, the study indicated that many governments were inclined to pay 'lip

service' to public participation, instead of actually engaging with and for the public

(Glover et al., 2003). More recently, however, research from Mexico, China, and South

Africa indicates that, now in practice, the CBP is used as a type of 'biosafet¡r compass',

which provides a sense of direction, and allows countries to adopt regulation that respects

the protocol while suiting their domestic needs (Gupta and Falkner, 2006). As a result,

these countries now have greater appreciation for both strands of risk evaluation. While

science is at the center of their national regulations, they are attempting to make decision-

making more democratic (Gupta and Falkner,2006).
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An important component of the CBP, which should further enable its success, is

that it recognizes LMOs might pose unique risks for 'indigenous and local communities'

(Mackenzie et al., 2003). In many countries of the world, indigenous and local

communities, whether agriculturalists or hunter-gatherers, are often knowledgeable

stewards of biodiversity, and their livelihoods are predicated on this tradition

(Kloppenburg, 1991). Specific to agriculture, it has long been advocated that farmers'

'local knowledge' must be included at the onset of technological research, development,

and assessment (Chambers et al., 1989). I believe that working with farmers is an

important strategy, which will help bolster the social strand in agbiotechnology risk

evaluation, and bring balance to 'the double helix of risk'. Indeed, much of my work in

the North American context has been related to this.

NORTH AMERICA: REGULATION AND CONTEXT

North American-style regulation for agbiotechnology subscribes to the dominant

strand of risk assessment. In the US, a combination of the United Department of

Agriculture (USDA), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) oversee environmental release of GM crops (Mandel, 2004),

whereas in Canada the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) performs this task

(RSC, 2001). Using the 'double helix of risk' as a conceptual model, I now investigate its

applicability to case studies regarding agbiotechnology risk controversies in these

countries.
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GM WHEAT

The GM wheat controversy, which spanned North America and ultimately the

globe, demonstrates the complex scientific and social considerations required in

regulation of agbiotechnology. Monsanto had Roundup Ready (RR) wheat - which is

herbicide-tolerant (HT) - under review by regulatory agencies in both the US and Canada

and was conducting field trials with a plan for commercializalion (Wilson et al., 2003).

Monsanto's plan was to simultaneously introduce RR wheat in both countries and deal

with the North American market as a whole (Berwald et al., 2006). However, the

continental wheat industry was concerned about the interconnected issues of gene spread,

containment, segregation and market harm. These concerns were made worse especially

given that 82o/o of international buyers stated they would not purchase RR wheat, due

largely to consumer unrest over the technology (CWB, 2003).

In Canada, the grain industry felt that a strictly 'science-based' regulatory

approach was inadequate, and recommended that RR wheat be subjected to a cost/benefit

analysis to assess market harm, which would close the'regulatory gap'(CWB,2003).

However, the CFIA explicitly stated that they had "neither the mandate nor the authority

to consider market acceptance" in approving GM crops (CFIA, 2003). Yet, the CFIA

continued to allow field trials - and Monsanto largely carried these tests out in

undisclosed locations across the prairies - further exacerbating the controversy and fear

that RR wheat would escape and harm markets. The government's blatant disregard for

public concern led to the unprecedented coalition of farm, rural municipality, industry,

and environmental and consumer groups banding together to ask the then Prime Minister

Chrétien to "act immediately to prevent the introduction of GM wheat" unless their

concems were adequately addressed (MacRae et a1.,2002).
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Arguably, in the RR wheat debate, farmers in both countries had the most at

stake, namely tlieir livelihoods. However, given that public parlicipation and socio-

economics are not part of the North American-style regulatory system, there was no

formal government process to include farmers in decision-making. This led one Canadian

farm organization, the Saskatchewan Organic Directorate (SOD), to seek an injunction

on the commercializalion of RR wheat. They feared it would disrupt millions of dollars in

organic wheat sales and their ability to farm organically altogether (Bouchie, 2002). At

one point, all the major farm organizations in Canada launched an ad campaign entitled

''We're not ready for Roundup Ready Wheat', calling for Monsanto to withdraw its

environmental release application given the potentially severe economic and agronomic

impact that the crop might pose for farmers. Interestingly, the CFIA's inability to include

stakeholder perspectives, particularly farmers, became a liability, as these highly affected

groups rallied together and created a massive public outcry to which politicians had to

respond.

To address these regulatory gaps, transdisciplinary research at the University of

Manitoba was conducted, which explicitly combined farmer perspectives and science-

based research to holistically evaluate the impact of RR wheat. As part of my doctoral

research, a prairie-wide survey was conducted with farmers and rural residents regarding

their attitudes toward RR wheat, which found that over 80olo were opposed to its

introduction (Chapter 7). While much of this concern was due to economic harm, farmers

were also worried about corporate control of seed supply, and agronomic risks associated

with RR wheat, which included volunteers, contamination and impacts on non-GM

growers, and RR-resistant weeds (Mauro and Mclachlan, 2008). Agronomic research
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supported these concerns, suggesting that RR wheat might outcross, be a persistent

volunteer weed, complicate crop rotations, and ultimately undermine reduced tillage

across the prairies (Van Acker et a1.,2003).

Eventually, Monsanto capitulated to. public pressure - backed by scientific and

social research indicating potential harm associated with RR wheat - and in May 2004

they deferred its release (Fox, 2004). Arguably, consumers and farmers may have been

more critical of GM wheat as a result of their previous experience with other GM crops,

principally canola.

MONSANTO VS SCHMEISER

Worldwide, the most high profile example of the intertwined ways in which GM

crops affect farmers is that of Percy and Louise Schmeiser, the Saskatchewan-based

couple sued by Monsanto for patent infringement over GM canola. Monsanto's RR

canola was introduced commercially in 1996, after having passed the necessary science-

based risk assessments, and in 1997 the Schmeisers discovered it in one of their fields.

Nearly retired and in their late 60s, the Schmeisers were 'seed savers', and as was their

tradition, they kept seed from their fîelds, which inadvertently contained the RR gene

(Fox, 2001). In 1998, after an investigation, Monsanto sued them for possession of

patented genetic material. The case went all the way to the Supreme Court of Canada in

2004, where the Schmeisers lost in a 5-4 jury split. The decision maintained Monsanto's

patent rights over RR canola, wherever it exists in nature, yet overlurned the lower court

financial awards against the farmers, as it was determined that they had not sprayed

Roundup on their crops, and therefore did not directly benefit from the technology
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(Mauro, 2005). This bizarre outcome left both parties clairning victory and commentators

confused about the precedent and future implications (Kondro, 2004).

Although GM canola was introduced in the mid-1990s, very little scientific

research existed on its gene flow, persistence, and larger environmental impact.

Monsanto vs. Schnteiser was largely a testing ground to establish facts regarding these

issues. The decision was predicated on Monsanto's sample results indicating that the

Schmeisers' fields were 95-98% RR and believed to be planted from commercial seed;

however, these data have always been rivaled and called into question by independent

research at the University of Manitoba. Grow-out tests of the Schmeisers' 1998 crop -

conducted on behalf of the defense and presented in the original trial - show that presence

of the RR trait ranged from 3 to 670/o. This suggests that the source of the RR trait may

have been outcrossing and/or direct seed movement, which significantly diminished the

'standby utility' of the crop and rationale for a guilty verdict regarding patent

infringement (Van Acker, 2004). Follow-up research demonstrates that HT traits can

enter non-HT crops up to 3 km via pollen-mediated gene flow (Rieger et al., 2002). As a

result, RR canola has become relatively ubiquitous in non-RR canola in the Canadian

prairies (Van Acker,2004), even when grown in highly regulated environments intended

to produce certified pedigreed seed (Friesen et al., 2003). After the original trial, even

Monsanto's expert witness regarding canola biology - who testified against the likelihood

of cross-pollination as a source of RR canola in the Schmeisers' fields - published similar

results, which demonstrated that 4l of 70 tested non-GM seed lots had been contaminated

with GM traits, despite efforts to ensure genetic purity (Downie and Beckie,2002), The

Monsanîo v.ç Schmeíser case demonstrates that scientifîc knowledge, particularly
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regarding new technology, is continually evolving, often highly contested, and perhaps

not always reliable.

Reflecting on this controversy, the Schmeisers are quick to acknowledge the

intimate connection between the environmental and social impacts of GM crops,

particularly their affect on rural communities (Mauro et al., 2005). In the original trial,

Monsanto described their protocol for monitoring and investigating farmers believed to

be using RR canola without a license, which included solicitation of anonymous phone

tips, hiring private investigators to sample crops in ditches alongside farmers fields, and

ultimately the use of the courts (Mauro, 2005). The Schmeisers believe that the

introduction of agbiotechnology, coupled with these investigations, pit farmers against

farmers, destroying the 'rural social fabric', and the culture of rural people working

together (Mauro et al., 2005). Some sociologists of biotechnology agree, suggesting that

this 'culture of surveillance' damages social cohesion, and undermines rural community

health and its ability to collectively buffer change (Mehta, 2005). In this way, biological

effects of GM crops, may directly affect social systems and farm communities in

particular.

Taking a step back, it's important to consider the broader societal implications of

the Monsanto vs Schmeíser case, particularly as it relates to the issue of life patenting. In

sum, this precedent "allows Monsanto to do indirectly what Canadian patent law has not

allowed them to do directly: namely, to acquire patent protection over whole plants"

(Gold and Adams, 2001). The four dissenting judges in Monsanîo vs Schmeíser

recognized this, and discussed the incommensurable nature of findings of guilt against

the Schmeisers, when the ruling in Harvard Mouse explicitly states patents over higher
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life forms are invalid in Canada. Essentially, in Canada, important matters of public

policy relating to the patenting of life forms, with associated ethical and societal

consequences, have been left to the courts, due to the stark absence of Parliamentary

guidance and regulation on this issue (Morrow and Ingram,2005).

Interestingly, in 2005, after the Supreme Court ruling, the Schmeisers claimed

that RR canola was once again in their fields (Pratt, 2005), and when tests were carried

out by Monsanto scientists, this was verified and communicated in writing by their

lawyers (Schmeiser, pers comm.). The Schemisers launched a small claims court case

against Monsanto for cleanup costs associated with this contamination, and the company

eventually settled (out of couft in spring 2008) for the $660 expense. The Schmeisers'

experience demonstrates that the dominant strand of risk assessment largely failed to

anticipate a number of unforeseen consequences associated with GM canola, relating to

both scientific and social impacts, leading to this controversial and seemingly

contradictory legal precedent. One must question, if the Schmeisers had been sued today,

given the current state of knowledge regarding the complex impacts associated with GM

canola, would they still have been found guilty by the Supreme Court of Canada?

GENOME OF RISK

After critically evaluating (or 'sequencing') these North American case studies,

an interconnected relationship between scientific and social issues has emerged, which is

presented as complimentary'base pairs' inside a simplified 'genome of risk' (Figure 3).

This further validates the 'double helix of risk', demonstrating the wide array of impacts

associated with some GM crops, and the need for balance and strength amongst both

strands of risk evaluation.
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It is important that the structure of these 'base pair' relationships is well

understood. Thus, if one of the strands of risk evaluation is weak, the capacity to

understand the diversity of potential impacts associated with GM crop introductions

decreases. Like with DNA itself, the build up of missing information in the genome of

risk may lead to damage within and beyond the system. If this 'damaged DNA' is not

acknowledged and repaired, risk controversies may mutate, and become far more

problematic and dangerous.

Thinking more broadly, this also suggests that specific 'base pairs' may likely

repeat themselves in other risk controversies. Identifying those that might be common in

multiple scenarios may help to mitigate problems in the future. Furthermore, it suggests

that, like DNA, risk evaluation must be dynamic and continually evolving, taking into

consideration the latest knowledge regarding the broad impacts associated with

agbiotechnology.

TOWARDS HOLISM

Agbiotechnology is a very powerful tool that has the capacity to transform society

- both positively and negatively. It is important that the technology is introduced

responsibly, in a way that maximizes benefit and minimizes risk, not just for companies

and governments, but also for farmers, indigenous people, and society as a whole. In

order to do so, a broader approach to risk evaluation must be undeftaken, which considers

the interconnections between scientific and social impacts associated with GM crops. I

have introduced, tested and now release the 'double helix of risk' as conceptual model

that allows for a holistic evaluation of agbiotechnology.
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While connecting the two strands of risk evaluation in decision-making may be

controversial, it has proven both conceptually and technically possible, and would allow

for a better understanding of the impacts associated with agbiotechnology. Science-based

risk assessment is an important tool as its ability to assess the probability of a particular

harm is very useful for decision-making (Raybould and Cooper, 2005). Despite the

strengths of risk assessment, North American scientific experts now believe that it largely

failed to anticipate specif,rc problems associated with volunteers, gene flow and

contamination, and market harm (Krayer von Krauss et al., 2004). Arguably, if North

American regulations had been more robust, and more thoroughly considered the

'lagging strand' of risk assessment, problems associated with the release of GM crops

may have been averted. Importantly, social research methodologies, particularly those

practiced in risk analysis of agbiotechnology, are becoming more refined and widespread,

and may help to balance 'the double helix of risk'.

The use of reliable and peer-reviewed social methodologies is critical in future

risk research. North American countries, which might want to mitigate risks not currently

evaluated by science, will frnd them very useful, as will countries seeking to fulfill and/or

enhance public participation and socio-economic obligations under the CBP.

Conveniently, a comprehensive review of strategies that integrate socio-economics and

public participation into national and international biosafety regulation and governance

exists. It advocates the use of 'economic modeling', 'cost/benefits analysis', 'social

impact assessment', 'sustainable livelihoods framework', 'relevance assessment' and

'participatory research' (Fransen et al., 2005). Additional techniques include 'citizen

juries' and 'consensus conferences' (Einsiedel, 2001) and video research (Mauro et al.,
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2003). Pros and cons exist for each of these methods, and domestic and demographic

issues must be considered, which will ensure that appropriate methods, perhaps in

combination, are employed for specif,rc regions and peoples.

Increased funding for 'lagging strand' research is perhaps one of the most

significant initiatives that will enable holism in risk evaluation. This is especially true in

the North American context. Ideally, this would help to establish equivalency across

disciplines, and an environment of mutual respect amongst scholars, which might lead to

more sophisticated collaboration and research. However, equivalency in principle is not

enough, and it is the adoption of national laws and regulation that mandates citizen

participation and social considerations, and allocation of resouices to enable and facilitate

this, which is essential. Currently, research into the ethical, legal, and social impacts of

genomics and biotechnology is poorly funded and generally lacking in Canada and the

US, especially when compared to the EU(Beer and Jansen,2004). This is largely a result

of transatlantic differences in regulation.

The EU's approach to agbiotechnology evaluation is centered on the

'precautionary principle', which allows for decision-making, in the absence of scientific

certainty, if a potential threat to the environment or human health might occur (Murphy

and Levidow, 2006). While the EU considers important and uses science-based risk

assessment, its citizens are very critical of GM foods, and governments have

implemented an 'unofficial defacto moratorium' on the approval of new GM crops until

new legislation can restore public confidence (Murphy and Levidow, 2006). These

additional regulations include food labeling, traceability and consideration of ethical and

social issues in decision-making (Murphy and Levidow, 2006). In this way, EU-style
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regulation has recognized the need to bolster the 'lagging strand' and bring it into balance

with the 'dominant strand', thus successfully implementing 'the double helix of risk' in

praxis.

Despite the demonstrated inadequacies of North American-style regulation, the

US and Canada resist change, and in fact, have aggressively attacked the EU's regulatory

position. ln 2003, the US and Canada led a WTO challenge against the EU's slow

approval process for agbiotechnology, complaining it was not 'science-based'. The

WTO, in2006, ruling on narrow legalistic and procedural issues, found that, indeed, the

EU had 'illegally' imposed 'undue delays' (Murphy and Levidow, 2006) and their

regulations were therefore 'incompliant with international trade rules' (Isaac and Kerr,

2007). While the EU was the explicit target of this trade action, scholars have pointed out

that the implicit target was actually the CBP (Isaac and Ker, 2001). Essentially, the CBP

'multilaterlizes' the EU's precautionary approach, and the WTO complaint attempts to

undetmine the CBP's legitimacy and discourage countries from using it to block imports

of GM crops (Isaac and Kerr,2007). Clearly 'biopolitics' is the critical issue that must be

resolved in order for holism in risk regulation to be achieved internationally.

Is global regulatory convergence under a banner of holism possible? Many

commentators believe that the WTO challenge will backfire, as EU citizens will resist

international efforts to undermine their domestic food sovereignty (Falkner, 2007), which

in turn will erode confidence in the WTO (Murphy and Levidow, 2006), and ultimately

call its legitimacy as an arbitrator in global governance, particularly regarding

environmental issues, into question (Isaac and Kerr, 2007).Interestingly, some scholars

believe this may force North America into regulatory convergence with the EU,
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especially given intense pressure from US state legislatures for change,largely as a result

of the GM wheat fiasco, and the increase in court challenges over inadequacies associated

with regulation (Kollman and Prakash, 2007). Recently US courts, for the first time ever,

revoked the approval of GM alfalfa and halted field trails of GM turfgrass, after they

were deemed in violation of federal environmental laws (Fox, 2007). In Canada, the

organic farmers of Saskatchewan were denied class-action status for their lawsuit against

Monsanto and Bayer over GM canola contamination, which has caused significant

financial damage to the industry (Smyth et al., 2002). While these cases may cause a shift

towards holism in North American regulation, another scenario forecasted by experts is

that the transatlantic regulatory divergence will continue. In this future, it has been

argued that the CBP may be implemented as a counter-vailing, as opposed to

complimentary, force used to contend WTO-style trade liberalization and, in turn,

promote biosafety (Isaac and Kerr, 2007). Clearly, no matter what the outcome of these

scenarios, the CBP will remain and important global agreement in the evaluation of

agbiotechnology.

Strengthening and further developing the CBP is important. Areas to focus

include use of credible scientific information(Greef, 2004), bridging the gap between the

research and policy community and promoting information exchange (Galloway Mclean,

2005), and most importantly, continuing to develop and implement strategies that

facilitate socio-economic and public involvement in decision-making (Jaffe, 2005).

Ideally, as risk controversies mature, particularly in regions with North American-style

regulations, the CBP will be viewed as a useful policy tool, and additional countries may

decide to ratify and use it. If not, it is important that these countries move away from
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conflict-laden WTO challenges, towards co-existence and appreciation of the diverse

possibilities of regulation.

Critical to the success of future risk evaluation is the explicit inclusion of farmers

and indigenous peoples, as these groups often have the most at stake, in combination with

vast experience and knowledge about potential impacts associated with agbiotechnology.

This unique position must be valued and respected. However, expert-based research

should not necessarily be the driving force, or only modality for including these

perspectives. Often the views of grassroot groups, which have not been officially

'consulted', ffiây shed the most light on important, and perhaps systematically

overlooked, impacts associated with agbiotechnology. Furthermore, these communities

often want to speak for themselves - as was witnessed by the farm community uprising in

the GM wheat debate and the Schmeisers' prolific battle to the Supreme Court - and

goveÍtments and policymakers must have the capacity to adapt quickly and take these

perspectives seriously.

An ability to adapt to the ever-changing scientific and social knowledge regarding

the effects of agbiotechnology is a hallmark of 'the double helix of risk'. Like DNA, it is

a 'blue print' for risk evaluation, which is reflexive, and allows for self-reading, self-

repair, and most importantly, evolution. It is a dynamic way of thinking about risk, which

attempts to better understand the diverse impacts associated with agbiotechnology, on

both human and natural systems, via transdisciplinary research and the involvement of

the public atlarge.
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FIGURES

Figure I : 'The double helix of risk' is a conceptual mode I introduced,
for the first time, in this paper, and it recognizes the fundamentally
interconnected, yet antiparallel structure of the two strands of risk
evaluation for agbiotechnology. It suggests that for holism to be
achieved, balance must be found between the 'dominant' and
'lagging' strands, which have distinct ideological directionality, and
are clraracterized by science and soci al determinants, respectively.
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Figure 2: Coexistence of scientific and social strands of risk evaluation

The Cartagena Biosafety Protocol (CBP) is the only multilateral environmental
agreement (MEA) that oversees the transbounclary movement of living modificrl
organisins (LMOs) and their impact on biodiversity. It'embraces 'the double helix of risk'
by including both science ancl social cleterminants in the evaluation of risk associated with
LMOs. Its negotiation was controversial and demonstrates that interconnecting these two
:strandSispolar.izing,butu1timatelypossible,.'...].l'l'

Risk Aises.$mènt ànd Matìagement: Articles 15 and 16, and'Annex III; describe' the
proceduresl fo¡ carrying out rscientifically sound'i.risk'asseisment and managernent. Both
human health and biodiversity are considered. Techniques are largely basecl on standards set
'by, ih9,: QEÇD; Rlsk a.ssessrneqts may be ite¡atlve,,iakíng¡,into..conqideration the unique
biodìversiry of importing regíons. Interestingly, provided it is collected in a scientific
manner, indigenous and traditional knowledge may be included.

Public Participation and Socio-Ecoinomics: Articles 23 and 26 are a mix of mandatory ancl

discretionary actions expected of the parties to the Protocol. Palties are required to 'promote
and facilitate' public participation and awáreness, and must consult the public when
deiislons are'being: made regarcling,LMOs and,biosafery,'Socio-economic risks,'prinçipally
those affecting 'incligenous and local communities', may be used as a reason to not actoit
LMOs. Horvever, these risks must be related to biodiverstiy, and not conflict with othã¡
international agreements
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Figure 3: This simplified 'genome of risk' was derived by 'sequencing' North American risk
controversies over GM wheat and canola. It demonstrates the interconnected .base pairs'
between scientific and social impacts associated with agbiotechnology. It suggests that bajance
between both strands of risk evaluation is imperative; otherwise, missing information can lead to
mutations in risk controversies, making them far more problematic and dangerous.
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Chapter 4:

Farmer Knowledge & Video Research -
Planting "Seeds of Change" Regarding GM
Crops in the Canadian Prairies

"The opening out and out, body yielding body: the breaking through which the
new comes, perching above it shadow on the pilÌng up darkened broken old
husl<s of itself: bud opening to flower opening to fruit opening to the sweet
marrow of the seed - taken from what was, from what could have been. what
ß left is what is"

V/endell Berry
The Broken Ground
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CHAPTER SUMMARY

The global debate regarding the use of GM crops has been urban-based and dominated by

industry and activists. The voice of farmers and rural communities remains notably

absent from this exchange, despite their many years of experience with this technology.

The purpose of this study was to characterize farmer experiences and perceptions

regarding the risks of GM crops, in particular herbicide tolerant (HTi) canola and wheat,

and to develop a participatory documentary video to communicate this information. In-

depth video interviews were conducted with farmers (n=15) across Canada. Participants

identified environmental, political, socio-economic and legal risks associated with HT

crops. All farmers indicated that they were worried about contamination of HT traits and

the presence of HT volunteers in their fields. Those most affected by HT crop

contamination and associated volunteers included farmers practicing conservation

tillageii, organiciiimethods and seed saving. Farmers were also concerned about the long-

term commitment by industry to manage these problems, and all were strongly opposed

to the introduction of GM wheat. They were also concerned about the future of

agriculture and rural communities and the loss of their autonomy as producers,

particularly over seed supply. Farmer knowledge represents a rich, reliable and holistic

source of information on impacts associated with HT crops and video was an ideal

method to collect, analyze, and present this information. Unfortunately, policy makers

generally continue to ignore the contr-ibution that farmer knowledge can make to

assessing and managing risk associated with this and other new technology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Industry and environmental groups dominate the global debate regarding

genetically modified (GM) crops, often using rhetorical and acrimonious language, which

attempts to persuade the public of either the benefits or risks associated with this

technology (Cook, 2004). Consumers in Europe, Japan and North America are often

suspicious of this technology, have concerns about its adverse environmental and health

implications, and lack trust in food safety regulators (Macer and Chen Ng,2000; Priest,

2000; Frewer et al., 2004: Taylor-Gooby, 2006). This is perhaps not surprising, as "first

generation" GM crops had no explicit consumer benefits, and were developed

specifically for agricultural production (Scholderer and Frewer, 2003). Agricultural

research on GM crops is often expert-based and located in the natural sciences.

Scientific studies demonstrate that both benefits and risks may be associated with

GM crops. On-farm benefits that have been identified with GM crops include ease of use,

better weed and insect control, reductions in pesticides, higher yields and profitability,

and environmental sustainability (Horsch, 1993; Falk et al., 2002, Phipps and Park, 2002;

Devine, 2005; Dewar et al., 2003; Brookes and Barfoot, 2005). In contrast, risks

associated with GM crops are less well understood. Some studies suggest that there may

be problems associated with gene flow and contamination by GM traits (Quist and

Chapela, 2001; Demeke et al., 2006), declines in on-farm biodiversity (Brooks et al.,

2003; Haughton et al., 2003; Heard et al., 2003a; Heard et al., 2003b), out-crossing with

weedy relatives (Rissler and Melon, 1996; Ellstrand et al., 1999; Warwick et al., 2003;

Wilkinson et al., 2003), and damage to field margin environments (Roy et al., 2003).
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These studies are characteristic of "science-based" risk assessment, which is used

worldwide to approve GM crops, and is essential for predicting and averting potential

hazards associated with this technology (Nap et a1.,2003). That regulators rely solely on

risk assessment to evaluate GM crops has been criticized, as some argue this creates a

value-laden "risk window" whereby scientific issues are only considered (Jensen et al.,

2004), while broader social, economic and cultural factors important to the public are

ignored (Abergel and Barrett,2002). This effectively excludes non-experts from having

any meaningful input in the evaluation of GM crops (Leiss, 2001), despite research

demonstrating that the public has a sophisticated capacity to assess food related risk

(Hansen et al., 2003). Amongst the public, farmers are likely best suited to evaluate GM

crop risk, given their experience using this technology,

However, most farmer-focused studies involving GM crops have been economic in

nature, regarding adoption rates in Canada (Fulton and Keyowski, 1999), US (Bernard et

a1.,2004;Wu,2004; McBride and Books,2000), Argentina (Qaim and de Janvry, 2003),

India (Bennet et a|.,2006:' Qaim and Zilberman, 2003), Romania (Brookes, 2005) and

South Africa (Ismael et al., 2002). Worldwide, only a few studies have characterized

farmer perspectives on attendant risks. These have examined farmer attitudes to the

potential introduction of GM crops in Australia (McDougall et al., 2001) and New

Zealand (Cook and Fairweather, 2003), and experiences with GM maize in Cuba,

Guatemala and Mexico (Soleri et al. 2005), GM eggplant in India (Chong, 2005), GM

corn and soybean in the US (Chimmiri et al., 2006), and links between farmer education,

integrated pest management and GM cotton in China (Yang et al., 2005). Even fewer

studies acknowledge that farmers represent a valuable source of knowledge on this issue,
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these generally originating from the Global South (e.g. Cleveland and Soleri, 2005; Soleri

eta1.,2005). Although Canada - along with the US and Argentina- was one of the first

countries to commercialize GM crops (James,1997) and has over a decade of experience

with this technology no studies have documented the knowledge of farmers in this

northern clime.

Farmer local knowledge (LK) is a rich and reliable source of information regarding

agroecosystems (Chambers, 1983) and can make a valuable contribution to the GM crop

debate. This LK is Iargely experience-based, orally transmitted, bioregional in nature, and

difficult to access by "outsiders" (Sumberg et aI.,2003). Although agriculturally based

LK research is primarily conducted in the Global South its importance in shaping "local

farming systems, culture and beliefs" in rural communities worldwide is recognized

(Millar and Curtis, 1999). While LK is often framed as being "opposite" to scientific

knowledge, scholars suggest it can be informed by scientific ways of knowing (including

natural, social and economic disciplines), and is therefore dynamic and holistic (Millar

and Curtis, 1999). Resealch further suggests that farmer LK may be used in a priori and,

post-release risk assessment to predict, mitigate, and monitor environmental impacts

associated with agricultural technology (Appriah-Opoku, 2005; Bacic er al., 2006).

Dismissal of farmer knowledge is pervasive in countries where agriculture is heavily

modernized (Morgan and Murdoch, 2000). Scientists and policy makers in these

countries often discount farmer perspectives regarding agricultural technology on the

grounds that it is non-scientific, subjective and unreliable (Chambers, 1983; Harison et

al, 1998; Tsouvalis, 2000). When acknowledged at all, farmers are generally viewed as

passive research subjects or passive adopters of expert-developed technology (Fliert and
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Braun, 2002). However, these assumptions are increasingÌy questioned and greater and

more meaningful farmer involvement in agricultural research has been advocated (e.g.

Kloppenburg, I 99 I ; Middendo¡f and Busch, 1991 ; Dahlberg, 2002).

A novel approach to documenting farmer knowledge is with video (Chambers, 1989).

Documentary video is both participatory and inherently a form of qualitative data

assessment (Nicolas,2002). Some argue that because video allows participants to express

themselves orally - "in their own voice" - it elicits responses otherwise unattainable by

conventional social science research (Letiche,2002). Thus video is incredibly useful for

documenting orally based farmer knowledge. Importantly, documentary video allows for

"giving back" and creating a research product that is relevant for participants and other

stakeholders, and may used for capacity building, education, and political change

(Russell and Bohan,1999). In the GM debate there is a need for resources that

communicate farmer perspectives to urbanites, policymakers, and industry.

The purpose of this study was to characterize farmer experiences and perceptions

regarding the risks of GM crops, in particular herbicide tolerant (HT) canola (Brassica

naptts) and wheat (Triticum aestivum), and to develop a documentary video to

communicate this information. This research documentary was made across Canada in

the provinces of Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta and included 15 farmers.

2. MATERIALS l\NÞ METHODS

2.1 Stud)¡ area

In 1995, the government agency charged with regulating GM crops in Canada, the

Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA), determined that herbicide-tolerantr (HT)
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canola was "substantially equivalent" to conventional canola varieties and permitted its

large scale commercial release (Leiss, 2001; Stringam et a|,2003). Three varieties of

novel-trait HT canola have been introduced: Roundup Ready (RR), Liberty Link (LL)

and Clearfield (CF;, these tolerant to glyphosate, glufosinate and imidazolinone

herbicides, respectively (Lawton, 2003). Farmers rapidly adopted HT canola and at

present they represent 96Va of the 5.25 million ha of canola grown in Canada;

approximately 50Vo of this being P.R,32Vo being LL and l4To being CF (Buth, 2006).

The world's first GM wheat, tolerant to Roundup, had also been field-tested and is at the

final stages of regulatory approval in Canada, although it has yet to be released (Stokstad,

2004).

'Wheat 
and canola are two of the most widely grown crops in western Canada, and

cover 11.8 and 9.9 million ha, respectively (Statistics Canada, 2006a). Although

agriculture is still a dominant industry in the prairies, the number of farmers in this region

is in long-term decline, with significant losses between 2001 and 2006 in Manitoba (-

9.6Vo), Saskatchewan (-12.4Vo) and Alberta (-7.9Vo) (Statistics Canada, 2006b). As a

result, prairie agriculture has shifted towards "fewer, bigger farms", with an average farm

size increasing from 273 to 295 ha (Statistics Canada, 2006b). Conservation tillageii

continues to increase in prevalence and is currently practiced on 46Vo of the landbase

nationally (Statistics Canada, 2006b). Organiciii farming has also increased in popularity

in western Canada; however, only 1.2Vo of farmers in Manitoba,2.5Vo in Saskatchewan,

and0.4Vo in Alberta are currently organic (Macey,2005).
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2.2 Farnter participation

In spring 2002, prior to conducting farmer interviews, we had discussions with

representatives from farm organizations, commodity groups, agronomists, rural extension

officers, as well as individual farmers.in Manitoba. This helped us identify some of the

important issues with respect to HT crops, shaped the questions we used in the

subsequent interviews, and helped us identify knowledgeable falmers for the study. We

employed a "snowball" strategy (Patton, 2002) to locate and recruit farmers across

Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta that were particularly knowledgeable with

respect to issues surrounding HT crops. We ensured that a diversity of farming

approaches, genders, ages, farm sizes, and geographical locations were reflected. Upon

contacting farmers, between May and August 2002, a participatory rural appraisal (PRA)

approach facilitated a "role reversal" in that we recognized farmers as experts regarding

experiences with GM crops (Chambers, 1989). Participants were excited and appreciated

that we were interested in their insights and found this to be a fairly unique approach to

otherwise production-oriented University agriculture research. With this mutual respect

in place, the project moved forward, and we continued to keep in touch with participants

via farm visits, telephone and written project updates. The development of the final

video was iterative, and at various points, we traveled back to individual farms to screen

drafts of the video for participants. We collected feedback and made changes to the final

documentary to ensure it reflected participants' perspectives. This established strong,

trust-based relationships with participants that continue until today, these creating a

collaborative working relationship with farmers and these promoting feelings of co-

ownership over the study and its outcomes.
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2.3 Sample o.f Farmers

Participants in this study had diverse farming backgrounds: one practiced

conventional tillage, five practiced minimum tillageii, two practiced zero tillage'i, three

were organic producers (including one couple), two were vegetable farmers, and one had

a mixed cattle, corn, and vegetable farm. In total, eleven men and four women \/ere

interviewed; one over eighty, two over sixty, ten were at least forty, one under forty, and

only one less than 30, years of age. Seven farmers had not intentionally grown any HT

crops (three organic, two vegetable, one mixed, and one conventional tillage). The other

eight participants had intentionally grown at least one HT crop variety. Farms ranged

from32hato 7274 ha in size. Principal crops grown by most were wheat, canola, barley

and oats, although the three farmers also grew garden vegetables, herbs and heirloom

seeds.

2.4 Interview Design

From the onset, we communicated the importance of farmer knowledge in our

research. Participants all consented to having their interviews videotaped, analyzed and

included in future research publications and videos. Their insights, interests and

experiences largely shaped the direction of the interviews (Patton,2002), and helped us

discem how the outcomes were being shaped by our own assumptions and understanding

of previous research from the interview process (Kennedy and Lingard,2006)

We conducted fifteen in-depth, semi-directed video interviews (Maxwell, 2005).

Farmers across the prairies were interviewed on their farms and associated farm tours and

field walks were undertaken to better understand the specifics of their operations.
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Interviews ranged from 90 to 180 minutes in length and additional notes were recorded in

the field. The Ontario farmer was interviewed at a conference on biotechnology in

Toronto. The University of Manitoba's Joint-Faculty Research Ethics Board (JFREB)

approved our research protocol. For the purpose of this study, pseudonyms have replaced

the identity of research participants, in accordance with our JFREB protocol.

2.5 Video data anab¡sis & management

We made innovative use of Final Cut Pro HD video editing software (Apple, 2004)

when analyzing and managing the qualitative interview data (Mauro et al., 2003). All

interviews were "logged" from tapes into Final Cut Pro and placed into "bins", or

electronic folders, within the program. Content analysis was used to identify primary

patterns in the data (Patton,2002). Both researchers listened to and watched the

interviews, while taking notes, until we had a detailed impression of the emerging

narratives. Memos were used to document important comments, assisting in the

development of codes, and ultimately producing analytical categories that emerged from

the farmer statements (Maxwell, 2005). The emerging categories were grounded in the

data (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Dey, 1999).

Video assisted in categorizing and contextualizing the coded data. We coded

comments from the original interviews and sorted them into categories and sub-

categories, as video clips on the video timeline. Since video clips were digitally linked to

the larger interview it was easy to review the context in which comments were made,

eliminating the potential for "context stripping" (Maxwell, 2005). Interview data were

robust, and few discrepancies existed between each of our coding schemes and field notes
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also matched the emergent memos, codes and categories, which served as an "analytical

triangulation" (Patton, 2002). Once the coded video clips were assembled into categories,

a short, preliminary documentary was produced, this facilitating the meaningful and

ongoing participation of farmers in the research. In the fall of 2002, we revisited farmers

and screened the draft video or sent it to participants to get feedback, ensuring they were

represented properly, that the data were interpreted corectly, and that the categories and

themes were appropriate. The participants were overwhelmingly supportive of analysis,

which further affirmed our results.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Benertts

Farmers that used herbicide tolerant (HT) crops felt that they provided agronomic

beneftts, specifically better weed control. Farmers were able to spray these crops with

non-selective herbicides, which did not kill the plants, but controlled surrounding weeds.

These farmers generally agreed that HT crops were more effective than conventional

varieties, easier to use, and reduced dockage (i.e. weed seeds, chaff, and other foreign

materials) in the final product.

"...you're going from l0 to 2 or 3% dockage. That means that evety time a '

truckload of Canola goes down the road he is haulíng 70Á more canola as
opposed lo a waste product. So in the overall scheme of things, it does reduce
your transporÍation costs" (Johnny, minimum tillage farmer, HT user, Alberta)

Due to the ease of use, the technology also allowed farmers to cover a larger land base

more efficiently, and in some cases helped reduce time spent in the field. Overall, these

benefits increased profitability for many of the farmers interviewed.
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"IThy I grow iI is becattse it is economically viable and I've yel lo have anyone
give me adequale research or reason tu rell me I shottldn't grow il" (Shaun,
minimum tillage farmer, HT user, Manitoba).

Given the tight financial margins in farming, these farmers felt that HT canola had

helped their operations and were an important technology in agriculture.

"I still think of us as producers, for the most part have benefited ./àit"ly well Jront
GM canola over lhe past number of years" (David, minimum tillage farmer, HT
user, Manitoba)

V/hile many farmers in the study used and benefited from HT canola, most

participants expressed concerned that these crops could escape from planted fields

and cause problems, which was a primary risk associated with this technology.

3.2 Contamination

Farmers indicated pollen flow and direct seed movement as important vectors for the

escape of HT traits. That canola cross-pollinated fi'equently, farmers were uncertain about

the purity of their crops, and felt that they could easily be contaminated by neighbouring

fields.

"Canola...ir just gets out of control, you don't know really what's going to happen
out there in thefollowingyear" (Troy, minimum tillage farmer, Manitoba)

Two of the participants were commercial seed producers and they indicated that HT

canola outcrossing had negatively affected their operations.

"I was a menzber of a seed company, we had few things happen and we had to
destroy (seed) lots. One of the genes was in our canola that wasn't supposed to be

in there. It cosÍ the company a lot of money. It happens a lot more often than what
yoLt hear" (Troy, minimum tillage farmer, HT user, Manitoba)

The other seed producer also had suffered financial losses due to the spread of HT traits.

In the past, he had received contracts from companies to grow commercial canola seed,
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but due high levels of unwanted HT traits, companies had stopped producing seed in his

region.

"If I look back over the last five years, the seed canola was a big crop to me. I
know now thal I'm giving up about 830,000 a year in income because we aren't
producing seed canola any ntore in Íhis area. It's a major (oss to this area"
(Colin, zero tillage farmer, HT user, Manitoba)

When this farmer was asked to confirm that his financial loss lvas directly due to the

introduction of HT crops, he said "yes, yes - definitely".

3.3 Volunteers

All producers communicated that the occuffence and persistence of HT volunteer

canola represented a substantial environmental risk. They recognized that volunteer

plants grow from seeds that shattered from previous crops in a field rotation, from wind

blowing swathed canola into nearby fields, from seeds that "shell out" or from seeds

blowing into a field off passing and improperly covered trucks. They perceived higher

risk from HT canola volunteers, as these weeds were now resistant to commonly used

herbicides and thus often harder and more expensive to control. They were especially

concerned that HT crops were escaping into areas where they would be undesirable.

"V[/e are starting to see these volunteers showing up infi.elds that have never been
planted to these crops. Farmers that have never seeded genetically modified crops
are finding volunteers on their farm and rhat the volunleers piclure is much
broader than we had expected to see" (Ptyan, zero tillage farmer, HT user,
Manitoba)

Many of the non-organic producers relied on the herbicide glyphosate for broad-

spectrum weed control and were concerned that glyphosate-tolerant canola would

negatively affect their operations. They indicated how important this herbicide was for
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their systems as a pre-seed treatment ("burn-off') when killing weeds. They further

communicated that glyphosate helped reduce tillage and, in the case of those practicing

zero-till, eliminated it completely. This, in turn, had helped reduce soil erosion and the

cost of weed management. Those that had experienced unwanted glyphosate volunteer

canola on their land indicated that they had to pay for and use additional herbicides,

particularly 2,4-D, in order to manage this new weed problem.

"If you have any Roundup Ready canola volunleers in yourfield and you are doing
spring burn off, ,f you don't add 2, 4-D or sonle olher chemical you can't kill this

Roundup volunteer canola because Roundup won't kill ir. The gene is in the canola
that ir won't die" (Bradley, minimum tillage farmer, HT user, Manitoba)

One zero-till farmer had experienced multiple tolerant, or gene-stacked, volunteers

that had adversely affected his operation. In 2001, glyphosate-tolerant volunteer plants

invading his land survived a pre-seed treatment of glyphosate, which was his normal

practice. He had his fields tested by a third party and learned that the plants were double-

stacked, having traits from both the Roundup Ready or RR (i.e. glyphosate-resistant) and

Liberty Link (i,e. glufosinate-resistant) systems.

"You know, Iooking back we should have known Íhal it would spread quickly and
it would cross pollinatu this quickly, but it's come as quite a sru"príse. I would
have never imagined five years ago that I would have plant populations of five
Rottndup ReaSt canola per square meter, with 60% of them double resistant Ío
Liberty as well, having never grown the crop " (Colin, zero tillage farmer, HT user,

Manitoba)

3.4 Lawsuits over GM crops

Clint, the Saskatchewan-based farmer and longtime seed saver and plant breeder, had

a similar contamination event within his conventional non-HT canola in 1997. He noticed

Roundup Ready (RR) volunteers in the ditch alongside one of his fields and, not

recognizing the extent of the contamination, he kept seed from the adjacent field and
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replanted it the following year. Although these volunteers had contaminated his land, the

RR gene inside these plants is patented, and this precipitated a lawsuit.

"Monsanto without any prior warning to me launched a lawsuit against nte and
said tltat I was growing Monsanto Roundup Ready canola without ct license"
(Clint, conventional tillage, non-HT user, Saskathchewan)

The judge in the case ruled that it did not matter how these volunteers entered a farmer's

land, if they were present and contained the patented gene this constituted infringement.

The farmer lamented this decision and warned others about its implications.

"Even iJ'a./armer doesn't know he has it on his property or has some seed in his
soil he violates Monsanto's patenl" (Clint, conventional tillage farmer, non-HT
user, Saskatchewan)

3.5 Liveliltoods andfarm Ð¡stems

Regardless of agronomic approach, both users and non-users of the technology had

similar views regarding the possible effects of HT crops on rural livelihoods.

Conservation till, organic producers, and seed savers all described how various aspects of

the technology could compromise on-farm economics and the environment.

3.5.1 Conservation tillage q¡stents

The conservation (i.e. minimum and zero) till producers found glyphosate-tolerant

canola to be the most problematic of the HT varieties. They used glyphosate at the time

of seeding to control weeds instead of tilling the soil. However, glyphosate-tolerant

volunteer canola had contaminated their land and it could not be controlled with standard

practices.

"Over the lastfew years we have started to see canola plants resistant to Roundup
show up in ourfields. We have never grown a crop of Roundup Ready canola - we
have grown some of the other types of genetically modified canolas - but never the
Roundup Ready canola because of the lhreat that it poses to zero-tillage...What we
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are Jinding now is Íhat Rottndup Ready canola plants have been introdnced into the

.farm, in whatever manner, lhat we are unable lo conTrol" (Colin, zero tillage, HT
user, Manitoba)

None of the zero till farmers interviewed had ever planted or would ever plant RR

canola. The presence of unwanted glyphosate-tolerant volunteers in their production

systems was clearly perceived to be a threat.

"îhe real ÍhreaÍ with Roundup Ready crops is with zero-Íillage"
(Ryan, zero tillage, HT user, Manitoba)

The producers indicated that they could normally control RR volunteers by adding

other chemicals to their pre-seed glyphosate treatment. They recognized, however, that

this additional cleanup cost had been externalized to farmers and ultimately might

undermine the financial incentive to practice minimum and zero-tillage.

"It's really an econonxic decision, and if those economics were taken awayfrom
zero-till Jarmers, they would be forced back to more intensive tillage...I don't
lrnow if zero-till will survive the introduction of Roundup Ready canola. It will be

tough " (Colin, zero tillage, HT user, Manitoba)

3 .5.2 Organic s_r¡stems

Organic producers interviewed in this study indicated that their farms were small,

largely self-sustaining, explicitly based on ecological principles and did not use chemical

sprays or HT seeds. They discussed the strategic use of crops and field rotations, instead

of herbicides, to control weed and pest problems. They further stressed that HT crops put

their organic production systems at risk, as important crops could become contaminated

which might require remediation and might eventually require the removal of entire crops

from their rotations. Thus, they referred to the elimination of canola as a crop due to the

contamination from the introduction and outcrossing of HT varieties.
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"Realistically, yott can't have canola as part o.f your organic crop rotation right
now " (Melissa, organic farmer, Manitoba)

These farmers stressed the importance of their autonomy as producers. They were

concerned that HT crops could contaminate their land, cause damage, and compromise

their ability to farm organically.

"It's talcing sontething away from tts. It is taking choice away fr"om us. The

reason we farm the way we farm ls becaztse we're self-susÍaining, we're
independenl, lhere are really Jìzw outside forces rhat determine whaÍ happens on

ourfarm because of theway wefarm " (Melissa, organic farmer, Manitoba)

3.5.3 Seed savers

The farmer sued for patent infringement believed that the technology harmed

rural livelihood for non-HT farmer, particularly seed savers. The lawsuit lasted several

years, cost hundreds of thousands of dollars, was very stressful, and forced the farmer to

abandon his traditional practice of seed saving canola. He believed that patented HT

crops and associated lawsuits had global implications.

"What it means to fanners all around the world is the |oss and right to use your
own seed" (Clint, conventional tillage farmer, non-HT user, Saskatchewan)

He had been in contact with other farmers throughout North America that had been

similarly threatened by corporations with patent infringement lawsuits. Many of these

famers were unable or scared to fight corporations in court and instead paid expensive

settlement costs, which Clint felt undermined the livelihood of all farmers affected by

these lawsuits.
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3.6 Industry¡ responses

There were varying attitudes toward the responsiveness and accountability of industry

when dealing with problems associated with the introduction of HT crops. The farmer

that had been negatively affected by multiple-resistant HT volunteers was cynical about

this.

"Well unJòrlunalely, under the present syslem industty doesn'l have to take any
responsibility for rhe problents they are causing" (Colin, zero tillage farmer, HT
user, Manitoba)

This criticism reflected his extensive interactions with the HT crop developer, which had

apparently only exacerbated the problem. He personally paid for field-testing because the

company would not accept any responsibility, and generally had found them

unsympathetic toward his predicament.

"In nzy case, Monsanto ltas been very involved in every step in the problems I've
hacl, but they're not prepared to accept responsibiliry. They wiII only argue on a

field-by-field basis, ancl, even tltough we know we ltave Rotmdttp Ready canola on
every field, tlrcy are not prepared to admit tltat and conxpensate yolt for your
additional costs. What we ltave to do is leave it until it is a problem and then they
will argue with you as to wlxether it's a problent or not" (Colin, zero tillage
farmer, HT user, Manitoba)

Another farmer, while generally pleased by industry responses to these problems,

raised an issue regarding the future control of HT volunteers.

"Now lhat we have these volunteers, they are going to be in the picture for a long
lime. I guess I really am uncertain about the level of commitment of the companies

are to control these in the long-ternz" (Ryan, zero tillage farmer, HT user,

Manitoba)

His concern over HT volunteer control led to a discussion regarding 'Terminator

Technology'. He was worried that Terminator Technology would undermine farmer
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rights to save, replant and exchange seed. However, he was quick to point out that this

ability was already undermined by Technical Use Agreements (TUAs), which have to be

signed by Canadian farmers who use RR canola and which only allow producers to use

HT seed for a single season.

"This is the end of a Jarmer saving his own seed þr producingfor anorher year
and lhen we saw lhe conlracl signed between lhe farmers and the seed companies
saying thaÍ he could nol produce lhose crops for seed anyways. So that's taken

away lhat arguntent and now we seem Ío be at lo the poinÍ where we are presented
with the Terminator gene again and it seents like a good idea" (Ryan, zero tillage
farmer, HT user, Manitoba)

Although perhaps beneficial in the short term, it might end up undermining rural

livelihoods in the future.

"Iî is an irony úat we hated the idea when it first came ottt and now we are
looking at it as our savior" (Ryan, zero tillage farmer, HT user, Manitoba)

Some of the interviewed farmers \ryere concerned that they may be sued, or prevented

from saving their seed, if it were contaminated with HT traits.

"And whal happens when we save our own wheaÍ seed here, year after year, and
it becomes contaminated. At what poinr does someone step in and say, you can't
save this seed anymore because it has our genetic ntaterial in ir?" (Andrew,
organic farmer, Manitoba)

In general, participants wanted to see a more equitable and farmer-centered system for

assessing risks and assigning responsibility. They also felt that industry should contribute

more to the costs of controlling their technology.

"Industry rs responsible to theit' shareholders, they're not responsible to
agriculture or farmers or the environment or anything like thar, and lheir goal is
îo get their products commercialized as quickly as possible and with the ntaximum
profits. I can accepl that, that's the way it is, but I just don'î believe they should
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have the right to introduce products
organic farmer negafively withoul
farmer, HT user, Manitoba)

3.7 GM wheat

that affecl people like tt're as a zero tiller or an
beÌng responsible for it" (Colin, zero Tillage

All those interviewed were opposed to the introduction of RR wheat, regardless of

their farming system or whether they had previously grown HT crops.

"GM wheat. I do not want to grow! I won't grow it! On my farm I will not grow
iÍ! I don't want to see my neighbors grow it! But I'm not going fo hy and force my
views on nly neighbors. I really wish that rhey'd never ever done it" (Bradley,
minimum tillage farmer, HT user, Manitoba)

One of the main concerns regarding the introduction of RR wheat was that it might also

escape and become a weed that was difficult to control. Given their experiences with HT

canola volunteers, producers anticipated that the control of GM wheat would require the

use of additional management techniques and herbicides, and thus additional time and

costs.

"Well I am scared of it. I am scared it's goittg to Íurn into a bad weed. Like, we
have a problem with Roundup Ready volunteer canola now; what kind of problem
are we going to have with volunreer Roundup Ready wheat? " (Bradley, minimum
tillage farmer, HT user, Manitoba)

Many of those interviewed speculated that issues surrounding the control of RR

wheat would be further exacerbated by RR canola. They indicated how RR wheat would

be impossible to control with glyphosate in a fîeld of RR canola, and indicated the same

for RR canola in RR wheat. Those practicing conservation till were especially concerned

about RR wheat volunteers adventitiously invading their production systems, given their
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dependence on glyphosate in pre-seed weed control. They indicated that it was especially

problematic to control HT wheat volunteers.

"A Rotrndup Ready wheat will be much more diflìcult and ntore expensive to
control, being a grassy weed, as compared to a broadleaf like Íhe canola" (Colin,
zero tlllage farmer, HT user, Manitoba)

V/hile sorne believed that RR wheat volunteer control was feasible, they emphasized it

would be cost-prohibitive.

"I have no idea how I woulcl control nxy system affordably, teclmically it is
possible, but from a practical point of view I jr.tst can't see handling ir" (Colin,
zero tlllage farmer, HT user, Manitoba)

Producers indicated that this additional cost might compromise, if not reverse, the already

substantial achievements and promise of conservation tillage.

"If you take away some oJ'the cost ffictive herbicides for controlling weeds prior
to the crop emerging, you pttt pressure on the system, an econontical pressure, and
if that economical pressure becomes high enough, zero-tillage is no longer a viable
operation" (Ryan, zero tillage farmer, HT user, Manitoba)

Reverting back to tillage would amount to a major environmental and agronomic

setback, undermining many of the advances regarding soil moisture and erosion

associated with reduced tillage. Organic producers in the study similarly emphasized

concerns over the threats that RR wheat posed to their farm operations and livelihoods.

They anticipated that the release of RR wheat would contaminate their wheat fîelds and

compromise their rotational practices. They further emphasized how important wheat was

to organic producers across the prairies, and thus perceived the threat of HT wheat to be

even greater than that of HT canola.
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"On our farm we grow wheat almost every year. LI/e use it.þr our own personal
use. We ttse it with the animals and the chickens. So il would be a httge hole lefi in
ottr whole operaÍion, I don't know how we'd get along withouÍ it really" (Melissa,
organic farmer, Manitoba)

The most common concern amongst all those interviewed was the threat that GM

wheat represented for hard red spring wheat markets around the world. Should GM wheat

escape, all producers feared that that the Canadian Wheat Board (CWB) would not be

able to sell their wheat.

"I don't want Roundup Ready Wheat! The consumers don't want Roundup Ready

[Vheat! Europeans don't want it!" (Bradley, minimum tillage farmer, HT user,
Manitoba)

Indeed, the huge controversy over GM wheat had all producers in this study reflecting on

the future role of any HT technology in agriculture.

3.8 Furure qf herbicíde-tolerant crops

When questioned about the future of HT crops, farmers expressed a unanimous desire

for an agriculture that was environmentally, economically and socially sustainable.

Farmers clearly viewed themselves as stewards of their agroecological systems. They

expressed how they had developed intimate, long-term, nature-based relationships with

the land on which they farmed and they wanted to ensure that it was effectively managed

for their children and generations to come. Thus it was important to mitigate any long-

term environmental risks associated with HT crops.

"My family has .farmed here for over 100 years, and I would like ro see this farm
continueþr another 100 years, which is Ío say I don'Í want to do what is wrong

for the envíronmenl. I know most of my f iends who .farm around here are not
trying to purposely go ottt and destroy the environtnenl either. We live here, we live
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closer to it than anybody does, becattse we are ouÍside all the time, we are right in
ir. We hear some oJ'these horror slories about what the long-tenn elJëcts may be,
we are vety much concerned" (Shaun, minimum tillage farmer, HT user,
Manitoba)

Although concerned about future risks associated with GM technology, users were

still optimistic about the potential of these products. They generally felt that the benefits

were significant and that continued use was justified. Holever, risks resulting from

contamination events, volunteer persistence, liability issues and market uncertainties had

producers concerned about long-term implications of their use.

"This is prerry exciting technologt Íhar we can do fhis, but yve need to know what
long-term ffict we are going to have" (Ryan, zero trllage farmer, HT user,
Manitoba)

V/hile organic farmers interviewed in this study had similar perceptions regarding

their role as stewards, they seemed to view the future differently, especially as it related

to GM crops. They were less optimistic about the promise of the technology and largely

rejected it as a viable tool for developing sustainable agricultural systems and for

supporting rural communities.

"The GMO is just thinking of today. There is no thoughr of what ir will do to
future generations and how people will be able tofarm infuture generations. Witt
anybody have control of what they are going to sow 50 years frotn now? "
(Melissa, organic farmer, Manitoba)

Despite these apparent differences in attitude, all producers communicated a desire for

more information on the risks associated with the technology.

"Let's put the brakes on this a little bit and answer some of these questions.
Because you con't move ahead wiÍh so many quesÍions out in the general public as
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wilh lhe consumers and with the farmers, we need some of these answered"
(Ryan, zero Tillage farmer, HT user, Manitoba)

Farmers were particularly interested in the future role of corporations that develop and

deploy GM crops.

3.9 Corporations and the future of agriculture

Participants generally perceived a conflict between the goals of farmers, on the one

hand, and those of GM crop developers and agri-business colporations on the other. They

indicated that their vision for the future was multi-faceted, with on-fam profitability

being an important priority, but one that existed within a larger context of more complex

social and environmental values. Those interviewed believed that corporations did not

have the same sort of commitment to their rural communities and environments,

especially given that corporations were largely focused on shofi-term profits. One

producer, referring to the situation with GM wheat, questioned how the government

could allow companies to override the wishes of farmers, rural communities and

consumers.

"They're not developing these GMOs because they think it's going to do us as
consumers good and us cts producers good, they're doing it because they can
make a dollar out of it - or a lot of dollars! So you know, as small people in thís
whole process, we really have to question wlty our governtnent is lefiing this
happen" (Melissa, organic farmer, Manitoba)

Another believed that the lack of government intervention regarding GM wheat on

behalf of farmers, consumers, commodity and environmental groups, had to do with the

nature of trade agreements between Canada and the US. He felt that these agreements

would compromise the ability of the Canadian government to stop Monsanto from

introducing RR wheat.
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"No we have no conlrol. Our federal governmenÍ has no conÍrol and the reason I
say oztr federal governmenl has no control is because of the NAFTA and the Free
Trade Agreemenl. Anybody who has looked at those two agreemenTs wiTl

understand fhat if our federal government were to slep in tomorrotu and say
Monsanlo yolt cease and desist all development of your Roundup Ready wheat,
MonsanÍo would jusr say 'well that's fine then, rhis is how much money yoL{ owe
us'. And under rhe NAFTA and the Free Trade Agreement thefederal government
has to pay them thaÍ money" (Bradley, minimum tillage farmer, HT user,
Manitoba)

Many of those interviewed more broadly discussed how little control farmers and

rural communities had over the future of agriculture, and how that control continued to

decline. They believed the disparity in market power - whereby companies have

enorrnous wealth and influence and farmers have little if any influence - inevitably put

farmers at a disadvantage. One expressed that this imbalance manifested itself in the

battle for control and the eventual corporate takeover ofseed supply.

"Like it jusl seems like we really don't have control on what we do anymore. I
think prefty soon we are going ro be told what to grow...that's probably going to
be the next step " (Troy, minimum tillage farmer, HT user, Manitoba)

Those interviewed commented on these power dynamics that exist in agriculture. Much

of this discussion focused on the role of technology and how it operated, simultaneously

providing short-term benefit at the long-term expense of independence and self-

determination. One of the organic farmers believed it was important to step outside these

pov/er relations and find methods to appropriate technology.

"[4/e have lo start making technolog,t work for us, rather then us working for the
technologt. Any farmer out there or even consumers out there, ,f yo, sit down and
if the bulk of what you are doing is going to pay for the gadgets and the toys and
what not, then you're workingfor them, Íhey're nol workingfor you anymore. And
that's the way it is with genetic modification and so on. Is this something we can
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moke workfor Lts or are we going to end up workingfor it? And at I5 or 20 bttcks
an acre (the cost of a TUA) we're going Ío end up working for it" (Andrew,
organic farmer, Manitoba)

Many talked about being in financial trouble due to disparity between the high costs

of inputs (e.g. farm machinery, fuel, pesticides, and GM seed) and the low prices they

continued to receive for their crops. Reflecting on corporate patents over GM crops and

farmer livelihood, one participant stated:

"I don't Íhink anyone should own nature, nature was created by God to give to
the people on the eartlt and that's where it should stay...I think it's just the
chemical companies...are geftingfaÍ and the farmers are gefting skínnier all the
time" (Lynda, vegetable farmer, Alberta)

Users of HT canola indicated that they were trying to remedy the small returns per unit

atea by increasing the amount of land that they farmed. The use of this technology

allowed them to cover a greater area, due to ease and efficacy of weed control. While this

seemed to be working for some farmers, others indicated that this strategy was shorl-lived

and that it ultimately exacerbated their already tight financial circumstances.

"Now I thought it was best, because you're making a small amount of money per
acre profit, if you just keep going more acres rì'tore acres ntore acres. Like that's
how you make more money - but it doesn't help" (Troy, minimum tillage farmer,
HT user, Manitoba)

lndeed, farmers felt that the resulting increases in farm size arguably contributed to

further rural depopulation and rural decline. Linking this rural decline with GM crops, one

farmer stated:

"If we continue to depopulaîe the countty side and to protnote these biotech
agendas and yet we continue to loose farms who are we going to be producing
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this seed for?... were nol going lo have any llarmersl left" (Stuart, mixed grain,
cattle, and vegetable farmer, Ontario)

Many referred to this ongoing rural decline in Canada and the associated stress and

ensuing despair. Indeed, many spoke bleakly about the future.

"My boys, I don't really wanÍ them lo.farm arÌymore, and I don't think lhere will
be opportunities going for them anyway. I suspect within ten or fifteen or twenty
years, al lhe most, this farm will not be economically viable anymore. Because of
all thesefactors...there's jttst really lìttle sunshine in the picture, I guess, for the

future of agriculture, for me and my family" (Shaun, minimum tillage farmer, HT
user, Manitoba)

While expressing general optimism about the importance of their operations and their

livelihoods, many repeatedly underscored the importance of the crisis that confronts

agriculture and agriculturalists. They were highly critical of the increasing corporate

control of agriculture, harsh economic realities for farmers, and the unsubstantiated

claims that HT crops \¡/ould solve these problems. Regardless of farming approach or

worldview, they all recognized that something had to change if agriculture was to be

economically and socially sustainable for rural residents. Some, especially organic

farmers, indicated that society needed to deeply question what kind of agriculture it

wanted. Indeed, one believed that this process of questioning must start with the re-

definition of the concept of progress:

"That's something as a society that we have never ever done, we've never sat
down and said - 'what is progress?' What is progress? If we are all out driving
in a car and all of wdden the landscape starts to look familiar and we think we've
been here beþre, and we want to go somewhere dffirent, we lhink - is the answer
b ger intu a bigger car and go faster? Is that going îo get us somewhere dffirent?
No, we have to change directions. And as long as we leave the lilces of Monsanto in
the driver's seat, we are going to keep going around the same circle. And as long
as they can keep makÌng money oî of us, we'll just keep on going around that
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same circle. And it's about time that we slopped the car and said 'well, let's get oLtÍ

and walk around a little bit, and smell the grass, and hear the birds, and figure out
where do we want to go here'. What is progress? " (Andrew, organic farmer,

Manitoba)

4. ÞlscusstoN

The results of this study demonstrate the mix of benefits and risks that GM crops -

specifically HT canola and HT wheat - pose for farmers across Canada. This research is

amongst the first to document farmer local knowledge (LK) regarding GM crops,

particularly in North America, and is likely the only study that has used video to

accornplish this. The farmer statements presented here reflect a portion of the overall

interviews conducted and included in the larger research documentary developed with

participants. Given that "the medium is the message" (Mcluhan, 1964), our written and

video research stand as unique but related academic works, and the merits of each in

relation to the issue of GM crops in agriculture will be discussed.

Farmers using herbicide-tolerant (HT) canola indicated that it provided significant

benefit, particularly regarding ease-of-use, convenience, effective weed control, and,

sometimes, increased yield and profitability. These findings consistent with an industry-

funded report (CCC, 2001) and a subsequent large-scale survey we conducted in

Manitoba (Mauro and Mclachlan, 2008). These benefits are great enough that over 90%

of canola growers across the prairies now use HT varieties (Buth, 2006). While these

benefits are well understood and communicated widely, (Devine, 2005),less is known

about the risks that GM crops pose for farmers and rural communities (Mehta, 2005). Our

results indicate that HT crops represent substantial and often unappreciated challenges for

individual farmers, rural communities, and the environment.
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Interviewed farmers viewed HT trait contamination as the primary risk associated

with the technology. Movement of HT canola traits was associated with cross-pollination,

persistence and growth of HT volunteers, wind blowing swathed crops, tractors and other

seed handling equipment, and, indeed, the outright contamination of seed supply.

Although HT canola was commercially released in Canada in 1995, it was not until much

later that three-way HT trait stacking (Hall et al., 2000) and large-scale pollen mediated

gene flow (Rieger et al., 2002) were identified for canola. Extensive trait movement

adversely affected many of the farmers in this study, including one who experienced

double-resistant canola.Indeed, it is likely responsible for the contamination of pedigreed

non-HT canola seed stocks acloss the Canadian prairies (Downie and Beckie, 2002;

Fliesen et al., 2003). This contamination has contributed to the loss of seed canola as a

crop in parts of the region and has, in turn, created additional agronomic, corporate

control, and economic hardships for producers.

Farmers practicing conservation tillage, organic methods, and seed saving were

especially at risk from contamination, believing that HT crops might compromise, and in

some cases had already compromised, their operations and livelihoods. The widespread

and effective use of glyphosate (i.e. Roundup) for pre-seeding weed control by those

practicing conservation tillage has been undermined by the spread of Roundup Ready

(RR) volunteer canola. Most indicated that these problems would be exacerbated by the

introduction of RR wheat. In turn, these problems might contribute to the decline in use

of direct seeding systems and their widely recognized environmental benefits, these

including reduced erosion, increased soil health, water conservation, carbon

sequestration, and wildlife habitat (Van Acker et al., 2003).
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Organic farmers in our study indicated that they could no longer grow canola due to

the high probability of contamination by HT traits, a problem they also feared with RR

wheat, as these crops are not permitted under their certification standards. Indeed, organic

farmers in the US also find themselves to be at especially high risk from contamination

by GM crops (Wa12,2004). This loss of livelihood formed the basis for a class action

lawsuit against Monsanto and Bayer by organic farmers in Saskatchewan (Phillipson,

2005). They had hoped to establish corporate liability for the contamination, associated

cleanup costs, and market loss caused by the introduction of GM canola, and had

proposed an injunction against the introduction of RR wheat (Bouchie,2002). However,

these farmers were rejected class action certification in 2007 and the issue of corporate

liability for damages caused by GM crops remains unresolved.

Farmers in our study were concerned that HT contamination might affect their ability

to ensure seed purity, leading to the accidental planting of saved seed with HT traits, and

potential financial and legal repercussions. This issue was recently addressed by the

landmark Supreme Court of Canada decision on Monsanto versus Schmeiser (Mclachlin

and Fish, 2004).It essentially upheld industry's intellectual property claims over GM

seeds and plants, making farmers liable for patent infringement, despite the fact that they

may be planting their own seed that was inadvertently contaminated by HT traits (Gold

and Adams, 2001; Cullet, 2005).

Many of those interviewed found that industry did not accept adequate responsibility

for the problems and risks caused by HT crops, once they had been planted. Other studies

have similarly observed that biotechnology firms seem to be driven by short-term profit,

this taking precedence over and having adverse and long-term environmental and social
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consequences (e.g. Kneen, 1999; Tokar, 2001; Bailey and Lappe,2002; Mendelson,

2002; Paul et a|.,2003). One farmer, who had double-stacked glyphosate-tolerant canola

contaminate his fields, was clearly upset by Monsanto's apparent lack of support, and the

other that was sued believed that the company created new risks for farmers due to these

aggressive legal tactics.

Another farmer was particularly concerned about the introduction of Termìnator

Technology - a type of Genetic Use Restriction Technology (GURT) - and its proposed

use in preventing problems with contamination and volunteers (Van Acker et al., 2007).

He believed it would prevent farmers from saving, reusing and sharing their seed, yet he

recognized that farmers were already relinquishing these rights through contracts with

seed companies such as the Technology Use Agreements (TUAs) that are regularly

signed with Monsanto. While Terminator Technology has received considerable attention

(service, 1998; Masood, 1998; conway and roenniessen, 1999; Kaiser, 2000) and

continues to do so because of a recent attempt to weaken the UN defocto moratorium on

its use (ETC Group, 2006), few studies have documented farmer attitudes toward this

technology. Indeed, this study helped inform a subsequent survey, where we found that

75Vo of Manitoba farmers disagreed that Terminator Technology would help to contain

GM traits (Mauro and Mclachlan,2008).

Farmers in this study were unified in their vehement opposition to the commercial

introduction of Monsanto's RR wheat, the world's first GM wheat. Rejection of the crop

was subsequently expressed by a broad-based coalition of farm organizations that

launched the "'we're not ready for Roundup Ready wheat" campaign (cwB, 2003) and a

related study indicates that 86Vo of farmers in Manitoba (Mauro and Mclachlan 2003)
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and almost 90Vo of farmers across the Canadian prairies (Mauro, 2008; C7) opposed its

introduction. Those interviewed believed that RR wheat would escape and become

ubiquitous across the landscape causing problems similar to those associated with HT

canola. Moreover, farmers felt that having both RR canola and wheat in rotation would

exacerbate these problems, as volunteers from each crop would be difficult to control in

the other. In addition, farmers also feared that international consumer opposition to GM

wheat could compromise markets. Indeed, 827o of grain buyers around the world indicate

they would not purchase GM wheat if it were grown and marketed in North America

(Wells and Penfound, 2003; Wisner, 2003: 2005) The high profile battle waged by

Canadian farmers against the RR wheat played an important role in the decision by

Monsanto to delay the release of this crop (Stokstad,2004)

All farmers expressed concern about the increases in control over government and

agricultural policy by corporations, and the implications that this control has for their

livelihoods and their communities. The complex and often adverse consequences of

industrial control, and associated absentee-ownership, contract production and

technology diffusion, for rural communities have been well documented for California in

the early 1940s (Goldschmidt, 1978), the poultry industry (Heffernan,1972), and more

recently throughout the US (Lobao, 1990) and Canada (NFU, 2003). The need for a more

democratic, farmer-oriented and sustainable approach to agriculture was voiced by most

farmers in this study, and has been strongly advocated for by the international, farmer-led

"food sovereignty" movement (Via Campesina, 2006).

Our use of participatory video helped democratize the research process, by getting

farmers to assist in the development and analysis of the project, while making

the

the
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information relevant and accessible to other farmers, rural communities and, indeed, all

that are interested in these issues. Our research video that was created as part of this

project, Seeds of Change: Fanners, Bioteclmology cutcl the New Face of Agriculturei' ,has

been screened in major cities 
1nd rural communities worldwide, and has been

downloaded for free from our website by citizens, farm groups and policy makers. Since

its release in 2005, our film has been watched online over 330,000 times and rural

organizations in many countries continue to use it as an educational resource, organizing

tool, and fundraiser. Despite the effectiveness of video as a communication tool, it has

yet, in-of-itself, to be r.videly accepted as a valid form of research in many academic

institutions

In most empirical studies, interviews are generally transcribed into text for

subsequent analysis (Patton, 2002). This written approach is important, especially given

that it allows results to be compared with the literature, as was conducted in this study.

However, advances in video technology are creating new and cost effective opportunities

for qualitative research (Secrist et al., 2002). Video allowed farmers to speak for

themselves and, arguably, it is more compelling and accessible than written transcripts in

academic publications. Further, given that local knowledge (LK) is transmitted orally and

embedded within a cultural context (Kloppenburg, 1991), we argue that video is a more

appropriate methodology for collecting and presenting this qualitative information,

especially when guided by a participatory and farmer-centered approach

While video research has many benefits, it is time consuming, requires smaller

sample sizes due to the intensity of data analysis and management, may have unique legal

implications (e.g.release forms, copyright issues, etc), and specialized equipment (e.g.
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cameras, computers, editing software etc.), which can still be expensive and requires its

own technological expertise (Mauro et al., 2003). However, video research is a rewarding

method for participants and scholars alike, and facilitates the documentation and

communication of oral history and experiential knowledge. Although our video

methodology required smaller sample sizes, it allowed us to engage participants and

document their rich knowledge, and in a subsequent study we found that these results

were generalizable across large geographical scales in the Canadian prairies (Mauro and

Mclachlan, 2008).

In North America, GM crop regulation continues to rely on "science-based" risk

assessment (Carr and Levidow, 2000), which generally fails to include any larger social,

cultural and economic implications (Auberson-Huang,2002). The seeming failure on the

part of industry and regulators to anticipate the diversity of risks associated with GM

canola and wheat, as presented in this study, demonstrates the limitations of this

approach, and suggests that a new and more inclusive approach to risk assessment is

required.'We have clearly shown that farmer LK can make a valuable contribution to the

GM crop debate, a contribution which might complement and add to scientific

approaches to risk assessment, and which would help us better understand and manage

both the benefits and risks associated with this technology. Adopting a more inclusive

and farmer-focused approach to risk assessment might help grow a more democratic

system for GM crop evaluation and deployment, and ultimately might plant the real seeds

of change.
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' HT crops: All crops are naturally tolerant to some herbicides. Recently, however,
herbicide-tolerant (HT) crops have been created using techniques such as conventional
breeding, recombinant DNA technology and mutagenesis, which allow them to be
sprayed with herbicides that would otherwise kill them. A number of HT crops have been
commercialized including, corn, soybean, cotton, rice, wheat, sunflo,uver and canola. In
Canada, three HT canolas are available: Roundup Ready (RR), Liberty Link (LL) and
Clearfield (CF), tolerant to glyphosate, glufosinate and imidazolinone herbicides,
respectively. Both RR and LL were developed using recombinant DNA technology,
whereas, CF is a mutagenic crop. For the purpose of this paper, all three of the HT
canolas are considered to be GM, although not all are transgenic.
ü Conservation tillage.' is an agricultural system that promotes crop production without
disturbing the soil through tillage. It helps minimize soil compaction and erosion while
retaining important soil moisture. Instead of tillage, farmers largely use herbicides to
"chemically weed" their fields; largely with those that are non-selective like glyphosate.
Variations of conservation tillage are practiced, from reduced tillage, which allows for
some tilling, to zero tillage whereby farmers do not till at all, instead seeding dilectly into
stubble from a previous harvest.
üi Organic farming: is an agricultural production system that relies on ecosystem
management and which attempts to reduce or eliminate a reliance on off-farm inputs,
especially synthetic ones, such as fertilizers, pesticides and genetically modified (GM)
crops. It promotes and attempts to enhance biodiversity, biological cycles and soil
biological activity, while recognizing the importance of locally adapted food systems.i' Seeds oÍ Change: Farmers. Biotechnolog)¡ and the New Face of Agriculture: is a

documentary film co-directed by LJ. Mauro, S.M. Mclachlan and J. Sanders. Developed
as part of this research programme, it is a distinct research product that investigates
farmer experiences in the Canadian prairies and includes expert testimony and a larger
discussion about the benefits of GM crops. It is available free for download and
streaming from our website: www.seedsofchangefilm.org.
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Chapter 5;

Seeds of Chonge: Farmers, Biotechnology,
and the l{ew Face of Agriculture

"From the first minute to the lasl scene, Seeds of Change is a
powerful film that will change the way people think about farming
and food production...it is must-see þr farmers and non-farmers
alike"

-Stewart V/ells
President of the National Farmers Union
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Chapter 6:

Farmer Knowledge & Risk Analysis - post
releas e evaluation of herbicide-tolerant
canola in western Canada

"The whole world is
now one vasl
uncontro ll ed exp eriment

- the way it always was,

Crake would have said -
and the doctrine of
unintended
consequences is in full
spate"

Oryx & Crake by
Margaret Afwood
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CHA.PTER SUMMARY

The global controversy regarding the use of genetically modifìed (GM) crops has proved

to be a challenge for 'science-based' risk assessments. Although risk analysis

incorporates societal perspectives in decision-making over these crops, it is largely

predicated on contrasts between 'expert' and 'lay' perspectives. The overall objective of

this sfudy is to explore the role for farmers' knowledge, and their decade-long experience

with herbicide tolerant (HT) canola, in the risk analysis of GM crops. From 2002 to 2003,

data were collected using interviews (n:15) and mail surveys (n:370) with farmers from

Manitoba and across Canada. The main benefits associated with HT canola were

management oriented and included easier weed control, herbicide rotation and better

weed control, whereas the main risks were more diverse and included market harm,

Technology Use Agreements, and increased seed costs. Benefits and risks were inversely

related, and the salient factor influencing risk was farmer experiences with HT canola

volunteers, followed by small farm size and duration using HT canola. These HT

volunteers were reported by 38Yo of farmers, from both internal (e.g. seedbank, farm

machinery, etc) and external (e.g. wind, seed contamination, etc) sources, and were found

to persist over time. Farmer knowledge is a reliable and rich source of information

regarding the effîcacy of HT crops, demonstrating that individual experiences are

important to risk perception. The socio-economic nature of most risks combined with the

continuing 'farm income crisis' in North America demonstrates the need for a more

holistic and inclusive approach to risk assessment associated with HT crops, and, indeed,

with all new aglicultural technology.
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T. INTRODUCTION

Society is entrenched in a global 'food fight' regarding the use of biotechnology

ín agriculture. Transgenic techniques, often referred to as genetic modification (GM) or

genetic engineering (GE), are among the most contentious as they allow for the transfer

of genes between species, resulting in genetically modified organisms (GMOs) that

arguably have no biological antecedents (Gray,2001). The controversy over GM crops

continues unabated, is comparable to that suruounding nuclear power (Lomax, 2000), and

has the potential to profoundly alter the practice of risk assessment (Bishop et al., 2001).

Since their release in the mid 1990s, the planting of GM crops around the world

has increased 60-fold, this from 1.7 million ha to 102 million ha (James,2006). The

countries most committed to growing these crops are the US (54.6 million ha), Argentina

(18 million ha), Brazil (11.5 million ha) and Canada (6.1 million ha) (James,2006). The

maìn crops that have been transformed include soybeans, cotton, maize and canola, and,

as a whole, approximately 70Vo of the planted GM crops are herbicide-tolerant (HT)

(James, 2006). Regulators have approved these crops for environmental release, using a

'science-based' risk assessment framework that deems them 'substantially equivalent' to

their non-GM counterparts (Nap et al., 2003).

Risk assessment is regarded as an essential safety precaution prior to the release

of GM crops. Its goal is to make a reasonable pre-release prediction of the behavior of a

GM crop and to detect and avert potential problems (Sharples, 1991). V/hile regulatory

protocols vary somewhat around the world, GM risk assessment is generally conducted

on a "case-by-case" basis that gauges the 'possibility, probability and consequences of

harm' (Nap et al., 2003). This process is now becoming standardized, and scientific best
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practices and their ecological implications have been reviewed elsewhere (NRC,2002;

Conner et al., 2003). However, GM crop risk assessment is still criticized as lacking an

overarching conceptual framework, common informational requirements, regulatory

harmonization (Levin and Strauss,199l), and statistical rigor (Marvier, 2002). Moreover,

the ostensible reliance of assessment on 'substantial equivalence' has also been criticized

for being 'pseudo-scientific' (Millstone et al., 1999), narrowing the scope of any

considered risks (Carr and Levidow, 2000), and arguably favoring industry convenience

at the expense of public safety (Abergel, 2007).

Some claim science-based risk assessments of these crops are expert-driven

(Mauro and Mclachlan, accepted) and generally focus on "thin" harms (e.g. physical

harms including mortality, morbidity, probability of deleterious genes escaping, etc),

whereas other potential "thick" harms (e.g. social disruption, economic losses,

undermining of political and social institutions, etc) are normally excluded (Wachbroit,

l99l). The highly restrictive and science-based regulatory sÍucture for GM crops

effectively excludes non-experts from any meaningful input (Leiss, 2001). That societal

attitudes and concerns are deemed'irrational','subjective' and'foolish'(Slovic, 1999)

and are therefore ignored perpetuates the controversy (Frewer et al., 2004).

Risk analysis, in contrast, incorporates both 'thick' and 'thin' harms (Jasanoff,

1993) within a broader social, cultural, economic and political context, potentially

mitigating the shortcomings of conventional risk assessment (Auberson-Huang,2002).lt

has made a major contribution to the debate surrounding GM crops by evaluating and

promoting the importance of perceptions and participation of stakeholders. A more
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inclusive approach to risk assessment is gaining acceptance (Arvai, 2003), although

agreement on how this might be achieved remains a challenge (Anex and Focht, 2002).

Importantly much of the risk analysis literature is predicated on contrasts between

'expert' and 'lay' conceptions of risk (Rowe and Wright, 2000), and other forms of

experience, indeed, expertise, are rarely considered (Barnett and Breakwell, 2001).

Outcomes of risk analysis indicate that public perceptions of biotechnology are more

complex than that of conventional experts (Savadori et al., 2004). One interpretation

suggests that the public identifies closely with broad (i.e. 'thick') views of risk, whereas

experts are informed by data and statistics and, by comparison, have more conservative

(i.e. 'thin') risk conceptions (Slovic, 1999). Public views, however, demonstrate

sophisticated capabilities in assessing risk (Hansen et al., 2003), and the 'commonsense

assumption' that experts have superior and more veridical risk judgment is increasingly

questioned (Wright et a1.,2002). Studies focusing on public views of GM crops have

generally focused on consumers.

Consumers in Europe, Japan and North America often remain suspicious of GM

technology, are concerned about negative environmental and health implications, and

lack trust in food safety regulators and the risk assessment process as a whole (Slovic,

1999; Macer and Chen Ng, 2000; Priest, 2000; Taylor-Gooby, 2006). A recent study

suggests that consumers in Europe are relatively supportive of medical and industrial

biotechnology, although they still ardently oppose GM foods (Gaskell et al., 2006). In

contrast, studies conducted in Mexico and the Philippines suggest consumers perceive

greater agricultural and nutritional benefits from GM foods, but remain concerned about

adverse effects on regional biodiversity (Aerni,2002). These findings likely reflect the
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farmer-focus of the "first generation" of GM products, which, in turn, have few explicit

benefits for consumers (Scholderer and Frewer, 2003).

Interestingly, these same farmers have yet to be meaningfully consulted regarding

their attitudes towards and experiences with GM crops despite a decade of commercial

use (Mauro and Mclachlan, accepted). To date, most farmer-focused studies involving

GM crops have primarily assessed economic benefits associated with canola in Canada

(Fulton and Keyowski, 1999), soybeans and cotton in the US (McBride and Books,

2000), cotton in Argentina (Qaim and de Janvry, 2003) and soybeans in Romania

(Brookes,2005), as well as both the economic benefits and risks of corn for growers and

society in the US (Wu, 2004). This economic research, while important in its own right,

does not fully characterize the diverse nature of farmer attitudes and experiences with

GM crops.

'Worldwide, only a handful of studies have explored farmer perceptions on the

benefits and risks of biotechnology. Farmer attitudes regarding the potential introduction

of GM crops in Australia (McDougall et al., 2001) and New Zealand (Cook and

Fairweather,2003) indicated high levels of awareness and interest in the technology.

Farmers in India indicated that economic benefits outweighed moral concern (Chong,

2005) while those from Central America were largely concerned about the contamination

of traditional races of corn by transgenic maize (Soleri et al., 2005). Farmer experiences

regarding this technology have yet to be fully studied for Canada, the US and Argentina

as the first countries to commercialize GM crops, or are restricted to the benefits (CCC,

2001). The role and potential contribution of farmer knowledge also has yet to be

systematically evaluated for any GM crops and, indeed, risk research as a whole.
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The overall objective of this study is to explore the role for farmers' knowledge in

the risk analysis of GM crops. More specifically, we will:

n Evaluate risks represented by herbicide tolerant (HT) canola relative to other
risks facing rural communities;

o Characterize the benefits and risks associated with HT canola;
, Identify what factors contribute to the risks and benefits associated with this

technology; and
n Explore the role that this farmer knowledge might play in the risk analysis of HT

crops and, more generally, agricultural technology.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 HT crop use

Canadian farmers rapidly adopted herbicide-tolerant (HT) canola following its

release in 1995. Three varieties of novel-trait HT canola(i)have been introduced:

Roundup Ready (RR), Liberty Link (LL) and Clearfield (CF), these tolerant to

glyphosate, glufosinate and imidazolinone herbicides, respectively (Lawton, 2003). At

present, they represent 96Vo of the 5.25 million ha of canola grown in Canada;

approximately 50Vo of this being PtPt, 327o being LL, and 147o being CF (Buth, 2006).

The great majority of these crops are grown in the western Canadian provinces of

Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta.

2.2 Stud)¡ area

Interviews were conducted in the Canadian Prairies Ecozone, which includes the

provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba (Figure 1), and is characterizedby a

continental climate having short warm summers and long, cold winters, with an annual

mean temperature range from 1.5 oC to 3.5 "C (Smith et al., 1998). Manitoba's annual
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mean temperature ranges from a mean maximum of 26.7 "C in July to a mean minimum

of -23.6 
oC in January (Smith et al., 1998). Strong winds occur frequently in this

province and summer precipitation occurs as heavy, localized storms. The mean annual

precipitation is 504.4 mm;404.4 mm falls as rain, which peaks in June, while 100 mm

water equivalent of snow falls annually, peaking in January (Smith et al., 1998). Over the

last century, nattxal habitat has been largely cleared and replaced by agriculture,

including the production of canola, wheat, barley, oats, and cattle.

The suruey portion of this study was situated in the two ecoregions, Lake

Manitoba Plain (LMP) and Aspen Parkland (AP), which dominate southern Manitoba

(Figure 1). The averagegrowing seasonforboth ecoregionsranges from 173 to 187 days

and both are dominated by Black Chernozemic soils The LMP is generally recognized as

having some of the most productive soils in Manitoba, largely due to fine-textured

glaciolacustrine sediments that are especially suited to cereals, oilseeds, and pulses

(Smith et al., 1998). On average, canola is seeded on 1.0 million ha in the province

(Statistics Canada, 200 6).

2.3 Data Collection

Our farmer-focused research on HT canola used a mixed methodology and was

conducted in four iterative phases: 1) interviews with farmers across Canada; 2)

development of a questionnaire that was mailed out and followed up with a non-response

bias evaluation; 3) analysis and modeling of data using logistic regression and the

information theoretic approach; and 4) incorporation of both qualitative responses and

quantitative responses, thereby triangulating the results. The Joint-Faculty Human
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Subject Research Ethics Board Protocol at the University of Manitoba approved the study

design (#J2001:060).

Interviews with 15 farmers were conducted across western Canada between June

and October of 2002. 'We purposefully sampled these farmers to participate in an in-depth

interuiew process and to explore attitudes and experiences with HT canola (Mauro and

Mclachlan, accepted). The qualitative data collected during these interviews also assisted

in the development of a questionnaire, helping ensure that its content and wording were

appropriate.

The l2-page questionnaire queried farmers on their experiences and attitudes

regarding HT canola. In particular, we assessed concern regarding HT canola relative to

other stressors that confront rural communities, specific benefits and risks associated with

this technology, and factors that contribute to risk perception amongst farmers, especially

those that had experience growing HT canola. The questionnaire used a seven-point 'rank

ordered' Likert scale, ranging from "strongly disagree" to "strongly agÍee", and open-

ended questions. Researchers associated with universities and industry as well as farmers

reviewed the survey for comprehensiveness, technical accrrracy and impartiality.

Within each of the two ecoregions, rural municipalities (RMs) were equally

divided into two classes (low or high abundance of volunteer(ii) canola), based on the

2001 Manitoba weed survey (Leeson et al., 2002). Farms were identifìed for each using

mailing lists collected from Canada Post. In total, 5'762 farms were identified and

questionnaires were sent as unaddressed "ad mail". This less-than-ideal use of ad mail

was necessary as there is no comprehensive mailing list available for farmers in

Manitoba. A modified version of the "tailored design method" (Dillman, 2000) was used
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when mailing out the questionnaire. All recipients were mailed an introductory letter and

questionnaire on March l7'h,2003. Two follow-up reminders (including a post card and

subsequent letter) were sent, at two-week intervals, on March 3l't 2003 and April 14ú

2003 after the questionnaire was mailed in order to ensure the highest participation

possible. Questionnaires were sent with selÊaddressed business reply envelopes allowing

it to be returned at no cost to the recipient.

In total, 425 farmers responded to the survey, representing an adjusted response

rate of 25Yo. This was calculated by dividing completed questionnaires from eligible

farmers (n:370) by the total number of sent surveys verified as farms growing oilseed

crops (n:i452). Response rates for natural resource management surveys have been

declining over time (Connelly et a1.,2003), and are particularly low for rural research, as

few farmers generally fill out surveys (Pennings et al., 2002). The large number of

received surveys allowed for meaningful analysis and statistical inference.

We conducted a non-response bias telephone survey, using twelve questions that

were selected from the original questionnaire. The RMs were randomly selected from

those used in the mailout and in these, residents were randomly selected using rural

telephone directories. Of 455 rural residents that were telephoned, 259 agreed, to

participate, of which 74 were eligible farmers. The main reasons for not filling out the

survey, in order of importance, included ineligibility, getting ready for seeding, and

simple refusal to frll out surveys of any kind. However, no differences in attitudes were

identified between respondents and non-respondents.

The great majority (977o) of respondents to our questionnaire were male, most

(677o) were full-time farmers with an average of 28 years of farming experience. A large
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majority (857o) considered themselves knowledgeable about farming. The education

background of respondents varied, although many (48Vo) had post-secondary training and

this level was slightly higher than the Manitoba average (347o) (Statistics Canada,

2001a). Average farm size was 575 ha, again somewhat higher than the average for a

Manitoba canola grower (a09 ha) (Wilcox, 2001). Minimum tillage was practiced by

517o of respondents, this was similar to the provincial average (45.5Vo) (Statistics

Canada, 2001b). The large majority (78Vo) of farmers grew HT canola, including

Roundup Ready (477o), Liberty Link (22Vo), Clearfield (13Vo), and various combinations

of these (15Vo), which are also reflected by national data (Buth, 2006).

2.4 Data Anall¡ses

The perceptions of all farmers (n:370) toward overall risks facing rural communities

were summarized using mean, standard error (SE) and Cronbach's alpha (Nunnally and

Bernstein, 1994). HT farmers' attitudes toward ten benefît and ten risk items were

assessed using the same approach and the internal consistency of both benefit and risk

scales was assessed. Cronbach's alpha values were high, ranging from 0.88 to 0.91, and

well above the 0.70 standard for multivariate variable reduction (Nunnally and Bernstein,

T994). Correspondence analysis (CA) (Greenacre and Blasius, 1994), a multivariate

ordination technique for the modeling of complex data, was used to determine how HT

canola gro\¡/ers (n:298) viewed these benefits and risks. This ordination technique uses a

chi-squared distance measure to standardize the relationship between rows (i.e. farmers)

and columns (i.e. responses) and summarizes the relationship in a biplot. This variable
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reduction allowed us to characterize the risk perception of individual farmers as a single

CA score along a benefit/risk gradient.

Akaike's information criterion (AIC) (Burnham and Anderson, 2004) was used to

model the independent variables that contributed to individual farmer perceptions

regarding HT canola risks and benefits. The 298 HT canola surveys were sorted into

high, medium and low risk perception based on CA scores. The CA scores for high

(n=100) and low (n=100) categories were then used as a binary response var-iable in

logistic regression (Allison, 2003) to determine the contributing factors that put farmers at

risk.

A set of candidate models of risk was generated using explanatory (i.e.

independent) variables arising from farm and demographic data from the survey, these

generated using the literature and a priori hypotheses. Multicollinearity among the eight

independent variables was evaluated using Spearman rank correlations and all variables

were found to be independent. All possible combìnations of explanatory variables were

explored for a total of 28 = 256 risk models. A global model was developed that included

all eight variables and a set of alternate models that included subsets of these variables

and their interaction terms. The use of the information theoretic approach allows for the

modeling complex data on HT crops and, unlike null hypothesis testing, allows one to

rigorously evaluate multiple predictors in combination (Johnson and Omland, 2004).

Models were evaluated and the most parsimonious were selected using Akaike's

information criterion difference with small sample bias adjustment (AAIC.) and Akaike

weights (w) (Burnham and Anderson, 2002). Support exists for candidate models with

AAIC. < 4, although the best model equals zero. We then calculated the cumulative AIC.
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\,veights for each explanatory variable by summing the AIC. weights of every model

containing that variable (Burnham and Anderson, 2004). Variables with the highest AIC.

weights contributed most to high-risk perception. This AlC-based approach allows

models to be ranked, weighted, and compared using an empirical assessment of relative

suppoft for each competing hypothesis (Johnson and Omland,2004). All statistical

analyses were performed using SAS (SAS, 2001).

Emerging themes were identified from the qualitative interview and survey data

using content analysis (Maxwell, 2005). Qualitative data were independently categorized

and later reconciled by both researchers until we had a detailed impression of the

emerging narratives. Memos were used to document important comments, assisting in the

development of codes, and ultimately produced analytical benefit and risk categories that

emerged from the farmer statements (Maxwell, 2005). These data were robust and

emerging themes matched the quantitative findings. Reflecting our mixed methodological

approach, the outcomes of the quantitative and qualitative analyses were combined to

triangulate and further verify interpretation ofthese results.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Overall risks facing rural communities

Farmers (n=370) generally perceived the threat of HT crops to be low relative to

other economic and environmental risks facing rural communities (Table I). The main

economic risks included input costs (e.g. fertllizer, herbicides, etc), machinery costs and

commodity prices. The main environmental risks included excessive moisture, drought
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and natural disasters (Table

risks, they still 'moderately

I). Although respondents ranked HT crops 9th out of the

agreed' that HT crops \,vere risky (mean = 5.1, SE - 0.09).

10

3.2 Benefits associated with HT crops

Benefit associated with HT crops were assessed for users of the technology

(n:298). The main benefits were operational and, when ranked in descending order of

importance according to mean included easier weed control, herbicide rotation, better

weed control, and reduced dockage (i.e. chaff and other foreign material) (Table II).

One interviewee indicated the relative ease of using the technology:

"Yott geÍ a much nlore even growth in îhe crops because of the effect oJ'the
herbicide plus it's also a better killer oJ'weeds, it's a lower cost, it's much
easier for farmers to handle, when you think about rhe dockage..." (Alberta
farmer, interview)

The majority (77%) of farmers were pleased with the overall performance of their

HT canola and, when compared to a conventional non-HT equivalent, almost half

(47%) believed that it was more profitable. Yet only some (27o/o) thought the HT

canola yielded better.

One survey respondent commented on a number of other benefits:

" .. .there are many more positive aspects to GM crops... I ) ability to remove
weeds earlier than with conventional herbicide prograrns; 2) far greater crop
safety witlt GM crops vs. conventional herbicides; and 3) farm more acres with
GM crops - less time per acre spent cultivating, itzcorporating herbicides, less
tinte scouting and choosing tank mixes, tnore consistent yields with less risk of
weed problerzs" (Survey # 196)
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Farmers disagreed with some other purported benefits. The majority (67%) disagreed that

HT crops were protecting 'small farm heritage', and most (58%) disagreed that HT crops

were 'the answer to feeding the world's hungry'. Many (39%) farmers also rejected the

notion that HT crops made 'Canadian agriculture more competitive'.

3.3 Risks associated with HT crops

Risk associated with HT crops were also assessed for technology users (n:298)

(Table II). The most pressing risks were economic and political in nature and, in

descending order of importance according to mean, included loss of market, Technology

Use Agreements(iii) restricting rights, increased seed cost, and lawsuits. All farmers

expressed their concern regarding the loss of markets:

"The loss of [European] ntarkets due to GM's had a huge financial impact. This
was likely larger thatz cost of controlling volunteers or benefit of easy weed
control" (Manitoba farmer, interview)

Operational risks also ranked high and, in descending order of importance, included HT

volunteers, gene spread, herbicide resistant weeds, and Roundup Ready crops causing

problems in zero-tillage systems. One farmer indicated how he was sued over patented

HT canola that contaminated his land, creating biological and legal risks that had

implications for all farmers:

"What it means to farmers all aromtd the world is the loss and right to use your'
own seed... My rights as a farmer have been taken away because now I can no
longer grow canola under fear of a lawsuit" (Saskatchewan farmer, interview)

Farmers generally believed that it was not possible to control HT traits from

spreading in the environment. Thus, most felt that "Terminator Technology" (757o
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of respondents) "segregation techniques" (67Vo), and "good farming practices"

(SlVo) would not solve HT trait contamination problems.

3.4 Factors contributine to risk perception

Correspondence Analysis (CA) separated respondents along a primary

risk/benefit gradient, with farmers experiencing high benefit and low risk on the right

side of the ordination, and farmers experiencing high risk and low benefit on the left

(Figure 2). The CA accounted for 45.52% of the contingency information in the data.

These differing views were based on a farmer's specific experiences with HT technology,

and suggested that HT-users were not a homogeneous group and that benefits and risks

unevenly affected farmers.

We categorized farmer along this primary gradient of variation, those for wliich l)

benefits were greater than risks; 2) benefits were equivalent to risks; and 3) risks were

greater than benefits. The perceptions of individual farmers were summarized in a

composite CA score along this gradient and ranged from 3.55 (highest benefit) to -3.02

(highest risk).

Eight independent variables (Table III) were used to construct 256 possible

models and the most parsimonious model had a 
^ 

AIC. = 0, and consisted of variables

for farm size (Farmsize), years using HT canola (YrsHT) and volunteers (Vol) (Table

ry).

The beta-coefficients for the variables in the most parsimonious model (Table V)

suggested that farmers perceived greater risk if they operated a smaller farm (f3= -1.81,
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SE = 0.60). Linking the demise of these small family farms with HT technology, one

farmer stated:

"GM technology will most certainly haslen the demise of family farms if ít is
allowed lo progress unchecked. When we started fanning...seed could be saved

fionz year to year..- now, each year, a Íremendous monetary oullay.for seed
must be made in order to grow canola because of the new GMO systems... more
and more family farnts will disappear - simply becattse they are unable to
shoulder lhese cosÍs which will happen annually without relief" (Survey # 101 ).

Higher risk perception was expressed by those growing HT canola over multiple years

(þ= 1.37, SE = 0.38). A number of interviewed farmers similarly expressed concern that

these risks increased over time:

"All of this is escalating and
look at wltat the long-ternt
interview).

Risks were also greatest for those

1.02, SE = 0.05). Indeed, many

volunteers:

we really need a period of time to take a serious

fficts are going to be" (Manitoba farmer,

that experienced volunteer canola on their land (p=

interviewees indicated having problems with HT

"Tltese voltmteers are showing ttp in fields that have never been planted to
these crops. Farmers Tlnt ltave never seeded genetically modified crops are
finding volunteers on their farm and that the volunteer picture is much broader
tltan we had expected to see" (Manitoba farmer, interview).

The percent weight that independent variables contributed to each model was determined

by summing their cumulative Akaike weights (Table V). The three variables that

contributed most to risk were, in order of importance, HT volunteers (Vol: w = 0.99),

years growing HT crops (YrsHT: w = 0.86), and farm size (Farmsize'. w -- 0.8a). By

comparison, the other five variables (minimum tillage, organic, finances, years farming

and education) were of minimal importance.
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3.5 Primar)¡ risk: HT volunteer canola

In total, 38Vo of HT farmers (n=298) had experienced HT volunteer canola on their

land. Of these, 51Vo believed the source of HT volunteers came from 'within' their

operations, 20%o believed they came from 'outside' , and 29Vo believed that it was from

'both' sources. Many respondents were concerned about the promiscuous and persistent

nature of these volunteers, and that this would eventually compromise benefits currently

associated with the technology:

"I had volunteer Roundttp resistant canola in a sunflower field before I had
ever used it, and, I could not remove it with Roundup [herbicide] or other
means. We are finding resistant canola evetywhere, even if it has never been
seeded on tlmt field. I like using Roundup as pre-emergent br,trn-off and its not
working great anyntore" (Survey # 140).

Farmers that grew HT canola and had experienced HT volunteers believed that, on

average, they were emerging in their fields 2.5 years after initially planting these crops.

Moteover, HT volunteers were primarily Roundup Ready (lZVo) and emerged up to six

years after having been planted (Figure 3). Multiple resistant volunteers were also

prevalent (20Vo), followed by Clearfield (6Vo) and Liberty Link (2Vo) varieties. Many

commented that HT volunteers continue to emerge in later years:

"I clon't think enough attention has been paid to tlxe fact that we have these
crops growing volnnteer, not just tlte year after we grow them. In fací, I've
found witlt my own experience with a zero-till system that my volunteers are two
ye(trs after I prodr,tce a crop" (Manitoba farmer, interview).

Farmers affected by HT volunteer canola relied on a diversity of control methods,

including, in ascending order of importance, hand pulling (l%o), glyphosate (5Vo), others

such as chemicals or letting the volunteers grow (l7o), sweeps on the air seeder (97o),

glyphosate and additional herbicide (l7.5Vo), tilling (ll .5Vo) and a combination of these
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techniques (ßqo). When examined in greater detail, many (97o) of the zero-till farmers in

this study actually reverted to tillage to control Roundup Ready volunteers.

A large majority (16%o) of survey respondents that used HT canola anticipated that

HT volunteers would become 'more of a problem in the future'. And an even greater

proportion (85Vo) believed that industry had shifted the burden of responsibility for HT

volunteers onto farmers. Concerned about the issue of corporate responsibility, one

respondent stated:

"Ottr biggest concern is Roundup Reaþ canola polluting our fields by being
blown off neigltbors fields and irdesting our fields with voluntary plants. Is
Monsanto going to conxpensate farmers in tltis sittntion? " (Survey # 206).

4, ÐtscusstoN
Our study was designed to examine post-release benefits and risks associated with

growing of herbicide-tolerant (HT) canola, and underlying factors that contribute to

overall risk with the technology. Asking farmers to assess the 'real world' efficacy of and

risks associated with HT canola arguably makes this publicly funded research the first of

its kind in North America.

Overall, farmers in this study found that HT crops were less risky than other

stressors confronting rural communities. Farm economics, these including inputs and

machinery costs, as well as commodity prices, were of paramount concern. This reflects

the decline of net income of Canadian farmers over the last twenty years (Boyens, 2001)

and that farmers are now amidst the worst farm-income crisis in history (NFU, 2005).

Environmental concerns that affected crop production, and in turn income, were also

ranked high, these including excessive moisture, drought, and natural disasters. Although
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HT crops were ostensibly of less concern and reflected many benefits, ranking 9th out of

10, they were still perceived as 'moderately risky'.

The main benefits of HT canola in our study were operational, supporting results

of an unpublished study conducted by industry roughly at the same time (CCC, 2001).

Respondents to our questionnaire identified that advantages included an improved ability

to remove weeds earlier, increased safety associated with Roundup (the most popular

herbicide used with HT crops), and an ability to farm more land. Unlike the industry

sponsored study (CCC, 2O0l), however, those responding to our survey indicated little

increase in yields associated with the technology. In general, the benefîts identified in our

and other sfudies are largely consistent with those promoted by technology developers

themselves, and are thus already widely disseminated and well appreciated (Devine,

200s).

In contrast, market harm was the highest ranked risk for HT canola, as two of the

three available HT varieties(i) are considered to be GM (i.e Roundup Ready and Liberry

Link), a transformation technique entrenched with ìnternational trade-related problems.

Until recently, the EU has had a moratorium against new GM crop approvals and was

establishing stricter labeling and traceability requirements for products containing GM

ingredients, this reflecting a 'precautionary approach' to risk that was ultimately

challenged and recently overturned at the WTO by the US, Canada and Argentina

(Falkner, 2007). Domestically, neither organic canola farmers nor conventional honey

producers can guarantee their products as GM-free, due to potential outcrossing and

contamination, and this has adversely affected sales to the EU (Smyth et aL,2002). The

threat of market harm was also highlighted by the controversy surrounding Monsanto's
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GM wheat at the time that our survey was distributed(Mauro et al., 2005),with over 80%

of world grain buyers indicating that they would not purchase this technology if it were

grown and marketed in North America (Huygen et a1.,2003).

Corporate control of agriculture was also of concern to farmers, as reflected in the

high ranking of risks associated with Technology Use Agreements(iii) (TUAs), increased

seed costs, and lawsuits associated with HT crops. Although Monsanto is the only

company that charges a $ l5lacre fee for HT canola, in large part because their technology

is true reproducing and not a hybrid, there is now a wider trend towards contract

production that may increase seed costs and erode farmer rights to save, re-use and

exchange seeds (Lewontin, 2000; Boehm, 2006). Many of these contracts allow

companies to investigate farmers, their land and community for evidence of appropriation

of proprietary seed technologies, which may compromise 'social cohesion' (Mehta, 2005)

and may undermine the 'rural social fabric' of rural communities (Mauro et al., 2005;

Mauro and Mclachlan, accepted) This issue was recently addressed by the landmark

Supreme Court of Canada decision on Monsanto versus Schmeiser, which essentially

upheld industry's intellectual property claims over GM seeds and plants, making farmers

liable for patent infringement, despite the likelihood that the seed they plant may have

been contaminated by GM traits (Gold and Adams;2001; Cullet, 2005).

Risks of environmental contamination and cleanup costs, specifîcally relating to

HT voluntee.t(") and gene spread, were also considered important. Although HT canola

was commercially released in Canada in 1995, it was not until much later that three-way

HT trait stacking in volunteers occuming in fields (Hall et al., 2000) and roadside ditches

(Knispel et al., 2008), large-scale pollen mediated gene flow (Rieger et al., 2002) and
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contamination of pedigreed non-HT canola seed stocks across the Canadian prairies

(Friesen et al., 2003) were identified. Our study shows that farmers were knowledgeable

and understandably concerned about canola outcrossing and believed bioconfinement of

HT traits would be nearly impossible. They rejected genetic use restriction technologies

(GURTs) (Van Acker et al., 2007), specifically 'Terminator Technology', âs a feasible

containmelrt strategy. These GURTs remain controversial and have been discussed

widely (Service, i998), especially in light of recent attempts to weaken the United

Nations defacto moratorium on their use (ETC Group, 2006).

Farmers were furlher concelrìed about the impacts of HT volunteers on their

operations and believed they would become more of a problem in the future. Indeed,

Manitoba weed surveys indicate that volunteers have increased in relative abundance

from l gth in I 997 to l0û' in 2002 (Leeson et al., 2002). This increase is only partially due

to increased plantings, and some expefts (Gulden et al., 2003) and farmers alike are

concemed that persistent HT volunteers may contaminate future canola crops. Our results

indicate that volunteers emerged,2.5 years, on average, and upwards of six years after

initial planting of HT canola, this corroborated by ecological studies (Beckie et aI.,2004).

While HT volunteers can be controlled (Beckie et al., 2004) they may cause problems

associated with crop competition and loss of quality, harvesting difficulties, and pest and

disease spread (Orson, 1993). Importantly, 20o/o of farmers that reported volunteers

indicated that these weeds were multiple resistant, suggesting that these trait stacked

weeds may be more widespread than previously reported. These volunteers may lead to

persistent metapopulations of feral HT canola (Knispel et a1.,2008) and more research is
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needed to better understand the spatiotemporal dynamics of these volunteers and how

they affect both natural and managed environments.

It was also recognized that Roundup Ready (RR) volunteers pose specific

challenges for zero tillage farmers, a widespread cropping practice that has substantially

reduced soil erosion and increased water conservation, carbon sequestration, and wildlife

habitat across the Norlh American mid-west. Zerc tlll farmers have an aclditional

challenge when controlling HT volunteers, in that they seed directly through stubble,

instead of tilling, thus requiring glyphosate (i.e. Roundup) for pre-seeding weed control,

which will not kill Roundup-tolerant volunteers. In Manitoba, these volunteers are in

greater densities on land managed using zero till (Lawson et al., 2006), and additional,

more expensive and persistent herbicides (e.g. 2, 4-D) are now required, costing another

$1.50-2.00 Canadian dollars per acre (Smyth et al., 2002). This threat to zero till

agricuhure is one of the most substantial in a decade of HT crop use (Beckie et al., 2006)

and, indeed, might contribute to a decline in the use of direct seeding systems and their

widely recognized benefits (Van Acker et aL.,2003).

Personal experience with HT volunteer canola was the salient factor that led

farmers to identify with risks associated with this technology. Ironically, farmers

generally have little control over "volunteers" or factors that give rise to them, whether

these be gene flow, environmental conditions, seed contamination, or neighboring

management decisions. This lack of control may, in part, underlie the heightened risk

perception associated with these "involunteers", since it has long been recognized that

risks are perceived as greater when viewed as involuntary and uncontrollable (Starr,

1969; Fischhoff et a1.,1978; Slovic, 1981).Although volunteer experience was the most
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important risk variable, farm size and duration of HT crop use also influenced risk

perception.

Farmers that operated smaller farms were more likely to perceive themselves at

risk. Generally, small farms are considered risk-averse, as they have less capital for

investment, and are therefore less likely to adopt new and potentially risky technologies

(Feder, 1980). Larger farms, on the other hand, have been better able to buffer potential

risks associated with HT canola, and to better capture benefits (Mehta, 2005), and

arguably have been the focus of this technology development. Thus, HT crops may select

for increased profìts for and control by agribusiness (Mauro et al., 2005), this often

occurring at the expense of small family farms, rural communities, and the environment

(Altieri, 2000). These changes are further compounded by cumulative stressors - such as

low commodity prices, high input costs, poor goveÍìment policies focused on

deregulation and free trade - that act to further marginalize small scale and family farms

(Boyens, 2001).

Risks associated with HT canola also increased with the time that the technology

was used. Diffusion models suggest that early adopters of a technology that works and

that is initially superior and that has broad support, will benefit quickly (Geroski, 2000).

These criteria were in place for the introduction of HT canola and presumably led to its

rapid adoption and use. However, as the technology gains wider acceptance and use,

benefits often plateau and the incentives for early adoption decline (Geroski, 2000) This

phenomenon may help explain why farmers with the most experience using these crops

devalued the benefits and favored the risks.
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Our best candidate risk model comprised volunteers, small-scale farm and

duration of HT canola use and clearly demonstrates that overall farmer experience

contributed most to their attifudinal rankings of benefits and risks. That personal

experience was central when evaluating HT crops, indicates that the geography of place

and culture is important to risk perception (Masuda and Garvin , 2006), and that the local

farmer knowledge derived fi'om working their land and interacting with their

communities plays an important role in risk conception (Kloppenburg, l99l). We suggest

that experience-based knowledge might play a central role in risk analysis, and that it

offers a meaningful perspective beyond the dichotomy of 'expert' versus 'lay' knowledge

regarding GM crops and risk. Resource-dependent communities often have much insight

into the risks associated with managing their environments (Gregory and Satterfield,

2002), and this is especially clear with respect to rural communities and HT crops.

A decade of intimate experience with this technology yields farmer insights that

are rich and at once place-specific and generalizable to HT crops as a whole. Yet these

experiences largely remain unheard by policy makers and managers, who continue to

discount farmer perspectives regarding agricultural technology on tlie grounds that it is

non-scientific, subjective and unreliable. 'When acknowledged at all, farmers are often

viewed as passive research subjects or passive adopters of experl-developed technology.

Although some question these assumptions and call for greater and more meaningful

farmer involvement in agricultural research and policy making (Middendorf and Busch,

1997), regulation of biotechnology in North America continues to rely on 'science-based'

and expert risk assessment (Abergel,2007).
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In Canada, the agency charged with assessing risks associated with HT crops (i.e.

Canadian Food Inspection Agency) cannot explicitly incorporate social or economic data

in their decision making, to say nothing of local farmer knowledge. Unsurprising, some

leading experts on HT crops in Canada now recognizethat risk assessment has failed to

properly evaluate potential market harm, seed lot contamination, and impact of

volunteers on agronomy and environment (Krayer von Krauss et al., 2004). Furlher, the

Royal Society of Canada severely c''ìticized the Canadian government and its role in

regulating human health and environmental risks associated with biotechnology,

particularly the use of 'substantial equivalence', and called for a more rigorous,

independent, publicly accountable, and precautionary approach to risk assessment (RSC,

200r).

This seeming failure on the part of industry and regulators to anticipate the

diversity of risks associated with HT canola, as presented in this study, demonstrates the

limitations of conventional risk assessment and suggests that a new more inclusive,

experience-based and farmer-centered approach to risk assessment would benefit farmers

and society alike. Indeed, like any seed, risk analysis should grow from the ground up,

and we believe that this means starting with farmers and their local knowledge in the GM

debate.
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^A,PPENÞIX: TERMINOLOGY

i. Canola: Canola was developed in Canada in the early 1970s through conventional

plant breeding of rapeseed and is now a popular edible oil. It is parl of the mustard

family, and herbicide tolerance has been predominately introduced into Brassica napus,

although other species include B. rapa, and B. jtrncea. Two of the three available HT

canola varieties, Roundup Ready and Liberty Link, are transfomed using recombinant

DNA, and are therefore considered GM products. The third, Clearfield, has a novel HT

trait introduced using mutagenesis, and is therefore not considered a true GM product.

ii. Volunteer: A volunteer is essentially a crop growing in another crop, which

competes for nutrients and other resources, making it a weed that some farmers choose to

control. Volunteers may arise from harvest losses in a previous year or seed movement

from wind, transportation, etc. Herbicide tolerant canola volunteers are resistant to

specifìc chemicals and, depending on the agronomic context, may require additional

management (e.g. herbicides, tilling, etc).

iii. Technolog)¡ use agreements: Technology use agreeme¡ts (TUAs) are contracts

that farmers sign with certain seed companies to buy seed, particularly those that contain

proprietary herbicide tolerant or other genetically modified traits. Companies that use
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these agreements, most notably Monsanto, often restrict farmers from saving seecl

annually and reserve the right to inspect a farmer's land fol'compliance. In the event of

noncompliance, these TUAs are used to levy stiff penalties and may become the basis for

lawsuits against farmers.
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Figure 1. Interviews were conducted across the Canadian prairies and
questionnaires mailed to farms in Manitoba. Porlrayed are the provinces
of Alberta (AB), Saskatchewan (SK), and Maniroba (MB) (lefr) and the
Aspen Parkland and Lake Manitoba Plain ecoregions in Manitoba
(inset).
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Table I. Famrer perceptions toward genet'al risks facing rural
communities in order of importance (n:370).

Standard Cronbach's
luearl Error Alpha

Rank Item

I
2

J

4

5

6

1

8

9

l0

Input costs

Cost of machinery
Conrmodity plices
Lack ofurban
understandirrg

Excessive moisture
Drought
Nafural disasters

Toxic chemicals

HT crops

Farm accidents

6.12

6.61

6.60

6.13

5.54

s.29

5.29

5.15

s.08

4.6s

0.04

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.01

0.08

0.01

0.08

0.09

0.08

0.6s

0.65

0.61

0.68

0.68

0.61

0.6s

0.61

0.10

0.67
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Table II. Herbicide-tolerant (HT) canola farmer perceptions and
experiences regarding the benefits aud risks ofthis technology,

BenefiÍs
Bl Easier weed coutrol
82 Herbicide rotatiol
83 Better weed control
B4 Reduced dockage'
85 Redr¡ced need for tillage
86 Higher yields
B7 Simpler pest n'ìanagement

88 Less time required
89 Environment
Bl 0 Increased revenue

l?¡i/cs

Loss of markets
TUAd restricting rights
Increased seed cost
Lawsuits
HT" volunteers
Gene spread

Her:bicide resistant weeds
RRl crops & tillage
Seed saving
Damage to non-target
species

s,47 0.08 0.88
s.31 0.08 0.88
5.28 0.08 0.88
4.97 0.09 0.88
4.66 0.09 0.89
4.49 0.10 0.89
4.39 0.09 0.89
4.36 0.r0 0.88
4.23 0.10 0.88
4.11 0.09 0.88

s.87 0.08 0.91

5.56 0.10 0.91

5.36 0.08 0.91

s.20 0.10 0.91

5.08 0.09 0.91

s.07 0.09 0.9 r

5.02 0.09 0.91

4.98 0. l 0 0.9 I
4.88 0.r0 0.91

3.61 0.09 0.91
nSE: Standard Enor; oAlpltu: Cronbach's coefficient alpha;
"Dockage : chaff and otl.rer foreign materials; dTUA :
Technology Use Agreeme,rl(iii)' "¡1'¡ : Herbicide tolerant; hR:
Roundup Ready.

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

R8

R9

R10

in order of impoltance (n:298

SE' Alpha
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Table III. Description of independent variables used to explain fanner perceptions and
experiences regarding the benefits and risks ofherbicide-tolerant canola

Abbreviation Variable Description

Education ranking ofeducation ofrespondent (gradeihigh school, college/universiry)
FarmSize total acres of farm, including owned and rented land
Finances qualitative description of farm family's finances
MinTill total acres of land in minimum and/or zero-tillage ploductiorr
Organic total acres of land in organic production (certified and non-certified)
Vol experience of herbicide-tolerant volunteer canola on farmer's land (yes, no)
YrsFarm total number of years that farmer had been actively farming
YrsHT total number of years that famer had used herbicide-tolerant canola
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Table IV. Selected set of candidate models in order of importance
(based on AICco A < 4, with besr model : 0) with rheir associated AICc
weights (w) and number of model parameters (/r) for independent
variables that best predict farmers being at risk from herbicide-tolerant
canola.

Modelb -2Log(L) AIC" A" AIC" wd

Vol+HTyrs+Farmsize 253.39
Vol+Farmsize+HTyrs+MinTill 252.28
Vol+Farmsize*HTyrs*organic 252.26
Vol+Farmsize+HTyrs+Fin a 252.3
Vol+Farmsize+HTyrs+YrsFarm 252.1
Vol+HTyrs+MinTill 255.68
Vol+['¿¡¡1s¡2 e 259.20
oAICc : Akaike's Information Criterion with small santple bias
adjustment (Burnham and Anderson, 1998).
bVariables in nrodels described in Table III.
"AIC" Â: A measure of each model relative to the best model
dAIC" , : Another measure of tl.re strength of evidence for each model,
and is the ratio of AIC"A values for each lnodel relative to the entire set
of candidate models

0.0
0.9

0.9
0.9
1.3

2.3

3.8

0.23
0.14

0.t4
0.14

0.1l
0.01
0.03
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Table V. Cumulative AìCc" (r,u) weights, Beta-
coefficients (B), and Standard Eror (SE) for all eighl
independent variables hypothesized to influence farmer
benefit and risk perception and experience with
herbicide-to lerant canoìa

.,,b Cumulative Beta Standardvarlaote 
AICc weight' Coefficient Error

Vol
Yrs HT
Farm Size

Min Till
Organic
Finances

Yrs Farm

Education

1.02

t.37
-1.81

-0.56

1.27

0.24

0.21

-0.0 r

0.99

0.86

0.84

0.43

0.3 8

0.35

0.32

0.26

0.0s

0.38

0.60

0.64

1.58

0.32

0.28

0.02

"AICc : Akaike's Infornration Criterion with small
sample bias adjustment (Burnham and Anderson,
1 ee8).
bVariables described in Table III.
" These 'model averaged'weights were computed by
summing the AICc weights of every model containing
that particular variable
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Figure 3. Farmer (n:95) experiences with herbicide tolerant (HT) canola
volunteers, specifically the number of years till emergence represented as
percentage. The different types of HT canola volunteers included Liberfy Link
(LL), Clearfield (CF), and Roundup Ready (RR), as well as a combination of
these varieties (Multiple).
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Chapter 7

Farmer lcnowledge and a priori risk
analysis: A pre-release evaluation of
genetically modified Roundup Ready wheat
across the Canadian prairies

"We identify arrogant ignorance by its
willingness to work on too big a scale,
and thus to put too much at risk. It fails
to foresee bad consequences not only
because some of the consequences of
all acts are inherently unforeseeable,
but also because the arrogantly ignorant
often are blinded by money invested;
they cannot afford to foresee bad
consequences"

Wendell Berry
The Wa)¡ of Iqnorance
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CHAPTER SUMMARY

The controversy over the world's first genetically modifîed (GM) wheat, Roundup Ready

wheat (RRW), challenged the efficacy of "science-based" risk assessment, largely

because it excluded the public, particularly farmers. Risk analysis, in contrast, is more

broad and considers science and public input in decision-making. The overall objective of

this study was to include farmer local knowledge (LK) in the a priori risk analysis of

RRV/. In2004, data were collected from farmers (n:1566) using mail surveys sent across

the Canadian prairies. The main benefits associated with RRW were related to weed

control, while the main risks included market impact, corporate control, agronomic

problems, and the likelihood of contamination. Overall, risks were ranked much higher

than benefits, and the farm community was strongly against RRW commercialization.

These "high risk" attitudes were influenced by distrust in government and corporations,

previous experience with GM canola, as well as a strong belief in the importance of

community and environment. Farmers were critical of expert-based risk assessment,

particularly RRW f,reld trials, and believed that their LK was valuable for assessing

agbiotechnology. Farmer LK is holistic in nature. Many of the farmer-identified risks

revolved around socio-economic and legal concerns that are not recognized by risk

regulators in Canada, demonstrating that LK can help inform decision-making regarding

GM crops, making it more robust and legitimate.
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I. INTROÞUCTION

The development, fîeld trials, and proposed introduction of the world's first

genetically modifred (GM) wheat crop in North America was controversial, and arguably

challenged the legitimacy of "science-based" regulation for agbiotechnology. The

disputed crop was Monsanto's transgenic Roundup Ready wheat (RRW), which is

designed to be herbicide-tolerant (HT) to glyphosate. Although voluntarily withdrawn

from commercialization in May 2004 (Stokstad, 2004), renewed interest in and advocacy

for GM wheat, particularly RRW, is now being expressed as a way to increase innovation

and grain supply (Dyck et al., 2007). This will likely lead to yet another attempt at

reintroduction and polarized debate.

Each year, wheat is grown across the Canadian prairies, and sold to more than 70

countries, with export sales worth between $4 and $6 billion (US dollars) (Huygen et al.,

2003). This wheat is marketed by the Canadian Wheat Board (C\ryB), a farmer-controlled

organization that is the largest seller of wheat and barley in the world, this representing

over 20o/o of the global market (CWB, 2008). Over 80% of Canada's wheat export

markets have indicated they would not purchase GM wheat if it were grown in Canada

(Huygen et al., 2003), thus its introduction would likely cause significant market harm.

Despite this, the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA), the government agency

responsible for approving environmental release of GM crops, denied the CWB's request

to have socio-economics incorporated into risk assessment (Carter et al., 2005)

A priori risk assessment for GM crops is a strictly scientific process (NRC, 2002),

which attempts to predict and avert potential problems (Sharples, lggl), and excludes

socio-economic considerations such as market impact (Yarrow, 1999). Worldwide, field

trials are central to risk assessment (Nap et al., 2002), as decision makers consider them
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the most appropriate and rigorous tool to determine the ecological and agronomic safety

of GM crops prior to their release (Conner et al.,2003). However, it is recognized that

field trials have weaknesses due to their small-scale and short-term nature, which reduces

statistical power and predictions of ecosystem effects such as landscape level gene flow

and potential invasiveness (NRC ,2002).

That "science-based" regulation of agbiotechnology in North America cannot

incorporate non-scientific issues in risk assessment (Murphy and Levidow, 2006) has

been criticized (RSC, 2001), particularly for acting as an institutional barrier to

considering the important social, economic, and ethical implications of these products

(Abergel and Barrett,2002). Some argue that risk assessment creates a value-laden "risk

window" that only makes visible scientific impacts, and thereby restricts the scope of

information it can provide (Jensen er. a1.,2003).

A broader framework for assessing adverse impacts, risk analysis incorporates

scientific data as well as socio-economic, ethical and legal concerns (Auberson-Huang,

2002), potentially mitigating the shortcomings of and increasing legitinracy in

conventional "science-based" risk assessment (NRC, 2002). Public attitudes play an

important role in risk analysis, particularly regarding controversial issues such as

biotechnology (e.g. Aerni, 2002; Poortinga and Pidgeon, 2006), and the contribution that

lay people can bring to bear on issues that affect society as a whole is increasingly

recognized (Pidgeon et aL.,2006).

To-date, however, most of the data on RRW has been gathered by experts from

outdoor field trials sponsored by Monsanto since 1994 (MacRae et al., 2002) and

conducted throughout Canada and the US (Zhou et al., 2003). Scientists studying the pre-
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release impacts of RRW have argued that benefits associated with it are substantial and

include simplified weed control, suppression of perennial weeds (Van Acker et al., 2003),

increased yields (Blackshaw and Harker,2002), early seeding, reduced herbicide injury

to wheat (Carter et a1.,2005), and cleaner grain (Wilson et al., 2003). Yet its introduction

might also have adverse implications for crop production and the environment as a

whole, including difficulties in controlling volunteers, threats to conservation tillage

systems, loss of seed saving, evolution of glyphosate resistant weeds (Van Acker et al.,

2003), and gene flow between RRW and non-GM wheat (Brule-Babel et al., 2006).

Field trials for RRW were particularly contentious in Canada, grown across the

prairies in "secret" locations, and managed by contracted farmers, Monsanto, and the

federal government (Warick, 2003). Media reports indicated that some farmers were

concerned that RRW might escape field trials and disrupt markets and their livelihoods

(Bell, 2004). Despite the serious impacts RRW might have for farmers, their experiences

and concerns have been excluded from decision-making, even though their knowledge is

valuable in GM crop risk analysis (Mauro and Mclachlan, 2008).

The local knowledge (LK) of farmers represents a rich and reliable source of

information regarding the impacts associated with agricultural technology (Altieri, 1993,

Mauro and Mclachlan, 2008). This LK is experience-based, place-specific, holistic, and

complements scientific agricultural research (Kloppenburg, 1991; Brook and Mclachlan

2006). Research in this area has demonstrated that farmer LK is sometimes better than

the "laboratory knowledge" of experts. One sludy found that sheep farmers affected by

the Chernobyl disaster were skeptical of science-based pronouncements of safety, and

ultimately had a more detailed understanding of radiation impacts than did experts
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(Wynne, 1996). Another study documented farmer expertise regarding the health effects

of agricultural chemicals, showing that scientists were naive and incapable of adequately

assessing how these products were actually used on farms (Wynne, 1992).

Famer LK is widely incorporated in development projects in the Global South

and has contributed to understanding already released agricultural technologies and their

impacts on natural resource management and socioeconomics in over fifty countries

(Eyzaguine, 1992). Research further suggests that LK may be used in a priori risk

assessment to predict, mitigate, and monitor environmental impacts associated with

agricultural technology (Appriah-Opoku, 2005; Bacic et al., 2006). However, LK is

rarely incorporated into research where agriculture is heavily modemized (Morgan and

Murdoch, 2000) as scientists, policymakers, and industry often discount it as being

anecdotal, subjective, and unreliable (Chambers, 1983; Tsouvalis, 2000).

Most of the farrner-focused research on GM crops conducted in North America

has discounted LK, and focuses on economic benefits associated with canola in Canada

(Fulton and Keyowski, 1999), soybeans and cotton in the US (McBride and Books,

2000), and the economic benefits and risks of GM corn in the US (Wu, 2004). In the

Global South, studies are generally more inclusive, and importantly, have focused on

farmer a priori risk perceptions associated with "golden rice" in the Philippines (Chong,

2003), GM eggplant in India (Chong, 2005), and GM corn in Mesoamerica and Cuba

(Soleri et al., 2005). To-date, only two studies have explicitly explored the importance of

farmer LK in the risk analysis of GM crops, these focusing on the post-release evaluation

of GM canola (Mauro and Mclachlan, 2008) and the combined impacts of GM canola

and GM wheat (Mauro et a1.,2005) in Canada.
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Farmers will likely be most alfected by the introduction of RRV/ and, arguably

have irnportant knowledgeable about its impacts, yet little research exists in this area.

Given renewed calls for the release of RRW, this represents a gap in the literature, as well

as an important opportunity to include farmer LK in the a priorl risk analysis of this

controversial crop. Tlie overall goal of this study is to describe and understand farmer LK

regarding RRW and empower its use in a priori risk analysis of future agricultural

technology. More specifically, it will:

. Characterize farmer attitudes toward benefits and risks associated with
RRW;

' Evaluate underlying variables contributing to benefit and risk perceptions,
especially trust in government and corporations;

. Identify farmer perceptions regarding RRW field trials and future
commercialization of the crop; and

" Explore the role that this farmer knowledge might play in a priori risk
analysis of GM crops and more generally agricultural technology

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Stud)¡ Area

This study was carried out in the provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and

Manitoba. This region, the Canadian Prairies Ecozone (Figure l), is characterizedby a

continental climate having short warm summers and long, cold winters, and strong winds

(Smith et al., 1998). Mean annual temperatures range from 1.5 "C to 3.5 'C and mean

winter and summer temperatures range from -12.5 oC to -8.0 'C and 14 "C to 76 "C,

respectively (Smith et al., 1998). Mean annual precipitation varies, ranging from 250 mm

in arid regions of Saskatchewan and Alberta to 550 mm in Manitoba's lake areas, and

approximately 25%o of this precipitation falls as snow (Smith et al., 1998). Chernozem

soils dominate the ecozone and agricultural crops have largely replaced native vegetation,
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and it comprises over 60yo of Canada's cropland (Smith et al., 1998). Wheat and canola

are the main crops grown across the prairies, and over a ten-year average, are harvested

on 10 million and 5 million ha, respectively (Statistics Canada, 2008).

2.2Data Collection

This farmer-focused research on GM wheat used a mixed methodology (Creswell,

2002) and was conducted in six iterative phases: 1) interviews with farmers across

western Canada (Mauro and Mclachlan, accepted);2) pre-testing of GM wheat questions

in a previous study (Mauro and Mclachlan, 2008); 3) development of a questionnaire

that was mailed out across the prairies and followed up with a non-response bias

evaluation; 4) analysis and modeling of the data using factor analysis and information

theoretic approach; 5) systematic evaluation of responses to open ended questions in

questionnaire; and 6) incorporation of both qualitative and quantitative responses, thereby

triangulating the results. The Joint-Faculty Human Subject Research Ethics Board

Protocol at the University of Manitoba approved the study design (#J2001:060).

Phase 1. Interviews were conducted with 15 farmers across western Canada

between June and October of 2002. We purposefully sampled these farmers to participate

in an in-depth interview process, in order to explore attitudes and experiences with HT

canola and wheat (Mauro and Mclachlan, accepted). Data collected during these

interr¡iews in part assisted in the development of questionnaires, ensuring that their

content and wording were appropriate.

Phase 2. A l2-pase survey was created that queried farmers and rural residents on

their attitudes and experience with GM crops, with respect to this study specifically GM
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wheat, and about agriculture as a whole. The questionnaire included both quantitative

seven-point Likert scale questions and open-ended questions. A shorter four-page survey,

comprised of a subset of important and identically worded and formatted questions from

the larger questionnaire, was also developed. This shorter survey was created for

participants that had been unable to complete or misplaced the larger form. The use of

this "mixed-mode" methodology (i.e. long and short surveys) has been demonstrated to

increase response rates (Dillman, 2000).

Researchers associated with universities and industry as well as farmers reviewed

the survey for comprehensiveness, technical accuracy and impartiality. Ordering of

questions, in both versions of the survey, was randomized to ensure that self-

administration was unbìased. The survey was further pre-tested with 10 farmers from

Manitoba, which helped to further refine the research instrument.

A stratified random sampling approach was used. V/ithin each province, four

separate sampling regions were identified, and two of these were located near randomly

selected Agriculture Canada research stations, which have excellent data on regional

weather, agronomic, and environmental conditions. In each of these four regions, across

the provinces, a central sampling location was identified, and an equal number of homes

self-identifying as farms with Canada Post were identified surrounding this point. In total,

11,000 farms were randomly selected and questionnaires were sent as unaddressed "ad

mail" in over 200 rural communities throughout Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Albefia.

The use of ad mail was necessary as no comprehensive mailing list for farms is available

across the prairies.
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We followed a version of the "tailored design method" (Dillman, 2000) when

mailing out the survey. All recipients were sent a questionnaire on February 23,2004. A

post card and letter were sent on March I and March 15 2004, respectively, to encourage

participation. The shorter survey was sent on April 12 2004 and further increased

participant response. Questionnaires were sent with selÊaddressed business reply

envelopes allowing thern to be returned at no cost to the recipient. During this period,

reminders were also printed in farm newspapers across the country (e.g. Western

Producer, Farmers' Independent Weekly, etc) and various local, national, and

international media reporled on the sfudy and its objectives (e.g. Rampton, 2004; White,

2004; Friesen, 2004).

In total, 1814 farmers and rural residents responded to our questionnaire.

Responses from non-farmers were eliminated and the response rate was calculated by

dividing the number of all eligible farmers (n:1566), this cornbined from the completed

large (n: 903) and small (n:663) surveys, by the total number of sent surveys verified as

farms growing wheat (n:4746) according to Statistics Canada's census of agriculture

data. The adjusted response rate for the survey was 33%o. Response rates for natural

resource management surveys have been declining over time (Connelly et a1.,2003), and

are particularly low for rural research as few farmers fill out surveys (Pennings et al.,

2002).

We conducted a telephone survey to test for non-response bias, using ten

questions having to do with agbiotechnology that were contained in the original

questionnaires. Communities across the prairies were randomly selected from those used

in the mailout and within these, residents were randomly selected using rural telephone
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directories. Geographic information system (GIS) software (ESRI, 2008) was used to

match post offices that had received surveys with the corresponding telephone exchanges

in order to contact farmers who had received the surueys but who had not responded. In

total, 20 farmers in each of the three provinces were contacted but only 6 had completed

one of the surveys. The reasons cited for not filling out the survey, in order of

importance, were ineligibility, being too busy, and simple refusal to fill out a survey of

any kind. No statistical difference was found between responders and non-responders for

nine of the ten questions. Only one question showed significant (P:0.01**, SE :0.2)

difference between responders and non-responders, which referred to the imporlance of

education, this likely an artifact of the telephone-based interaction with a university-

associated researcher.

The majority (85%) of respondents to our questionnaire were male and averaged

52 years of age (sE : 0.33), farm size of 686.8 ha (SE :21.83), of which 56% had some

college/university education. Respondents were similar in age (52 years) (Statistics

Canada, 2006a), although more educated (36%) (Statistics Canada, 2001) with slightly

larger fatms @73 ha) (Statistics Canada, 2006b) when compared with census data across

the prairies. Farmers practiced minimum and zero tillage on 55Yo of reported acres, this

lower than the national average of l2o/o (Statistics Canada, 2006c). The proportion of

organic farmers (10% vs. 6.8%) was slightly higher than the national average (Statistics

Canada, 2006c). Many farmers (6I%) reported having previously grown herbicide-

tolerant (HT) canola, including Roundup Ready (50%), Liberty Link (17%), Clearfîeld

(ll%), and combinations of these (21%), which are usage rates similar to national data

(Buth,2006).
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2.3 Data Anal)¡ses

Respondents were classified into four mutually exclusive groups: as organic, HT,

non-HT, and conservation tillage. 'Where 
farmers practiced multiple techniques, the

individual farm data was evaluated, and the most suitable class was selected. A common

combination included both HT and conservation tillage use and, in this scenario, farmers

practicing both were classified as HT users, and therefore conservation till users in this

study represent those that only used minimum tillage practices but not HT crops. The

proportion of respondents indicating either positive or negative attitudes to

agbiotechnology was calculated for each of the four groups. The mean of these various

farmer attitudes were analyzed using ANOVA, and when the overall ANOVA model was

significant, post-hoc Student-Newman-Keuls (SNK) tests were conducted to separate

means (SPSS, 2006). Farmer attitudes toward RRV/ field trails and the future release of

RRW were summarized with averages. Risk perceptions of farmers were summarized

using mean, standard error (SE) and Cronbach's alpha (Cronbach, 1951). Cronbach's

alpha was high, between 0.94 and 0.96 for all questions, substantially above the 0.70

standard required for multivariate variable reduction (Nunnally and Bernstein, 1994).

Using SAS (2007), these two groups of thirteen benefit and nineteen risk questions,

identified by the literature and our previous research, were each submitted to principal

components factor analysis, using a promax rotation, in order to group items (loading set

at 0.4) onto conceptually similar factors (Hatcher, 1994).

A set of independent variables from the survey was selected in order to explain

the risk perceptions. These variables included farm and demographic data, as well as

indices created from multiple questions in the survey, which measured trust in
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government and corporations, and the degree to which a respondent believed in the

importance of community and environment. Each index included between six and eight

variables, which were coded so that trust and/or importance was associated with higher

ranking on the Liket scale, and the average of these was taken to create the composite

variable. The government index measured trust in regulatory competency and impartiality

related to agbiotechnology. The corporate index measured tnrst in industry's motives

associated with the development of agricultural technology. The community index

measured general attitudes towards the value of sustaining rural areas. The environmental

index measured the degree to which respondents valued the natural world and considered

themselves stewards of it. Multicollinearity among the eleven explanatory variables was

evaluated using Spearman rank correlations and all variables were found to be

independent.

Factor scores for benefit and for risk were sofied into thirds, representing high,

medium, and low perceptions of benefit and risk. The medium scores were eliminated to

create binary responses, which allowed for modeling of high and low benefit and risk,

and any respondents with missing data were removed from further analysis. The

remaining factor scores were subjected to logistic regression to model the probability that

benefit and risk perception would be high. All2047 possible binary logistic regression

models were run individually, for both benefits and risks, and Akaike's information

criterion with small sample adjustment (AICc) and Akaike weights (w) were calculated

(Anderson and Burnham,2002). Cumulative AICc weights for each explanatory variable

were calculated by summing the AICc weights of every model containing that variable

(Burnham and Anderson,2004). Explanatory variables with the highest cumulative AICc
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weights best predicted why farmers perceived "high benefìt" and "high risk" for RRV/.

All AlC-based calculations were performed with SAS (2007).

Qualitative data were coded and any emerging themes were identif,red (Maxwell,

2005). Emerging themes were matched with quantitative findings. This mixed methods

approach was used to both triangulate responses and to further interpret the results.

3. RESULTS

3. I Comparison of farmer attitudes toward Roundup Ready wheat

Farmers showed a remarkably uniform response to Roundup Ready Wheat (RRW).

This held true even when respondents were examined according to very different

approaches to farming, including organics, HT users, non-HT users, and conservation

tillage (Table l). These groups were unified in their opposition (P : 0.033, mean :

2.09+l-0.04, proportions befween 0.80 and 0.89) to RRW being approved for unconfined

release in the environment. They were highly unlikely to grow RRW if it was on the

market (mean: 1.98+/-0.04, proportions between 0.83 and0.94), and farmers practicing

organics and conservation tillage were most against its use (P < 0.0001). A main reasons

for not growing it was consumer antipathy (mean : 6.39+l-0.04, proportions between

0.88 and 0.98), this of least concern to HT users (P < 0.0001). As one HT user from

Alberta indicated:

"Genetically altered wheat...should not be released until consumer acceptance
and all issues related to it have been addressed" (Alberta farmer, HT user, 448)

Most indicated that herbicide tolerance in wheat is not a major benefit (proportions

between 0.74 and 0.86), although HT farmers felt less strongly in this regard (P <
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0.0001). Comparing RRW with other GM crops, one HT user reflected the attitude of

many:

"l don'l condemn GM crops, especiallyfor pest and disease control, but notfor
wheal where we have adequate chemicals and varielies " (Saskatchewan farmer,
HT user, S16)

Fanners were largely critical of the notion that companies need to patent GM wheat

(proporlions between 0.66 and 0.88), although organic, non-HT, and conservation till

users felt more strongly about this than did those growing HT crops (P < 0.0001). Only

half of HT farmers agreed (proportion : 0.49) that GM wheat would damage the social

fabric of rural Canada, whereas most organic, non-HT, and conservation tillage users

differed (P < 0.0001) and believed that it would. Linking patent control over GM crops,

and the associated restrictions for farmers to save and reuse seed, with the demise of

agriculture, one HT user from Saskatchewan indicated:

"The foundation of agriculture is reproduction. To not allow the farmer to seed
what he has harvested is to kill agriculnn'e" (Saskatchewan farmer, HT user, S74)

3.2 Risks associated with RRW

Farmer perceptions regarding risks associated with RRV/ were ranked high and

categorized into four major areas using factor analysis, which explained all variance

(Table 2). The first factor, "market impact" (eigenvalue : I 1.36) was dominant,

capturing 882% of the variance, it included economic, logistical, and biological issues

that might compromise consumer confidence and ultimately affect markets. Reflecting

the holistic way that farmers viewed these issues, one HT user from Manitoba stated:

"I feel there is absolutely no way thar RRW can be kept separate from regular
wheat during growing, harvesting or at the elevator and shipping levels. If our
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importers do not want RRW, why is Monsanto pushing to develop it? The high
slandard of Canadian wheat will be contaminated and lhe marker will disappear.
It is dfficult enough to survive in farming without having Monsanlo take away
any export markets Canadian farmers have. NO RRW" (Manitoba farmer, HT
user, ml62)

The second factor, "corporate impact" (eigenvalue : 0.76),held 5.9% of the variance,

and focused on corporate control over seeds and farmer rights. Corporate domination

over agriculture was of concern to many respondents in all user groups. As one HT user

from Manitoba indicated:

"Farnters are treated lilce serfs or slaves to the large corporations and chemical
companies. If allowed to do so ourfood supply is in danger. Our very existence as

Jarmers is in danger" (Manitoba farmer, HT user, m64)

The third factor, "agronomic impact" (eigenvalue:0.58), retained 4.5o/o of the variance

and highlighted the affect of RRW on the agroecology of farrn systems, particularly

regarding weed management (i.e. HT volunteers and RR resistance). Many indicated that

RRW volunteers would be much harder to control than RR canola:

"Controlling RR canola volunteers is easy, just a small amount oJ'2-4, D does the
trick. Vohtnteer wheat is a whole dif/èrent story, none of the chemicals ro do that
are cheap, so the cost of [conservation tillageJ becomes a lot more expensive, and
add that to the cost of paying a TUA on wheat and the cost would outweigh the
benefits " (Alberta farmer, HT and Conservation till user, 482)

Further elaborating on the risk Roundup Ready wheat poses for conservation tillage,

specifically the cumulative impacts associated with RR canola, two farmers stated:

"I am dead set against RR whear. We do not need ir. It could spell the end of
[conservation tillJ. RR canola is already too much" (Saskatchewan farmer, HT
and Conservation till user, 5354)
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"My biggesÍ concern wíth RRW is that with crop rotation, as I use RR canola, and
RRW volunteers would become a problem Ío control" (Manitoba farmer, HT and
conservation till user, m148)

Another commonly voiced concern related to RRW increasing the use of Roundup,

an important herbicide in prairie agriculture, which in tum, might lead to weed

resistance:

"Roundttp is a very useful Íool in our farming operation. RR'tï/ will greatly
damage lhe elfecÍiveness of this tool...RRW will only encourage more use of this
product and as a result, increase the risk of developing resistant weed species"
(Alberta farmer, HT and Conservation till user, a123)

The fourlh factor, "contamination impact" (eigenvalue : 0.53), contained 4.IYo of the

variance and demonstrated the contamination issues associated with RRW and the

negative impact this might have on conventional and organic farmers.

"If GM wheaî is ever approved by the govet"nment...ir will totally destroy the
organic and convenÍional farmers because wheat...will cross pollinare into wheat
fields many miles away by wind and birds and water, eÍc. This will contaminate
all farms " (Alberta farmer, organic, A1 I 1).

3.3 Benefits associated with RRW

Respondents did identify benef,rts associated with RRW, although the mean ranicings

were associated with neutral, or lower, on the Likert scale, and they were seen as far less

compelling than potential risks. Farmer perceptions regarding benefits associated with

RRW were grouped into two major areas using factor analysis, which explained all

variance (Table 3). The first factor, "weed control" (eigenvalue : 7.85), held 94.85% of

the variance and included options for better and easier weed management. As one HT

user from Manitoba indicated:
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"l have on my./ields wild oat and millet that is resistant to Grottp I
herbicides. I need RRW" (Manitoba farmer, HT user, m259)

The second factor, "agronomic" (eigenvalue : 0.51), contained 6.18%

and included various production benef,rts. Aff,rrming this, another farmer

and Group 4

of the variance,

indicated:

"I believe that the sooner we can sow RRW, Íhe sooner I can beneJit from...higher
yield, with less inpttÍ costs " (Manitoba farmer, HT user, ml42)

3.4 Independent variables that contributed to benefit and risk perception

Although most respondents were uniformly against RRW, individual farmers did

have differing perspectives, and these were explored. The factor analyses produced factor

scores for farmers that represented a composite variable of their individual risk and

benefit perceptions. For the primary risks, relating to "market impact", these factor scores

ranged from 0.74 (high risk) to -4.64 (low risk). For the primary benefits, relating to

"weed control", these factor scores ranged from 1.82 (high benefit) to -2.00 (low benefit).

Eleven independent variables (Table 4) were selected to analyze all 2041 possible

models for both risk and benefit perceptions using logistic regression and Akaike's

information criterion.

The most important variables that predicted "high risk" perception, determined by a

high AICc cumulative model average weight, were low trust in government (P : -4.46)

and corporations (P : -4.00), and a strong belief in the importance of community (P :

5.41) and environment (P : 4.00). One non-HT farmer holistically summarized this

perspective:

"With a lifetinte of experience in farming, I've.found out that both government
and agribusiness informarion can often be misleading; giving us only information
thaf will benefit tltem, to the detriment of rural communilies, lhe environment, and
health " (Saskatchewan farmer, non-HT,5292)
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Farmer experience with already released HT canola (F:0.81) was also an important

predictor for "high risk" perceptions. Many farmers indicated that they had problems

with HT canola due to contamination and volunteers. One farmer indicated the frustration

of many regarding RR canola:

"I have never grown Roundup Ready canola on my fann. I use [anorher HTJ
canola tnyself. I have Roundup genetics spread on my enrire Jarm. HOW DID IT
GET THERE??? Who pays Ío control this new weed on nty farm? ME!!
Corporalions wanl to exlracl Íheir profit margins out of agricuhure whether the
farmer makes a living or goes broke" (Saskatchewan farmer, HT user, s3l l)

One respondent indicated that the reason why he now uses Monsanto canola is because

his farm was contaminated:

"The reason I grow Roundttp Ready canola is that my neighbor grew it and the
seed blew into my fields. My fieTds are now contaminated" (Albefta farmer, HT
and conservation till user,4160)

The most important variable that predicted "high benefit" perception, also based on

model averaging, was high trust in government (P : 5.81). One farmer summed up this

faith in government well:

"So long as IGM technologiesJ are sfficiently tested by independent,
knowledgeable, responsible bodies (i.e. government or entities under the direct
control o.f'government) for both short-term and long-term efi'ects, I thínk we
should employ sztch tecltnology" (Alberta farmer, HT user, Al43)

A low belief in the importance of community (13 : -3.54) was also important in predicting

"high benefit" perception. Although a minority, some farmers dismissed the impacts

RRW might have on of rural communities, and believed that industry-led technology

development should be a priority for agriculture, and in turn, might benefit communities.

On this topic, one farmer stated:
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"Roundup Ready will have little impacÍ on...comtrutnities...we need to ensure that
[regularionsJ are noÍ so unnecessarily reslrictive that they precltrde adoption of
new technology...can [agricultureJ be suslainable without viable rural
cottttnttnities? It probably can. What is clear is Íhal ntral contntunities will not be
sttstainable withottt viable agriailltu'al industty" (Saskatchewan farmer, HT user,
s220)

Fatmer experience with HT canola (P : 0.70) was also found to be an important predictor

of farmer "high benefit" perceptions regarding RRW. One farmer indicated some of the

reasons why farmers appreciate RR canola:

"Rotrndup ready canola has changed the antotrnt of canola that
The [weed seeds and chffi is as low as ].5%o compared Ío
convenlional canola. It has put a lor of money in the J'armers'
area" (Alberta farmer, HT and conservation till user, 440)

3.5 A priori risk assessment: Roundup Ready wheat fìeld trials
commercialization

can be grown.
10oÁ plus for

pockets in Íhis

and future

Throughout the RRW debate, the crop was being field tested in open-air research

trials across the western Canada in little-known locations, and farmers (n:905) were

asked to comment upon this. While most farmers (65%) believed that these trials were

important to assess the safety of RRW, they felt (68%) that Monsanto should not be

carrying out this research throughout the prairies. Many farmers (58%) believed that

regulatory oversight of these test plots was inadequate, while some (29o/o) felt otherwise.

Most farmers (82%) believed that they should have a say regarding the location of test

plots, and many (66%) were frustrated that this research was taking place in secret

locations. While only a few farmers (2%) thought RRW might have escaped trials and be

in their fields, many (55%) suspected that this was possible. Believing that these test plots
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might cause harm, and concerned that farmers perspectives on RRW were being ignored,

one farmer stated:

"I believe fhe biggest issue driving GM wheat research is lhe money there Ìs to be
made.for the chetnical companies, namely Monsanto. I believe they manipulafe
lhe research resuhs in order'to give lhe Governmenl the information they wont to
hear...RR\l tust plors...might hurl ottr wheat marlceÍs and hurt zero till and
ntÌnimum lill farmers. How conte lhose concerns have not been lislened Ío?"
(Manitoba farmer, HT user, M25l)

Amongst the RRW controversy, Monsanto promised the wheat industry and farmers

that they would achieve certain "milestones" before introducing the world's first GM

wheat. Farmers in both surveys were queried on the likelihood of Monsanto achieving

these objectives and found that a minority believed market acceptance (I7%), regulatory

approvals (19%), a reliable segregation system (12%), and a solution for weed problems

associated with RRW volunteers (20%) were possible. Few farmers (16%) indicated they

would grow RRW if Monsanto achieved these abovementioned milestones- A majority of

farmers expressed frustration over Monsanto's ongoing research into RRW and push to

have it commercialized, and one farmer summarized this well by saying:

"Just because Monsanto is a large multinational company does noÍ mean that
Íhey can bulldoze their way and products into our crop production practices and
marlrets. We as producers are not allowed to engage in acÍions thal endanger our
environment. Ilhy can Monsanlo contintte to promote and experiment wirh RRW
that can potentially pollute all our bread wheat!? " (Manitoba farmer, HT user,
m188)

Importantly, the great majority of farmers (90%) believed that rural communities had

knowledge that was important and useful for assessing the impacts of GM crops. In this

regard, one farmer commented on the role of intellectuals and rural communities in risk

analysis:
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"Higher education is a wonderful thing as il can broaden Íhe ntind and prepare
indivíduals to Íhink for lhemselves, bul in so ntany arecrs (e.g. agt"icuhm"e and
ntedicine) Íhe educalion tends lo be biased and corntpt; so, yes indeed, rural
knowledge should be incorporated [inlo decision makingJ " (Saskatchewan
farmer, organic, S187)

Similarly, another respondent believed that fàrmers were the only stakeholders that

should be responsible for whether RRW should be approved:

"The decision to have RRW should be made by all farnter stalceholders noÍ
Monsanto and not by the Governmenl" (Farmer, HT, m80)

4. DTSCUSSION

The local knowledge (LK) of farmers, as presented in this study, was holistic in

nafure and well suited for assessingthe a priori impacts associated with the unconfined

release of Roundup Ready wheat (RR\Ð across the Canadian prairies. This knowledge,

rooted in individual experience, was surprisingly uniform, regardless of farming

approach, and the great majority of farmers were strongly opposed to the unconfined

release of RRW. Overall, risks were ranked substantially higher than benefits, indicating

that the farm community believes risk outweiglis benefit for RRW.

These findings support those conducted for the Canadian Wheat Board that found

"The cost-benefit analysis for Roundup Ready wheat was clearly negative, and that is

why there was so much agreement among farmers that it was the wrong product at the

wrong time" (CWB, 2004). Over 80% of wheat sales might be harmed by the

introduction of RRW (Huygen et al., 2003) in both Canada and the US (Wisner, 2003;

2005), explaining why 'lnarket impact" was the major risk identified by farmers. Market

harm, on balance, was the main reason why farmers rejected the crop. Few farmers
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expressed interest in growing RRW even if, as Monsanto promised, market acceptance,

segregation, and solutions to biological problems became feasible.

Farmers had a deep understanding of how biological containment of GM traits

was intrinsically tied to grain system segregation, and ultimately market accessibility.

Moreover, most felt that gene flow in RRW would not be contained. These concerns have

been reflected by others, who argue that RRW will likely outcross across the prairies

(Van Acker et al., 2004) and, due to our inability to adequately or affordably segregate it

from non-GM wheat, would create a situation whereby all North American wheat would

be devalued (Furtan et al., 2005). In this way, biological effects associated with GM

crops are inextricably linked to socio-economics, despite current risk assessment

practices in Canada and the US that effectively ignores this important reality.

Organic farmers wele particularly vulnerable to RRW gene flow and associated

socio-economic impacts. Organic standards do not allow for the presence of GM-traits.

The release GM canola contaminated seed supply and farm fields across the prairies

(Friesen et al., 2003), and cost organic fanners upwards of $2 million (Canadian) in lost

markets (Smyth et al., 2002). Organic farmers in this study were concerned that

contamination would also happen in wheat, their most important crop, and "destroy" their

ability to farm organically all together. In lieu of this, quality assurance standards have

been developed to reduce GM contamination of organic crops (Van Acker and Martin,

2007), yet these do little to mitigate socioeconomic risks associated with this technology.

Since socioeconomic risks are not considered in risk assessment, organic farmers in

Saskatchewan, with support from their provincial association, were prepared to sue
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Monsanto to halt the introduction of RRW, in order to protect their markets and

livelihoods (Bouchie, 2002).

Farmers practicing conservation tillage were also at high risk from the

introduction of RRW. These farmers use glyphosate herbicides (e.g. Roundup), instead of

tillage, to control weeds prior to seeding, which increases soil health and carbon

sequestration, and reduces fuel use, overall costs, loss of soil moisture and soil erosion

(Van Acker et al., 2004). However, farmers were concerned that RRW volunteers

resistant to glyphosate would increase in abundance due to selection pressure from

herbicides, and would be difficult and costly to control. Other studies indicate frequent

applications of glyphosate in conseruation tillage systems will increase the RRW trait in

volunteer populations, this despite relatively low rates of gene flow in wheat, (Brule-

Babel et al.,2006). The need to use additional and more expensive herbicides could cost

conservation till farmers between $5-52 (Canadian).per ha in additional herbicides used

to control RR volunteers (Van Acker et al., 2004), thus undermining the viability of

conservation tillage and its associated environmental benefits (Van Acker et al., 2003).

Many respondents recognized that RRW volunteers, in combination with RR

canola volunteers, would cause cumulative adverse effects, increasing the potential for

glyphosate resistant weeds and further undermining conservation tillage systems.

Herbicide tolerant (HT) volunteers are already primary determinant of risks associated

with GM canola (Mauro and Mclachlan, 2008) and will be difficult to control in RRV/

(Mauro et al., 2005; Van Acker et al, 2004). Interestingly, a recent study co-authored by

Monsanto even suggests that RRW is best suited for regions where other RR crops are

grown infrequently, given the potential they pose for increasing weed resistance and
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problems associated with HT volunteers (Howatt et ã1., 2006). However, these

cumulative effects are not presently recognized in risk assessment, as crops are evaluated

on a 'case-by-case' basis (Nap et al., 2003), which suggests a new approach that

investigates the combined impact of multiple GM crops, grown in rotation is necessary.

Another issue that is not recognized by "science-based" risk assessment is the

increasing corporate control over agriculture, which farmers deemed to be a major risk

associated with RRW. Farmers were against wheat seed patents, as they believed this

would increase costs, while restricting their ability to save, exchange, and reuse seed,

making them "serfs or slaves to the large corporations". Currently, l6% of wheat seed in

Canada is saved annually, which represents an untapped market for large seed companies

(Kuyek, 2007),10 of which now own over 55o/o of commercial seed worldwide (USC &

ETC, 2008). Some have similarly argued that patenting seeds is the nexus for corporate

control over all of agriculture, in turn, forcing farmers onto a "genetic treadmill" that

increases their reliance on external inputs (Kloppenburg, 2004). These changes would

compromise generations of plant breeding by farmers, which helps prevent "genetic

erosion" and the loss of agricultural biodiversity (Fowler and Mooney, 1990).

While risks ultimately outweighed benef,rts for RRW, some farmers recognized

that this crop had advantages. The most important benefits were associated with "weed

control", particularly for wild oat resistant to group I (grass herbicide) products. Between

1996 and 1997, group I resistant oat occurred in 50%o of fields across the prairies,

representing a significant threat to crop production and quality (Beckie et al., 2001). To

this end, RRW provides over 95o/o efficacy in controlling wild oat (Blackshaw and
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Harker, 2002), and, as recognized in this study, generally, increased the ease of weed

management in wheat production (Harker et a1.,2005)

Farmers generally did not view other "agronomic" benefits associated with RRW

as important. They disagreed that RRW would increase yields, contrasting with fîeld trial

research that predicted a 9Yo (Blackshaw and Harker, 2002) and l\Yo (Howatt et al.,

2006) increase in yield. Nor did respondents agree that RRW would provide cleaner grain

(Wilson et al., 2003), facilitating conservation tillage, early seeding, greater product

uniformity, and increased crop safety (Carter et al., 2005). In part, this reflects the

cumulative nature of the agronomic risks associated with RRW, which in rotation with

RR canola would cause significant weed competition and management problems that

would likely decrease overall yield. Indeed, many were skeptical of expert-based research

regarding RRW, which is consistent with literature showing increasing public distrust of

risk assessment regarding complex technology, especially GM crops (Taylor-Gooby and

Zinn,2006).

Trust in expert-based institutions, particularly government and corporations, were

important predictors of individual farmer beneht and risk perception. Farmers with "high

risk" attitudes toward RRW had low trust in government and corporations, whereas

farmers that perceived "high benefit" were more trusting in these institutions. These

outcomes reflect those of other studies demonstrating that trust in government (Barnett et

a1.,2007; Grobe et al., 1999) and corporations (Siegrist, 2000) are good predictors of

"lay" public attitudes towards genetic technologies.

However, it is important to recognize that farmers, given their decade-long

experiences with GM crops, have a much more pragmatic and arguably deeper
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understanding of agbiotechnology than that of the "lay" public. In this study, farmers

evaluated the combined risks and benefìts, applying their lived knowledge of HT canola

when anticipating the impacts of this yet unreleased technology. Although "lay" people

often employ trust as a way to make decision, this becomes especially important when

lacking direct information or experience regarding these technologies (Siegrist and

Cvetkovich, 2000). In contrast, farmer attitudes toward risk, trust, and experts regarding

agriculture is much more complex and is highly influenced by their LK of

agroecosystems and socio-cultural factors embedded in rural communities (Neufeld and

Cinnamon, 2004). This larger context was reflected in these results, which found that,

high-risk perceptions were also associated with recognition of the importance of

environment and community, and LK regarding HT canola. This further demonstrating

the holistic knowledge farmers had about RRW, which recognized the intertwined

impacts of environmental and socioeconomic risks associated with this technology.

While RRW was not commercially released in Canada, it was field tested across

the prairies, and farmers distrusted and were frustrated by this research and its oversight

by government and industry. "Afraid of contamination", the Saskatchewan Area of Rural

Municipalities passed a 2003 resolution demanding test plot locations be made public, so

farmers could know if they were at risk (Warick, 2003). Throughout this field-testing,

ecological sfudies differed on the safe isolation distance needed to protect farmers and

non-GM crops from RRW cross-pollination. Guidelines were altered so that buffer zones

increased from 3 meters to 30 meters in 2000 (Raine, 2003) and ultimately to 300 meters

in 2004 (Bell, 2004). A def,rning characteristic of environmental risk, like those posed by

GM crop field trials, is that it is difficult to assess probabilistically, which leads to
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disagreement amongst experts, and an overall breakdown of formal risk assessment

(Pidgeon etaL.,2006; Beck, 1992).

These RRW field trials could be considered a "risk event" (Kasperson et al.,

2003) whereby gene escape constituted a biophysical hazard, and the associated social

and cultural implications of this technology, including the role of risk managers and

industry, may have increased farmer distrust and risk perceptions. Media commentary on

RRW and its associated benefits and risks was pervasive throughout North America,

especially in the farm press, which can increase the social amplification or attenuation of

rìsk perception in debates regarding GM crops (Frewer et a1.,2002).

A major national news story in Canada that likely amplified farmer perceptions of

risk, and their associated distrust of institutions, was that the the government and

Monsanto had collaborated in the development of RRW. Through "access to

information" documents, it was revealed that the federal government contributed nearly

$2.5 million (Canadian) and in-kind support towards the RRW project, and was perceived

as being in a "conflict of interest" as both regulator and co-developer of this technology

(CBC, 2003). Indeed, the government was positioned to make millions of dollars in

royalties from sales of the crop (Warick, 2003). The actions of organizations responsible

for risk management (i.e. federal govemment), as opposed to the natural risk phenomena

itself (i.e. RRW), are increasingly viewed as important in social amplifïcation of risk

(Pidgeon et al., 2006).

Concerned about RRW, secret field trials, and lack of farmer input in decision-

making, Canadian farm organizations led actions across the country against the crop.

These included an ad campaigns in newspapers stating, .We're not ready for Roundup
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Ready wheat" ('Warwick, 2003) and "The greatest threat to wheat farming isn't hail or

drought, it's Roundup Ready wheat" (NFU et al., 2004), and a prairie-wide tour that

engaged communities regarding risks associated with the technology (Magnan, 2007).

Resistance to agbiotechnology, as witnessed in the RRW debate, has been attributed to

the public being excluded from policy and decision-making (Abergel and Barett, 2002)

Alternative and more democratic approaches to evaluating impacts associated with

agbiotechnology is needed and are exemplified in Europe's precautionary approach that

includes widespread public consultation processes and mandates labeling regarding GM

crops (Murphy and Levidow, 2006). Unforfunately, Canada resists this more transparent

and publicly accountable regulatory system (Falkner, 2007), despite calls from the Royal

Society of Canada (2001) to adopt a more inclusive and precautionary approach to

evaluating the safety of GM crops.

This publicly funded research is the first in the world to include farmer

knowledge in the a priori risk analysis of RRW and, arguably, given its prairie-wide

scope, is the largest farmer-focused study on GM crops ever conducted. It has

demonstrated that farmer LK is holistic in nature and experience-based, integrating socio-

economic, cultural, political, and agroecological factors, which can contribute

significantly to the pre-release evaluation of GM crops. That lived expertise contrasts

strongly with expert science-based knowledge, suggests it can play a complementary role

in decision-making regarding existing and new forms of agbiotechnology. This is

especially important when the consequences of these technologies are little understood,

especially when they may have potential to create great harm. The inclusion of farmers

and other stakeholders will also enhance and even restore public confidence in "science-
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based" approaches to risk assessment. Farmers are indeed experts regarding RRW - and

arguably any agricultural technology. So, should RRW be commercialized? The answer

is blowing in the prairie wind; fanners indicated they must be the ones to decide, and

right now, they have clearly indicated "No RR'W".
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FIGURES AND TABLES

Figure I. Questionnaìres mailed to farms in over 200
communities across the Canadian Prairies Ecozone. Portrayed
are the provinces of Alberta (AB), Saskatchewan (SK), and
Maniroba (MB) (left).
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Table I: Comparison of farmers (n=1393) perspectives on agbiotechnology, particularly Roundup Ready Wlieat (RRW). across differe¡t productio¡
classes, includine orgauics, herbicide-tolerant lHTl cron users. rron-HT users and cnnqcrwarìnn rill rrcercclasses. lnclu orgaulcs, herbrcrde-tolerant (HT) crop users. non-HT users

RRW should be approved for
unconfined release into the
environment
If RRV/ were ou the market this
year - how likely would you be to
grow it?

I won't grow GM wheat if
consumers don't want it

Proportionu ofrespondents for each class

Herbicide tolerance in wheat ìs
not an inlprovement, as farllers
currently have adequate weed
control oÞtions

Organics
(n:l4l )

Companies need the ability to
patent GM wheat in order to
encourage future iunovations

HT Users
(n:847)

+

0

GM wheat will damage the social
fabric of rural Canada

.89 0.08

Non-HT
USETS

(n=2ss)

.Proportionsrepresentpositive(+)andnegative()sidesofLikertscaleforu';*-,o.
test, which colnpares all cell rneans pairwise. Statistical significance amongst classes is denoted by differing superscript letters, while classès with
similar means have the same superscript letters. " One-way ANOVAs were conducted with an alpha set at O.OOO to minimize errors associated with
multiple tests.

0 .94

+

0 .80

conservation till users

oo?

008

Cons till
Users

(n:150)

0 .l

nRl

0.8 8

+

neo

0.10

0

0.05

.l I

007

Meanb and One-way ANOVAs' on Likert scalc

0.8 6

0

0

0.8I

.ô0

.88

Organics
(n=l4l)

+

0

0.21

.òo

0

0

0

002

.03

2

.05

J

0

0.7 4

.t0

I-IT
Users
(n=84

7)

0

0

Mean

0.67

0.93

.72

.94

0.1 I

077

0.06

0.22

0

1.86

.0t

Non-HT
users

(n=2ss)

0.85

0.49

0.84

0 .98

r.51"

)i?

0.1 l

Cons
till

Use¡s
(n= I 50)

0.t7

0.07

6 .3 0"'b

2.ßt'

0.84

ANOVA (df:3)

0

2

0.80

.71

,13

6 17'.

0.23

F value

0.t4

6.02'

?o1

066

6.47'.'b

1.96'

P value

5.3 2r',

I g44Ù

2.93

5.48"

2.86b

6.6 1b

5.8 1"
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7.10

0.033

4 5)b

2.37',

7

5

.17

<0.0001

) lh

<0.0001

2,25"

II .29

5.22"

<0.0001

t2 .45

2l .92

<0.0001

<0.0001



Table IL Factor Analysisn of farmers (n:771) risk perceptions regarding Roundup Ready Wheat.
Four underlying factors were identified for market, corporate, agronomic, and contamination
impacts and their variance is reported. Cronbach's alpha, mean, standard enor (SE), and rankb of
items contributing to each factor are also presented.

Variance Alpha Load Mcau Rank

Factor 1: Market Impact
(eigenvalue : I 1.36)

Markets

Consumer confidence

Inability to segregate

Grain systern containment

Cost ofsegregation
Seedlot purity

Factor 2: Corporate Impact
(eigenvalue :0.76)
Increased Seed cost

Corporate Control
Contracts restricting rights 5.92%

Increased bureaucracy

Seed Saving

Factor 3: Agronomic impact
(eigenvalue : 0.58)

Selection pressure

RRW volturteers
Weed resistance 4.48%
Wheat and canola rotations
Minimum & no till
Factor 4: Contamination impact
(eigenvalue : 0.53)

Cross-pol lination contamination

Organic Livelihood
Animal vectors for RRW

88. r 5%

4.08%

0.96 0.70

0.96 0.85

0.96 0.72

0.96 0.19

0.96 0.61

0.96 0.41

0.96 0.70

0.96 0.60

0.96 0.66

0.96 0.59

0.96 0.6s

0.96 0.55

0.96 0.66
0.96 0.62

0.96 0.6 r

0.96 0.63

6.41 0.04 I

6.33 0.0s 2

6.3t 0.05 3

6.29 0.04 5

6.24 0.05 7

6.16 0.05 9

6.31 0.04 4

6.27 0.05 6

6.15 0.05 II
6.01 0.05 t4
s.92 0.06 15

6.18 0.04 8

6.t6 0.05 l0
6.12 0.05 t2
6.12 0.05 13

5.64 0.06 t6

0.06 17

0.01 18

0.07 19

0.96 0.80 5.61

0.96 0.4s 5.35

0.96 0.7 4 5.24
oPromax rotation
bRank is for the means repofied
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Table lIL Factor Analysiso of farmers (n:722) benefit perceptions regarding Roundup
Ready Wheat. Two underlying factors were identified including weed control and
agronomic benefits and their variance is reported. Cronbach's alpha, rnean, standard error
(SE), and rankb of items contributing to each factor are also presented.

Variance Alpha Load Mean SE Rank

Factor 1: \ileed control
(eigenvalue : 7.85)

Group I resistant wild oat control
Different in-crop mode of action

Broad spectrum weed control
Sirnplified weed management

Single pass weed control
Volunteer cereal control
No herbicide carry over

Factor 2: Agronomic
(eigenvalue : 0.51)

94.85%

Cleaner grain

Facilitating conservation tillage
Early seeding 6.18%
Higher yields

More uniform final product
Increased crop safety

0.95 1.00

0.95 0.86

0.94 0.13

0.9s 0.14

0.95 0.72

0.95 0.81

0.95 092

0.94 0.13

0.95 0.78

0.9s 0.93

0.95 0.99

0.95 1.00

0.95 0.65

4.s6 0.01

4.38 0.07

4.36 0.07

4.23 0.07

4.t4 0.07

3.93 0.01

3.85 0.01

3.96 0.07

3.81 0.07

3.63 0.01

3.48 0.01

3.29 0.07

3. r 9 0.07

I

2

3

4

5

7

8

6

9

10

1t

t2
t3

oPromax rotation
bRank is for the meaus reported

a /11
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Table IV. Description of independent variables used to explain famrer attitudes regarding
benefits and risks ofRoundup Ready wheat

Abbreviation

Age age of respondent in years

Coln index of questions related to importance of comnruniry
Co.p index of questions related to tnrst in corporations
Ctill minimum or zero-tillage production (yes, no)
Edu ranking ofeducation ofrespondent (grade/high school, college/university)
Env index of questions related to importance of environment
Fin rankìng of farm farnily's financial situation
FS total hectares of farm, including owned and rented land
Gov index of questions related to trust in government
HT previous use of HT canola (yes, no)

O.g organic production (certified and non-certified) (yes, no)
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Table V. Cunulative AICc" weightsb (u,+), beta-coefficients (B), and stanclard crror (SE) for all
cleven independent variables" hypothesized to influence farmers risk and benefit perceptions
associated with Roundup Ready wheat.

Benefits
Variable w+ SEtv*

Gov

Com

Corp

Env

HT
Fin
Age
Ctill
org
FS

Edu

1.00

1.00

r.00
0.98

0.96

0.60

0.s5

0.51

0.32

0.30

0.29

-4.46

5.41

-4.00

4.00

0.81

-0.54
-0.57

0.20

-0.09

0.23

0.r0

0.08

0.06

0.1 l
0.20

0.09

0.43
0.51

0.r9

0.13

0.33

0.15

r.00

0.96

0.30

0.27

0.9s

0.21

0.66

0.21

0.56

0.34

0.39

5.8 1

-3.54
0.20

-0.08

0.10

-0.03

-0.82

0.01

-0.32

-0.40

0.29

0.11

0.29

0.28

0.12

0.01

0.06

0.51

0.02

0.29
0.52

0.36
oAICc : Akaike's Information Criterion with small sample bias adjustment (Burnham and
Anderson,2002)
bThese 'model averaged' weights were computed by summing the AICc weights of every model
containing that particular variable
'Variables described in Table IV
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Chapter B

Genetically modffied livelihoods and
resistance: The Schmeiser and the
Saskatchewan Organic Directorate cases

"f want the cultures of all
lands to be blown around
freely, but I refuse to be
blown off *y f"et by any "

-Mahatma Gandhi
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CHA.PTER SUMMARY

The introduction of agbiotechnology in the Canadian prairies has "genetically

modified" (GM) the livelihoods and culture of farmers, particularly those of seed savers

and organic growers that choose not to use GM crops, as demonstrated by this research

on tlre well known legal cases Monsanlo v Schrueiser and Hoffman v Monsanto. Using

interviews and ethnographic methods, the knowledge and experience of farmers involved

in these legal disputes with industry over agbiotechnology were documented, and showed

that GM crop contamination had caused deleterious agronomic, economic, and socio-

cultural risks for farmers as well as their communities and environments. In a larger

survey, prairie farmers as a whole expressed solidarity with the specifîc farmers engaged

in these lawsuits, and had similar concerns regarding the adverse effects associated with

GM crops and the need to hold corporations that developed this technology liable. The

results of this study suggest that GM crops are indeed "manufactured risks" according to

Beck's "risk society" theory. While corporations have considerable "biopower" over

seeds, plants and life itself, the farmers in these precedent-setting lawsuits have shown

that "reverse discourses" of resistance to agbiotechnology are possible. Arguably, the

efforts of farmers in these lawsuits have catalyzed a global debate regarding the

importance of sustainable agriculture and the need for "ecological democracy" and

"responsible modernity".
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INTRODUCTION

Rural communities have been confronted by substantial change around the world.

Agricultural biotechnology has played an important role in this intensifying of

agriculture. Although adopted by most farmers in North America, this technology

represents substantial risks (Mauro and Mclachlan, 2008). Worldwide, the two highest

profile cases demonstlating risks associated with genetically modified (GM) crops are

located in Canada and involve Percy and Louise Schrneiser and the Saskatchewan

Organic Directorate (SOD). Monsanto sued the Schmeisers for patent infringement for

using their farm saved seed that was contaminated by GM canola (Mauro, 2005), and the

ensuing court case - MonsanÍo v Schnteiser - was the first in the world to argue that a

patent over a life form had been violated (Mauro, 2005). The organic farmers of

Saskatchewan, with supporl from their provincial association SOD, were the first in the

world trying to establish liability for GM canola contamination, and their case - Hoffman

v MonsanTo - sought a collective (i.e. class-action) lawsuit against Monsanto and Bayer

(Mauro et al,2005a).

Monsanto and Bayer commercially released their proprietary, patent-controlled,

GM canola varieties (Roundup Ready and Liberty Link brands, respectively) in the mid-

1990s, which were altered to be herbicide-tolerant (HT), allowing for weed control

without killing the canola plants themselves (Mehta, 2005). In 1998, the Schmeisers were

sued by Monsanto for patent infringement, well before post-release studies indicated

problems associated with GM canola, particularly large-scale pollen-mediated gene flow

(Reiger et al., 2002) and non-GM seedlot (Friesen et a1.,2003) and on-farm (Mauro and

Mclachlan, 2008) contamination across the Canadian prairies. Due to contamination,

organic farmers could not guarantee their canola was GM free, and the European market
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v/as closed, costs that now exceed $2 million (Canadian) in lost sales (Smyth et al.,

2002). In response, the SOD launched their class-action lawsuit in 2002 (Mauro et al,

2005a). The Schmeiser and SOD cases demonstrate how the theories of "risk society"

and "biopower" operate in praxis

Urlich Beck's theory of "risk society" documents how technological innovation is

producing risks, particularly for the environment, which are increasingly difficult to

predict, regulate, and manage (Beck, 1992; 1995). In the risk society, anthropogenic

"manufactured risks" dominate and are best exemplifìed by nuclear, chemical, and

genetic technologies (Beck, 1992). "Manufactured risks" are differentiated from "nafural

hazards" in the risk society (Beck, 1992).Increasingly catastrophic in nature, some of

these manufactured risks remap the geography of risk on various temporal and spatial

scales. Further, Beck argues that systems once of use in mitigating risk, particularly

expert-based science and forms of insurance, are being outpaced by technological

development and therefore manufactured risks are making it difficult, if not impossible,

to ensure and insure safety (Beck, 1992;1995).

Victims of manufactured risks are increasingly responsible for proving that harm

exists with technology and must furn to the courts to establish liability (Mythen, 2004).

However, the legal requirement to establish liability rests on causality, which is

increasingly difficult to prove for manufactured risks, particularly forms of pollution that

are often produced far away from contaminated areas (Beck, 1992; 1995). In the risk

society, polluters are privileged in law, and accountability for risk production is evaded

by industry (Beck, 1995). Ultimately, Beck (1995) believes that "advanced industrialism"
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is "toying with life" and may harm future generations of all living beings, a critique

similar to Michel Foucault's concept of "biopower".

Foucault's idea of "biopower" is rooted in a historical analysis of governance, or

"governmentality", of people, populations and other living beings in industrialized

countries (Rabinow and Rose, 2003). Foucault was principally concerned with liberal and

neoliberal control over humans via policies regarding health, reproduction, and race and

the ensuing "biopolitical" struggle for life. The concepts of biopower and biopolitics are

relevant today given advances in human genomic and pharmaceutical research (Rabinow

and Rose, 2003), and particularly the release of GM crops and their effects on society

(Andree, 2007).

The biopower of government and industry is particularly evident when reviewing

the history of life patenting. In 1980, the US Supreme Court ruled on Diantond v

Chalrrabarty, and granted patent protection to a General Electric scientist for an oil-

eating bacterium he had "invented" (Chakrabarty,2002). This case represented a seismic

shift in law, which previously only allowed ownership of non-living inventions (Wilson,

2002), and in its wake "thousands of patents on micro-organisms, plants, animals, genes,

and cells have been granted in the US, Europe and Japan" (Swenarchuk, 2003). The

"Harvard Mouse", a GM research mouse susceptible to cancer, was the fîrst mammal to

be patented in many of these countries (Swenarchuk, 2003). However, in 2002, the

Supreme Court of Canada (SCC) decided in Harvard Mouse that only "lower life forms"

(e.g. genes, cells, and micro-organisms) could be patentable in Canada, whereas "higher

life forms" (e.g. seeds, plants, and animals) would be excluded from ownership (Morrow

and Ingram,2005). This ruling enabled the Schmeisers to subsequently make their appeal
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to the SCC in 2004, seeking to overturn lower court rulings that had found them guilty of

infringing a patent on genes and cells that were contained in non-patentable seeds and

plants that they harvested (Morrow and Ingram,2005).

Monsanto argued successfully at the SCC that their patent over genes and cells in

GM canola entitled them full control and ownership over any seed and/or plant

containing these proprietary "inventions" wherever they existed in nature, despite

Canadian law indicating that seeds and plants are not patentable (De Beer, 2001).

Analysts point out that the "decision allows Monsanto to do indirectly what Canadian

patent law has not allowed them to do directly: namely, to acquire patent protection over

whole plants" (Gold and Adams,2001). The SCC ruled that regardless of how the genes

and cells entered the Schmeiser's fields and, ultimately their seeds and plants, the mere

presence of this proprietary material constifuted infringement (Morrow and Ingram,

2005). In effect, the Schmeiser's properly rights were trumped by Monsanto's patent

rights (De Beer, 2007), representing a dramatic shift in law and the power companies

have over life forms (Phillipson,2005), which caused great concem amongst farmers and

citizens worldwide regarding GM crops and their affect on seed saving practices, food

security, and corporate control over agriculture (Kuyek, 2007).

The SOD wanted to use the ruling in Schmeiser against Monsanto and Bayer and

sought to make the de-facto owners of GM canola responsible, and more importantly

liable, for harm caused by their technology to farmers (De Beer, 2007). However, SOD

was ultimately denied class-action certification in the courts, and was not allowed to sue

as a group, in pafi because causality is difficult to establish for GM contamination, as

both companies and otherfarmers using GM canola are responsible forthe release of this
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technology (Phillipson,2005). The combined effect of Schmeiser and HofJman allows

companies to have unprecedented control over life forms, yet arc not held accountable for

the spread and any deleterious impact that these same life forms might have on farmers

and the environment (Phillipson, 2005; De Beer, 2007).

Although the Schmeiser and Hoffman cases have been thoroughly evaluated (e.g.

Phillipson, 2005; Morrow and Ingram, 2005; De Beer, 2007) the impacts of these legal

struggles, each of which lasted six years, on the actual farmers involved has yet to be

examined. Likewise, there is little if any insight into the attitudes of farmers toward these

cases and the implications that these findings have for farmers and their livelihoods. The

overall goal of this study is to describe farmer attitudes towards the Schmeiser and

Hoffman coufi cases. More specifically, it will:

. Characterize the attitudes and experiences of both the Schmeisers and the
SOD farmers toward GM crops, particularly GM canola

' Evaluate the impact of these legal struggles on farmers that participate in
them, especially their livelihoods

. Explore the attitudes of the Canadian farm community toward issues
raised in these precedent-setting couft cases

' Determine the extent to which Canadian farmers support the Schmeisers
and SOD farmers in their respective struggles against the agbiotechnology
industry

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Area

In 1995, the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA), the government agency

charged with regulating GM crops in Canada, determined that GM canola was

"substantially equivaìent" to conventional canola varieties and permitted its large-scale

commercial release (Leiss, 2001). Two varieties of GM canola have been introduced:

Roundup Ready (RR) and Liberty Link (LL), these tolerant to glyphosate and glufosinate
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herbicides, respectively (Lawton, 2003). Farmers rapidly adopted GM canola and at

present it represent 837o of the canola grown in Canada; approximately 50Vo of this being

RR and 32Vo being LL, while the remainder is largely planted to another non-GM HT

canola variety (Buth,2006). The world's first GM wheat, this also a RR crop, had also

been field-tested in Canada but amongst controversy was voluntarily withdrawn from

regulatory approval (Stokstad, 2004). Canola and wheat are primarily grown in the

provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba (Figure 1), and over a ten-year

average, they have covered 5 million and 10 million ha, respectively (Statistics Canada,

2008a). On average, one in four fields is seeded with canola, and very few regions across

the Canadian prairies are isolated from GM canola (Beckie et aI.,2006). The proportion

of organic farmers across Canada is 6.87o (Statistics Canada, 2006) and in Saskatchewan

specifically, there are 2797 organic farmers, of which 53.8Vo are certified (Statistics

Canada, 2008b). The Joint-Faculty Human Subjects Research Ethics Board Protocol at

the University of Manitoba approved this interview (#J2008:001) and survey

(# J200 l:060) research.

Phase 1: Qualitative Research

C ommunit:¡ - bas ed Actio n Re s e arc h

Ln2002, the Schmeisers and SOD farmers were first contacted and interviewed

about their experiences with GM crops. This part of another study that merged qualitative

data analysis with video research (Mauro and Mclachlan, accepted) to produce a

documentary film about the impact of GM crops on farmers across the prairies (Mauro et

al., 2005b). This initial interaction with the Schmeisers and SOD led to a six-year
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interaction. We employed an approach located in action research, a collaborative

approach that engages participants as knowledgeable and full contributors in research,

and seeks to resolve a problem affecting a particular group (Stringer,2001). The goal of

this approach is to create democratic, equitable, liberating, and "action-oriented"

opportunities for participants to create positive social change in their lives. Researchers

thus become facilitators, and help empower research participants to resolve their

problems (Brown and Strega,2005).

Farmer Participation & Video

Percy and Louise Schmeiser were interviewed extensively between 2002 and

2008. These in-depth interviews were used to explore personal information, lived

experience, and cultural knowledge about the impact of GM crops on their lives, and

more generally agriculture and society as a whole. The Schmeisers' insights, interests,

and experiences largely shaped the direction of these semi-directed interviews. These

interviews began shortly after the Schmeisers were first found guilty of patent

infringement in 2001 and throughout their Federal Court (2003) and SCC (2004) appeals.

Most of the interviews were conducted on the Schmeiser's farm, in Bruno Saskatchewan

(Figure 1). Additionally, Percy Schmeiser was interviewed while at his SCC trial in

Ottawa, Canada, and on the day of the SCC decision, in Saskatoon, Canada. Similar in-

depth and semi-directed interviews were used to explore SOD experiences and attitudes

towards GM crops, particularly their effects on organic production and the livelihoods of

organic farmers. These interviews were carried out between 2002-2008 while SOD

attempted to achieve class action stafus, these spanning their first court case (2004), their
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Federal Court appeal (2006), and their failed attempt to reach the SCC (2007).Interviews

were conducted with eight organic farmers that are part of SOD; four of these were on a

SOD committee overseeing the lawsuit (i.e. Marc Loiselle, Arnold Taylor, Larry

Hoffman, and Dale Beaudoin) and four others were SOD members at large (i.e. Elmer

Laird, David Orchard, Pat Neville, and Alwen Hoffman). In addition, one non-farmer

(i.e. Cathy Holtslander) who is a spokesperson for SOD, and is also on the lawsuit

committee, was also interviewed. Most interviews took place on farms in Saskatchewan,

as well as in Regina, Canada, at the Federal Court appeal (Figure 1). Additionally, in

spring 2003, SOD farmers were interviewed while on the "Planting Seeds of Doubt

Tour", which made presentation in 11 communities across the prairies in order to discuss

the risks associated with GM wheat (Magnan, 2007).

Video represents a particularly useful medium for collaborating with farmers. It

allowed for interviews to be analyzed, interpreted, and used by both farmers and

researcher at each stage in the process. Initially, I analyzed interviews using a qualitative

video methodology (Mauro and Mclachlan, accepted), which used content analysis to

identify primary pattems ìn the data (Patton, 2002), and ultimately produced analytical

categories that emerged from farmer statements (Maxwell, 2005). These "video

transcripts" were shared with farmers, who then evaluated them and provided feedback,

which allowed for a meaningful and representative narrative to form across interviews.

This technique enabled farmers to watch interviews, instead of reading them, and led to

final video research products that were "action-oriented" and could be used to

communicate their respective struggles to a wider audience.
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Phase 2: Quantitative Research

ñ.u'vq¡ Development

A l2-page survey was used to query farmers, across the prairies (Figure 1),

regarding their attitudes towards GM crops and, with respect to this study specifically,

issues raised by the Schmeiser and SOD court cases. The questionnaire had quantitative

seven-point Likert scale questions. Researchers associated with universities and industry

as well as farmers reviewed the survey for comprehensiveness, technical accuracy and

impartiality. Ordering of questions was randomized to ensure that self-administration was

unbiased. The survey was further pre-tested with 10 farmers from Manitoba, which

helped to further refine the research instrument.

Sampling

In total, 11,000 farms were randomly selected and questionnaires were sent as

unaddressed "ad mail" in over 200 rural communities throughout Manitoba,

Saskatchewan, and Alberta. The use of ad mail was necessary as no comprehensive

mailing list for farms is available across the prairies. A version of the "tailored design

method" (Dillman, 2000) was used when mailing out the survey. All recipients were sent

a questionnaire on February 23,2004. A post card and letter were sent on March I and

March 15 2004, respectively, to encourage participation. A shorler  -page survey, with

identically worded and formatted questions, was sent on Aprrl 12 2004 and further

increased participant response. Questionnaires were sent with self-addressed business

reply envelopes allowing them to be returned at no cost to the recipient. During this

period, reminders were also printed in farm newspapers across the country (e.g. Western
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Producer, Farmers' Independent Weekly, etc) and various local, national, and

international media reported on the study and its objectives (e.g. Rampton,2004; White,

2004; Friesen, 2004). The full methodology for this study is reported in greater detail

elsewhere (Mauro, 2008).

Response, Demographics and Anab¡sis

In total, 1566 farmers responded to this survey, which represented an adjusted

response rate of 33%o. The majority (85%) of respondents to our questionnaire were male

and averaged 52 years of age (SE : 0.33), had an average farm size of 686.8 ha (SE :

21.83), and most (56%) had at least some college/university education. Compared to

census data from the prairies, respondents were similar in age (52 years) (Statistics

Canada,2006a), although they more educated (36%) (Statistics Canada,2001) and had

slightly larger farms (an ha) (Statistics Canada,2006b). Responders practiced minimum

and zero tillage on 55o/o of the reported acres, this lower than the national average of 72o/o

(Statistics Canada, 2006c). The proportion of organic farmers was slightly higher than the

national average (Statistics Canada,2006c). Most (61%) respondents reported having

previously grown herbicide-tolerant (HT) canola, including Roundup Ready (50%),

Liberty Link (Il%), Clearfield (lI%), and combinations of these (2I%), which are usage

rates similar to national data (Buth, 2006).

A subset of the farmers we contacted responded to the larger survey (n:903),

which contained questions regarding the Schmeiser and SOD lawsuits. Respondents were

classif,red into GM and non-GM groups and the proporlion of respondents indicating

either positive or negative attitudes towards issues related to patenting, contamination,
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and liability were calculated. For GM (n:490) and non-GM (n:2aQ groups the means of

these farmer attifudes were compared with t-tests. All data analysis was conducted with

sPSS (SPSS, 2006).

The ethical treatment of participants in this study was a priority. The use of

community-based action research, with the Schmeisers and SOD, ensured that they were

meaningfully included in all stages of this research, and were central in guiding its

outcomes. The larger survey included a detailed description of the objectives of the

research and all farmers consented to participating in the study.

RESULTS

l. Monsanto v Schmeiser: Percy and Louise Schmeiser were the first farmers sued for

patent infringement over GM crops. Their case demonstrates how corporate control over

GM crops can adversely affect farmers, particularly seed savers, and rural culture as a

whole.

Seed saving

The Schmeisers, now in their mid seventies, had a family and community history of being

"seed savers". Their grandparents, parents and neighbors did and continued to engage, in

this practice.

"A seed saver is a term that's been at ound for a long time...you develop and use
your seed from year to year...and that was, and still is, the troditional practice"
(Percy Schmeiser)
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The Schmeisers practiced seed saving over many decades and found that their canola

seeds and plants were generally superior to those developed by and acquired from

researchers and companies.

' "[Seed saving isJ one of the ntosÍ importail fhings...What I have.found in my 50
years...Íhe best varieties o.f seeds and plants didn't conte Jrom universities or
research stalions, lhey came from farnrers...lJ'yott can use seed developed or
grown on your own Ìand, you do beller lhan when you buy seed...seeds and
plants have a way of adapting lo your soil and climaric conditions..." (Percy
Schmeiser)

For the Schmeisers, seed saving and developing canola varieties that were best suited for

their farm was a time-consuming process that they invested in emotionally.

"Anyone thal is a seed developer will rell you that you're developing a form of
Iife. It becontes jusr like part of your family, it's aTtnost like a child, because
you've developed something îhat you've spent so tnuch time with" (Percy
Schmeiser)

Upon being sued, the Schmeisers realized that their right to seed save was being

threatened and decided to fight, on behalf of their own rights and those of all farmers.

"We just stood up Jòr what we believed in...that farnters' rights should not be
taken away. Farmers should always be able to use their own seed" (Percy
Schmeiser)

Farmers across western Canada affirmed the Schmeisers' belief that seed saving is

important. The "right to save seed" was ranked very high by both GM and non-GM

farmers (Table I). However, GM users felt less strongly about this than non-GM farmers

(P:<0.0001) each with 90% and960/o support, respectively.
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Seed saving and genetically modified organisms (GMOs)

In 1996, Monsanto's patent-controlled GM canola was commercially released; found

in the Schmeiser's fields in 1991, they were sued the following year. At that time, the

Schmeisers knew very little about GM crops and their patentability.

"In I99B and 1997...1 didn'Í even know there was a palent on seeds and plants
by Monsanto, and I was just doing what I've done since 1947, using my seeds

.from year to year" (Percy Schmeiser)

By saving this seed, the Schmeisers had inadvertently infringed Monsanto's patent,

despite the likelihood that their fields were contaminated by GM canola. The Schmeisers

were forced by the courts to hand over all their seeds and plants to Monsanto,

compromising years of their own breeding efforts.

"As a canola seed developer, I have lost all n'¿y research and development - I
shouldn't say I, my wife and I - because our pure seed was contaminated by
GMOs " (Percy Schmeiser)

Most prairie farmers believed that "if a GM plant blows into a farmers field, that farmer

should have the right to keep it" (Table I), thus supporting the Schmeisers saving their

seed, despite it having been contaminated with GM traits beyond their control. Although

both GM and non-GM farmers agreed with this, those not using GM crops felt more

strongly (78%) than non-users (65%) in this regard (P<0.0001). The Schmeisers infringed

Monsanto's patent even though they never used Roundup Ready canola for its intended

purpose.

" [The Supreme Court of Canadal said...by possessing it, you could use it, so you
violate the patent...I never ttsed the patent, I never sprayed Roundup on
my...canola crop...tlzaÍ was immateríal, the fact that [Monsanto's technologyJ
was there...you violare the patenr by possession of it" (Percy Schmeiser)
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Prairie farmers strongly disagreed that a farmer should be found guilty of patent

infringement in these circumstances (Table i). Both GM (93%) and non-GM (97%)

farmers disagreed that "If GM crops blew onto a farmer's land, that farmer is guilty of

patent infringement".

Culture of fear

The Schmeisers believed that Monsanto had targeted them for a lawsuit as a way to

generally undermine farmer independence and social cohesion in rural communities, by

focusing on community leaders. It was their belief that Monsanto had created a "culture

of fear" in rural Canada by suing farmers over GM crops.

"At my lrial, Monsanto even admitled il was a lest case...[MonsantoJ did pick
out people who had a higher profile in the community, like in my case, I was
mayor in my community for a quarter centuty or more, I was a member oJ'the
provincial legislator, I was a seed developer in canolaJ'or half a centtly...they
tried to make an exantple of me...How can an avet"age.farmer, or anybody, stand
up to a multibillion-dollar corporalion in court? And that's why .farmers have
sttch a fear of a multinational" (Percy Schmeiser)

Percy Schemiser suspected - this later substantiated in court - that someone in their

community had informed Monsanto that GM canola might be on their land. The

introduction of GM crops was causing a breakdown of trust and resilience in these

communities.

"The new culture of.fear Monsanto was able to establísh on the prairies - pitting
oneJarmer against anotherfarmer...They would advertise in theit" brochures that
,f you lhink you" neighbor is growing Monsanto's GMO canola...without a
lícense, you should iffirnt on your neighbor. If a neighbor did that, immediately
when Monsanto got that inforntation Íhey would send out their invesligation
officers, what we call 'gene police' ...to a farmers home" (Percy Schmeiser)
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Prior to the actual lawsuit, private

came to the Schmeiser farm and

investigators hired by Monsanto (i.e. gene police)

collected seed samples from their fields without

permission. In the wake of their lawsuit, many farmers had contacted the Schmeisers to

tell them about similar experiences.

"What really happened after thaÍ, when these 'gene police' would leave a

farmers home, what do you lhinlc wenî through a farmers mind...was if this
neighbor here, or that neighbor...that caused us alT thaÍ rrouble?...so all oJ'a
sudden you have Íhat strspicion of not nusüng one anolher...l think that's one of
îhe worst things that could happen with Íhe inîroduclion of GMOs - that
brealrdown of our rural social Jabric" (Percy Schmeiser)

Others were sent threatening letters by Monsanto about "illegal" GM canola use, which

they felt perpetuated a culture offear.

"If [the gene policeJ couldn't find a Jàrnter at home, they'd send a farnter
'exlortion letters'. These are lhe Íhings lhaÍ people don't know whaÍ these multi-
billion-dollar corporations like Monsanlo are doing to farmers. Sending letters to
a farmer and say 'we have reason to believe that yott might be growing
Monsanto's GMO canola...and in lieu o.f nor tuking you to cour[ send us
8100,000'. I have one letter up to 8170,000...so con yoLt imagine thefear in a
farm family when they get a lelter Jïom a multibillion-dollar corporation...these
are thefear taclics thaT are being used lo suppress farmers " (Percy Schmeiser)

This fear and breakdown in trust would make it less likely that farmers would discuss

their cropping choices, much less threats by the companies, and in turn increase hostility

and distrust and the likelihood of legal action among farmers.

"l have never ever seen such.fear as I now see amongst farnters where they're
even scared to talk to their neighbor...I.f they grew GMO canola, there's aJ'ear
rhat their neighbor might sue enx now, because îhey contantinated their neighbor,
especially f they had an organic neighbor...I often say 'whar neighborwants to
really sue his neighbor?' ... But that is the posirion thaÍ...farmers are being put ìn
because of Monsanlo" (Percy Schmeiser)
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Farmers in the larger survey affirmed the Schmeiser's obseration that lawsuits over GM

crops are causing fear (Table I). Most non-GM (85%) and GM (65%) farmers agreed that

cotporate lawsuits regarding GM crops "are promoting a culture of fear in Canada's rural

communities". Non-GM farmers, like the Schmeisers, felt significantly (P<0.0001) more

threatened by this.

Stress of fighting Monsanto

The lengthy fight against Monsanto created much worry for the Schmeisers and their

family and community. The Schmeisers were particularly troubled that Monsanto

attempted to publicly discredit and tarnish their family name.

"It's been a long Íitne to be in and out of comi. A long period oJ'time of stress on
my wfe and my family, and also nxy neighbors, and everybody in the
commnnity...I think that Monsanto went out of theirway to discredit me in my
own community. (Percy Schmeiser)

In part this was achieved by accusing them of stealing the technology

And even though they had to admit...that I had never obtained theír seed
illegally...originally they had said that I had sîolen it" (Percy Schmeiser)

Prior to the original court case, Monsanto's director of legal affairs came to

Saskatchewan and contacted and interviewed many of the Schmeiser's neighbors. Louise

Schmeiser reflected on the impacts resulting from these activities.

"Monsanto was in this town for a whole month going from farmer to farmer to
find something on Percy. You hear thÌs. One neighbor came back to us and said
'I have to live in this communi4t - I'm not saying anything"'(Louise Schmeiser)

As part of these investigations, the investigators conducted surveillance and monitored

their daily routines and farm practices.
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"When we were watched...They would watch ns day-by-day when we worked in
our fields. They would drive into our driveway and siî there, or across lhe road
from our hotne, and waTch us all day long for two, three days a tinte. So it was
very s tressft tl " (P ercy Schmeiser)

The financial costs of court battle with Monsanto also represented a great burden for the

Schmeisers. They spent their savings defending themselves and were appalled by

Monsanto's tactics to undermine them.

"I believe il (rhe personal cosr of the court case) is well in excess oJ'8300,000.
Initially, we spent our life savings, our reîirenrent money, because we're bolh in
reîirement age. Then we borrowed money on our land. So, when we got to the
appeal stages, then we no longer could afford it...we really needed financial
help...because...Monsanto laid another lawsuit against me J'or 8l million .f'or
their court costs... And, after anolher year of legal baffles, the judge awarded
them 8153,000.., But worse, after that, they rhen put a lien or a caveat on all our
farmland, even our house, that we couldn't borrow any nxore money to fight
them". (Percy Schmeiser)

This stress affected the Schmeiser family, particularly Louise.

"...there's sacrifices you pay when you take a stand...The stress and etnotional
sÍrain...when yoLt're in legal battles...you don't know if yott'll have a honte left, ,Í-
yotr'll have a.farm left...That was the only regret thot I had...The stress thaî I put
on...my family. [FamilyJ were really concented about our health. It has taken its
toll. My wife developed high blood pressure" (Percy Schmeiser)

Both GM (63%) and non-GM (84%) farmers across the prairies agreed that these lawsuits

"are hurting rural communities", although non-GM farmers felt more strongly in this

regard (P<0.0001).

Patenting and Biopower

The day before the Supreme Court hearing, Percy reflected on the significance and

implications of the lawsuit:
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"I think il's a very imporlant moment in histoty...we're al a crossroads...lhere's
so many issues: the food, environntent, property rights, intellectual properry
rights. But most of all, the most importanî thing to me is - who owns life? "
(Percy Schmeiser)

The day after the hearing, he elaborated on his concem over life patenting and the

appropriation of life by multinational companies:

"A seed or plant îhat mighr have been there for thousands of years or hundreds
of years, developed byfarmers and gardeners through a long period of time. And
fhen by inserÍion of one gene, a company claims complete control over thaÍ seed
or plant, which is totally wrong. What gives [MonsantoJ îhat right to claim toÍal
ownership when they never developed lhat seed, lhey never ever developed that
plant. They never owned it. So it's biopiracy" (Percy Schmeiser)

Later on the farm, Louise reflected on the enormity of these issues, and the implications

of their case for all life forms, including humans.

"Everything is born of a seed. Like people, plants, animals, it's a seed. If they
control that, look what They all could control. It's to the point of scary " (Louise
Schmeiser)

They were particularly concerned about the outcome of their case for farmers in the

Global South. Should GM crops be introduced in these countries and if farmers

consequently lost their ability to seed save, the biopolitical consequences would be dire.

"In a third world countty...they could conÍrol the food and seed supply...what
better way can you control people than by the control offood" (Percy Schmeiser)

Overall, prairie farmers believed (mean:5.31, SE:0.08) that "Percy Schmeiser is

innocent of patent infringement" (Table I). However, significant (P<0.0001) differences

in attitudes between GM and non-GM farmers existed with only 27o/o and 56% support

for this statement, respectively. Many farmers ranked this question neutral, on the Likert

scale, and were undecided about the specifics of the case.
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Implications: Resistance and Liability

On May 20tt' 2004, the day before the Suprerne Court decision, Percy reflected in the

implications of the case while on his farm hauling saved seed and getting ready for spring

planting:

"Il's no longer a Percy Schmeiser case. It's a case now that alfecrs all of socieÍy,
whether you're a farmer, or any v,alk of life, because îlte paÍenÍing of genes, and
inserting them into higher ltfe forms, and lhen claiming control, has become a big
concern for everyon e " (Percy Schmeiser)

The following day, the Supreme Court made public it narrow 5-4 decision upholding

Monsanto's patent control over seeds and plants, while striking down previous judgments

that the Schmeisers owed the company over $200,000 in legal fees and damages. The

court found that the Schmeisers had not benefited from Roundup Ready canola, because

they had not sprayed it with the glyphosate herbicide, and therefore did not owe

Monsanto any prof,rts from the crop. A victory for the Schmeisers, this allowed them to

save their home and farm:

"I really believe, as of this morning, my battle is over. I brought it as far as I
could, all the way to the Supreme Court. As I said before, it was a personal
vicîory for me in regards to the awarding oJ'costs, but I believe that in my heart,
I'll alnays befighting.for the rights offarmers,Jbr them to use their seedJrom
year to year. So, as I said, the battle ends for me today, but not the barile in my
heart " (Percy Schmeiser)

Days after the decision, on the farm, the Schmeisers reflected on their motivation for

fighting Monsanto, and Mrs. Schmeiser stated:

"I've been asked: why did you do it? Many times I was asked that. And I said, 'if
you believe in somelhing, and you think you can make a change, you work aî it"'
(Louise Schmeiser)
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Schmeiser had traveled around the world, in part to raise awareness of the risks

associated with GM crops and in part to raise funds for the lawsuit.

" ...if'I wouldn't have had help then fronz the world community, I could not have
slood up to Monsanto. [MonsanroJ never felt that I could get help from Íhe world
community to Jight them. That's one thing Íhey never expected" (Percy
Schmeiser)

The court decision also had implications for establishing liability and compensation for

other farmers in the future

"I was hoppy fhat I did not have Ío pay Monsanto any compensation or any
amounts of money to lhem...on the other hand...we did not win on the issue of
patenÍing life.forms...to me that was very disturbing...I think that there are a lot
of implications... / [Monsanto] own and control IGM canola genes, seeds, and
plantsl then along with the flow of the gene goes the flow of liability...Yet it might
be a vety hollow victory...in the long-term Monsanto could befaced with massive
Iiability issues " (Percy Schmeiser)

Schmeiser was relieved that their struggle was over, and while he was distraught about

the continued corporate control over life and agriculture, he believed that the fight for

justice was far from over.

"I might have lost this bafile, but îhe war continues. The war will continue
against these corporatÌons " (Percy Schmeiser)

2. Ho.ffman v Monsanto: The organic farmers of Saskatchewan were the first to sue GM

crop developers for the agronomic and economic damages associated with the release of

this technology. Their case demonstrates how the both the regulatory and legal system

failed organic farmers adversely affected by GM crops.
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Organic farming and relationships with the land

Organic farmers in Saskatchewan had an intimate relationship with the natural world and

sought to mitigate the adverse impacts of their agricultural activities. As Elmer Laird, an

organic farmer in his mid 80s who is regarded as one of the founding fathers of organic

farming in Canada, stated:

"The big thing abour being an organic farmers Ìs I start working with Nature.
And Mother Nature is a powerfttl old girl and I wanr Mother Nature on my side.
My big challenge is try to understand what Mother Nature is all about and whaÍ
she is going lo do...The more I understand about that the belter an organic
fonner I am going to be. If you're a chemical former you're dealing wíth one
chentical and one plant. The dilference between chemical farming and organic
farnting is, with chemical farming it's like painting by nuntber, but when you
move over to organic fanning, you're then gettíng into real art" (Elmer Laird)

These farmers viewed organic farming as beneficial to the environment and human

health. As David Orchard, a long-time organic farmer and politician, indicated:

"This whole idea of spraying....wirh a tuxic lethal chemical just to get al one
weed problem or one insecÍ problem is alfecting our entire envirorunenl. We've
had astronomical rates of cancer...I lost my,father lo proslate cancer...These
kinds oJ' problems really changed my thinking...Organic farming pttts the
pleasure back into.farming...in the fact that you're noÍ applying these pesticides
and they're not damaging wildlife and they're not damaging farm families as
well. And we're producing food that doesn't have poisons on it" (David
Orchard).

While many viewed the organic industry as successful and were optimistic about its

future, they discussed many challenges affecting

"farm income crisis", the impact of "mad

encephalopathy or BSE), and above all GMOs.

agriculture as a whole, particularly the

cow disease" (bovine spongiform

As Marc Loiselle, an organic farmer

specializing in Red Fife wheat indicated:
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"One of lhe biggest challenges, regrettably, is the whole GMO issue. It's The

single biggest factor, of the all the factors...that îhreaten the ntrvivability of
or gan i c .fàrnti ng " (Marc Loiselle)

Although organic farmers represent a minority group in agriculture, both non-GM (g0%)

and GM (76%) farmers, across the prairies, believed that non-GM farmers should

"influence policy regarding GM crops" (Table II). Non-GM farmers felt more strongly in

this regard (P<0.0001) (Table iI).

Organic farming, GMOs, and legal action

The livelihoods and farm systems of these farmers had been adversely affected by the

introduction of GM canola. They launched their lawsuit in 2002 wanting compensation

and wanting to halt and introductions of future GM crops, particularly GM wheat.

"The pttrpose of the lawsuit is to get compensation for the loss of organic canola
as a crop. Because il is now virhtally impossible, practically impossible to grow
canola on the prairie without getting genetic contamination from Liberty Link
and Roundttp Ready canolas. That market has been brally destroyed for organic
farmers. The other thing that lhis lawsuit is about is to stop the introdnction of
genefically engineered wheat. Having genefically engineered wheat
contaminaÍing organic wheat basically spells the end of organic grain Jarming on
îhe prairies, so this is something we 4tave Ío stop " (Cathy Holtslander)

Many of these farmers felt that the introduction of GM crops compromised their ability to

take advantage of consumer interest in this fast expanding market. Ultimately, all organic

farmers believed that GM crops would destroy the organic industry in western Canada.

Iïle're protecting our position in the marketplace. If anybody's got any
philosophical reasons, I'm sure they're there, but really, that's theJundamenral
positionwe're in. This is bread and butter, life and deaîhforus. If we get GMO
wheat and GMO other crops that we can'l use, then rhey contaminate our other
crops, and we're going to be out of business " (Arnold Taylor)
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The farmers believe that the companies that released GM canola should be

responsible for the harm their technology inflicted on the organic industry. The

farmers also recognized the scope of their lawsuit and contribution would make to

farmers everywhere.

"The implicalions oJ'the lawsui| i/'wewin this, if Monsanto and Bayer are held
to be responsible...that's going to have a ripple e/fect around the world. So it's
really a groundbreaking effort on rhe parÍ of a smqll group offarmers. BuÍ Íhat's
always hou, lhe world has changed: it's not the majority, it's a small group that
are commilted to making change, and lhat's what we're struggling ro do" (David
Orchard)

Prairie fanners as a whole generally felt that companies "should be held liable" if

their GM technology harmed non-GM farmers and their land (Table II), although

non-GM farmers (91%) believed this more strongly (P<0.0001) than did GM farmers

(73%).

GM canola contamination

GM canola was released in the mid 1990s and the organic farmers observed that it

quickly contaminated the environment, forcing them to change their farm systems. Both

Marc Loiselle and Pat Neville had GM canola invade their organic farms and were case

studies for the lawsuit (Figure 2).

"In 2001, we already had 5 or 6 years of GM canola introduction, and in that
shorl span of time the contaminalion was obviottsly all over lhe place. And we
were forced to remove canola from our rotations and that's a very significant
îhing thar we need to have the courts acknowledge...Although we do not grow
organic canola anynxore - we've been forced out of thal market - we still are
experiencing contamination by GM canola " (Marc Loiselle)
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While the farmers were in the process of seeking class-action status, Loiselle had GM

canola blow onto his organic farm, exemplifying how contamination occurs.

"Ve,y slrong wind...70-80 knt per hour...picked up rhe swathed GM canola on
nty neighl:ors land and blew a significant portion of it across the road into my

field. It jusl shows Íhe naÍure of the kind of evenrs that can occur that create gene
lransþr. In Íhis case, whole planls moved over Íhe road...shattered and there's
seed on the ground...and evety subsequent wind that we had, which therewere
probablyfour orfive, blew more plants over the road...there's nothing I could do
lo prevenÍ il and nou¡ I have Ío live with the consequences " (Marc Loiselle)

Neville also had GM canola contaminate his farm, which undermined his organic

pedigreed seed production business:

"We knew our neighbor had grown canola, but mtbeknownst to us the canola had
drifted...we had probably 57 acres Íhat was affected by GM canola...Ile're
concerned about that crop contaminating rhe wholefarm" (Pat Neville)

As a seed producer, Neville had regular inspections of his farm, and was thus able to

detail how the Roundup Ready canola had contaminated his fann. Monsanto verified this

contamination with laboratory tests. Although the company had the plants removed,

problems would likely continue.

"Monsanlo got a crew oul here and they rouged the canola out of the crop...they
had pulled it all out. Thar's going to be required, my estimate is, for the next...5
to 6 years and probably as many as ll to 12 [yearsJ and maybe even

farrher...it's going to be a long-term ongoing problemfor us" (PatNeville)

The majority of prairie farmers felt that co-existence between GM and non-GM crops

was impossible (Table II). Non-GM (94%) and, to a signifìcantly (p<0.0001) lesser

degree GM (15%) farmers disagreed that both types of crops could be grown across the

prairies "without them mixing". Yet respondents felt that non-GM farmers "should have
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the right to zero tolerance for GM traits in their crops", although, this again was more

prevalent among GM users (92Yo vs. 72yo,P:0.0001).

Broader implications of GM contamination

All the SOD farmers recognized that GM contamination might put their organic stafus at

risk. Although Neville ultimately did not lose his status, the contamination compromised

his management options and required ongoing monitoring by his certif,ication body.

"We did nol lose otrr organic slalus because of it, but we had to ntake a long-
ternt proposal noÍ Ío grow small seeded crops on crny of this land...If we had
planted canola, tryÌng îo grow it organically, and had GMO canola in that
cqnola, we wottld have lost our organic stalus for.five years " (Pat Neville)

The farmers were also fearful that GM contamination might adversely affect their ability

to save and reuse their organic seed. Dale Beaudoin, organic farmer and plaintiff in the

lawsuit, linked this contamination with the precedent set at the Schmeiser case, and

spoke about the implications of corporate control over seed:

"This conlamination is so severe now. Iil'e've goÍ it in our seed, it's blown inJì.om
oLr conventional neighbors fields, it's impossible for us to grow lorganic
canola] ....AIso Íhe seed supply is ct"ucial..Jarmers should be in control of the
seed supply, if we can't, big companies are going to îake over" (Dale Beaudoin)

Some participants indicated that GM contamination was causing tension within their

communities. Pitting GM users against organic farmers, it compromised solidarity

amongst farmers.

"What's happening is that it's also tearing apart the socialfabric of thefarming
community. It's talking about the dffirence between the chemical,farming with
GMOs versLts organics. But it's creating an artificial division between us

farmers " (Marc Loiselle)
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GM wheat Resistance

As part of their lawsuit, the organic farmers were prepared to file an injunction against

Monsanto's release of the first GM wheat, Roundup Ready wheat (RRW). In May 2004,

Monsanto voluntarily withdrew RRW from commercialization, and these farmers

believed their case played an instrumental role in this decision.

"lt's a pivotal case...If this lawsuit did not exisl, I thinlc Monsanto probably
would have...Rottndup Ready wheat out forfield scale production ...1/'we weren't
doing anything I thinkwe'd be run over" (Larry Hoffman)

Prior to this decision, SOD farmers had campaigned extensively against the crop by

lobbying government and raising a\¡/areness regarding the impact that this crop would

have on the organic industry and agriculture as a whole. In particular, SOD co-sponsored

and presented on the 2003 "Planting Seeds of Doubt Tour" that travelled to 1l

communities across three western provinces to inform farmers and the public about risks

associated with RRW. In Saskatoon, Loiselle spoke to 350 people about SOD's efforts:

"Cuslomers of our wheaÍ do nol want wheat contaminated by GM varieties,
period...lt is critical that GM wheat be stopped now. This 'Planting Seeds of
Doubt Tour' aims to help achieve thaî goal. For organicfarmers, losing organic
canola was bad enough, losing wheat or any other crop, that could be
devastating" (Marc Loiselle)

Some of these farmers also questioned Monsanto's open-air field trails of RRW that were

being conducted in undisclosed locations across the prairies. SOD opposed this research,

anticipating that these tests might contaminate seed supply and ultimately shut down

wheat markets. Loiselle actually discovered one of these test plots in his community,

which did not adhere to government protocol requiring isolation from other wheat fields

(Figure 3), and was grown on land leased from a neighbour without their knowledge.
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"Right av,ay I could idenrify it...I took some photos qnd sÍarÍed asking
questions...the farm land owners were nol even aware úaf RRIï¡ was being
grown on their land...there was sontething wrong with this picture...lhirflt meter
isolalion zones was probably inadequale...Thefarnter and his renter had grown
wheat on three sides of this test plof ...a perfect opportunityfor conlamination to
happen " (Marc Loiselle)

On behalf of SOD, Loiselle publicly criticized the management of this field trial and

notified the government, which precipitated a change in government protocol, ultimately

changing the way that these trials are designed.

"To pul a test ploî essentially in the middle o/'anoÍher wheat field was not seen
as being very kosher...the [government body responsible for establishing freld
trial protocolsl...ended up lurning down lhe protocol for 3}-nteter bt/fer zones
and introduced a 300-meter isolation zone, which I claint is o partial victory"
(Marc Loiselle)

Risk society and failure of regulation

The SOD farmers felt that the government had failed to regulate GM crops properly and

forced those that were adversely affected by the technology to protect themselves.

"It's wrong thaÍ we have to do it. The regulaÍions...and regisÍration syslem is

flawed...[The cotnpaniesJ put this sÍuff out there withottt regard To the organic
producers or Íhe other conventional farmers fhd don'î want this
technology...and they did it anyway with rhe blessing oJ'the government...The
way it's set up now, the onus is for organic farmers to deal with il and to protect
ourselves " (Arnold Taylor)

They were further frustrated that government refused to take action to protect the organic

industry from these problems, ultimately resulting in the lawsuit.

" ...we've come to the poinl where we've said 'if there's going lo be no movement
politically, we're going to do it through the courîs'. 'tïhich is something that
shouldn't happen. Iüe should have a government that's proactive" (Marc
Loiselle)
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The farmers recognized that regulations must be changed to protect farmers while

requiring companies to prove the safety of GM crops prior to their release.

"The burden oJ'prooJ'shouldn't be on the people that are su//ering...thefarnters
that are .fighting to protect their" farms ./rom rhe drift of Íhese products. The
burden should be on these contpanies Io prove thaf [GMOsJ won'l conlaminale
the rest of agrictrlture" (David Orchard)

Those overseeing the lawsuit believed that it was unjust that they were forced to

defend themselves by taking legal action. Many organic farmers discussed the financial

and emotional burden of fighting these multinational companies.

"It's a huge trndertalcing. How do yott raise hundreds oJ'thotrsands of dollars to
take on an adversarial role, in a sense, as a plaintiff...trying to deJènd
ourselves? " (Marc Loiselle)

Those directly involved in the lawsuit discussed how it had affected their lives

and their families, although, they all believed it was worthwhile.

"[Organic farmers] ...are giving their time and their energy because they want To

proÍecl their livelihoods. They want to prolecl the environntenl thal we live in"
(David Orchard)

Prairies farmers believed that non-GM farmers had been "negatively affected" by

GM canola (Table II), although this was much more prevalent among non-GM farmers

(84% vs. 52%, P:0.0001).

Class action approach

The organic farmers attempted to sue Monsanto and Bayer using a class-action

lawsuit and SOD facilitated this legal action on behalf of their representative plaintiffs
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Larry Hoffman and Dale Beaudoin. The class action facilitated cooperation and enabled

them to pool their resources in this struggle.

"I know I can't ntyself deal wirh Monsanto and Ba),er...buÍ, I'm only one person,
if I can get a class of certified organic .farmers with nte, than we can do
s ome î h i n g" (Larry Ho ffman)

The lawsuit was designed so that all certifîed organic farmers in Saskatchewan

were to be part of the class, unless they opted out. However, the organic farmers f,irst had

to establish in court that they were indeed a common group with a common claim (i.e. a

class) before they could proceed. The farmers were committed to this long and arduous

process.

"I want îo see it through lo Íhe end. I want my day in court. I want to see us get
certified as a class...I want lo see us win and altach some liability to the chemical
companies for both market loss and for cleanup costs...Whether il rakes iî to Íhe
Supreme Court or nol" (Arnold Taylor)

The SOD farmers had worldwide support for their legal action. They were invited

to many countries to talk about their court case and felt it represented an opportunity for

consumers to assist farmer resistance to corporate control over agriculture and the

damages that GM crops were having on sustainable food systems.

"It has been amazing the number oJ'people îhat have supported financiaTly or
jtrst saying 'go for it'...1t's not jusl a few farmers out here Íhat are concerned
about it. It's definirely not jtrsl a Saskatchewan or Canadian issue, it's a
worldwide isstte" (Alwen Hoffman)

However, after six years of legal battle and over $400,000 in costs, courts

ultimately rejected the claim that these organic farmers represented an identifiable class,

and were denied the ability to sue collectively. The farmers were devastated by this and

believed that the Schmeiser and SOD rulings ultimately favoured the corporations.
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"Monsanto wants to have things bolh ways...The Roundup Ready gene and
canola is out there all over the place...and lhey're noÍ responsible.for it, yet, in
lhe Schmeiser case-..no maller where Íhal gene shows trp it's Monsanto's
property ...You can't have it both ways " (Cathy Holtslander)

Prairie farmers supported non-GM farmers suing GM crop developers for damaþe

caused by their technology (Table 2), although non-GM (92%) farmers were more

inclined toward these legal actions (P<0.0001) than were GM (70%) farmers.

DlscusstoN
This study is the first to explore the impacts of the Monsanto v Schnteiser and

Hoffman v Monsanto lawsuits on those involved farmers. It demonstrates the serious risks

GM crops pose for seed savers and organic farmers, which have been unable to establish

liability for the agronomic, social, and economic damages that GM crops have caused

them. Overall, both GM and non-GM farmers across the prairies supported the

Schmeisers and SOD farmers, and felt these legal battles to protect farmers' right to save

seed and to establish liability for GM crops were important.

That GM crops contaminated non-GM farmer's land and caused harm was of

critical importance to both the Schmeisers and SOD farmers. These farmers viewed GM

technology as a new threat to agriculture that spread across and polluted agricultural

landscapes. Having unpredicted and catastrophic consequences for seed savers and

organic farmers alike, they are indeed "manufactured risks" (sensu Beck, 1992).

Although prairie farmers supported non-GM farmers growing GM free products,

they did not believe that coexistence between GM and non-GM crops was possible, a

finding substantiated by research demonstrating extensive GM contamination of farmland

(Mauro and Mclachlan, 2008) and non-GM canola seedlots (Friesen et al., 2003) across
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the Canadian prairies. Despite this widespread contamination, which the Schmeisers

believed was the source of Monsanto's genetics on their farmland, they were still found

guilty of patent infringement, and had to turn over all their seeds and plants to the

corporation.

Prairie farmers \¡/ere overwhelmingly critical of any farmer being found guilty of

patent infringement in these circumstances, yet many were unsure about the Schmeisers'

innocence, indicating that Monsanto's public smear campaign - which incorrectly and

unfairly alleged that the Schmeisers had stolen Monsanto's genetics - was effective.

Despite this confusion regarding the case, most still believed that the Schmeisers were

innocent. Furthermore, prairie farmers were largely unified in their support for the

Schemisers and SOD and the issues represented by their cases, which suggests that rural

communities maintain their social cohesion despite ongoing threats to it posed by GM

crops. Pervasive GM contamination has forced non-GM farmers like the Schmeisers and

SOD organic growers into a biopolitical struggle with corporations over seeds, rural

culture, and life itself.

Both the Schmeisers and SOD farmers believed that their cases reflected a larger

trend toward cotporations usurping agriculture from farmers, particularly their seed.

Kloppenburg (2002) has argued that corporations have long sought to commodify seed,

as it is the "nexus of control" over agriculture, and have used biotechnology to rupture its

regenerative properties, which has allowed farmers to use seed as both the unit of

production (i.e. seed for replanting) and product itself (i.e. seed for grain sales). V/e

found that GM contamination could prevent farmers from saving and reusing their seed,

given that GM crops are patented and unusable in organic systems. Thus substantiating
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claims that biotechnology may force farmers, who once relied on their own and sharing

seed to become new customers for agribusiness. That corporations have developed GM

crops, in part, to prof,rt from control over seed supply demonstrates how they harness

biopower (Andree, 2007) and use "biology as ideology" to promote capitalism

(Lewontin, l99l). Although respondents strongly believed that seed saving was

important, this practice is clearly under threat, especially given that Monsanto now

controls 90o/o of GM seeds that are marketed worldwide (USC and ETC, 2007).

All the farmers we interacted with during this research were concerned about the

impact GM crops were having on rural culture. They believed that GM contamination

and associated lawsuits had pitted farmers against one another, which ultimately, as other

studies recognize, caused a break down in the "social fabric" of rural communities

(Metha, 2005). The Schmeisers further believed that Monsanto had created a "culture of

fear" by investigating and suing farmers for patent infringement, a sentiment shared by

prairie farmers as a whole. Monsanto's investigations and lawsuits are widespread. In the

US, Monsanto has monitored hundreds of farmers, based on thousands of tips from

fellow community members (Umeno and Kesan, 2007), and prosecuted at least 90 cases

that resulted, on average, in $400,000 being paid to the company (CFS, 2005). Monsanto

has an annual budget of $10 million and a staff of 75 specifically allocated to investigate

and prosecute US farmers regarding GM crop patent infringement (CFS, 2005). Indeed,

as the Schmeisers observed in Canada, Monsanto has sent many US farmers "extortion

letters" (CFS, 2005). Some argue that Monsanto's investigations create a "culture of

surveillance" that undermines "social cohesion" in rural communities (Mehta, 2005),

which futher substantiates the concerns of farmers in this study. The Schmeiser
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experience, particularly the personal, family, and community stress associated with their

fight against Monsanto, is likely occurring to many farmers engaged in patent

infringement lawsuits across North America, although most sign non-disclosure

agreements making this difficult to assess.

That GM crops are causing harm to the "social fabric" of farming communities

may have long-term implications for rural culfure and knowledge. It is widely recognized

that farmers possess important local knowledge (LK) about agriculture, which is

experience-based, place specific, and intergenerational (Kloppeburg, 1991). This use of

LK is highlighted in seed saving and conservation of heirloom varieties (Veteto, 2008),

organic argoecological systems (Kaltoft, 1999), evaluating risks associated with

introduced (Mauro and Mclachlan, 2008) and future (Mauro 2008; C7) GM crops.

Studies have shown that if culturally embedded LK is not valued or communicated to

younger farmers, these important practices can be lost (Shennan, 2003). The introduction

of GM crops, and associated restrictions on seed saving, has already lead to "farmer

deskilling" (Mehta, 2005), and arguably may lead to the loss of this important practice

entirely.

Five decades of breeding and crop development conducted by the Schemisers

were confiscated. They felt that through patent law, Monsanto had stolen canola from the

public, particularly farmers that had developed the crop over millennia. Indeed, canola

was originally bred from rapeseed using public research money and support, and was

ultimately privatized by corporations using biotechnology methods and patent law

(Kneen, 1992).In effect, farmers who now purchase GM canola have to pay for it twice,

first through taxes for the development of canola and second in royalties to corporations
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that have patented it and are reselling this once public crop. Furthermore, the combined

implication of Monsanto v Schmeiser, which equated possession with infringement,

disregarding how GM seeds and plants enter a farmer's field and how extensive

contamination is by GM canola across the prairies (Mauro and Mclachlan, 2008; Friesen

et a1.,2003), arguably makes all Canadian canola farmers patent infringers. In this way,

Monsanto's patents are on the wind and effectively make farmers "trespassers in their

own cultures" (Drahos and Braithwaite, 2003) and may eventually turn farmers into

"bioserfs" that work the land to the benefit of corporations (Mehta,2005).

The Schmeisers were particularly worried that the outcomes of their case might

set an international precedent that would restrict farmers from seed saving around the

world. Globally, it is estimated that 1.4 billion farmers rely on farmer saved seed for their

daily food security (Conway and Toenniessen, 1999). Thus, a number of farm and civil

society organizations made submissions to the Supreme Court, arguing that if the

Schmeisers lost their case, farmers would be adversely effected world over (Council of

Canadians et al., 2004). Patents laws are harmonized globally through the Trade Related

Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPs) treafy of the WTO, and counfiies could

use the precedent in Monsanlo v Schmeiser to influence their domestic jurisprudence

(Shiva, 2000). The TRIPs agreement was designed to allow access to the biodiversity in

any member state to being patented by corporations (Shiva, 2000). As of 1999,

approximately 147 known cases of biopiracy from the Global South had occured

(Powledge, 2001), exemplified by patents on the neem tree and basmati rice in India

(Shiva, 2000) and maca, ayahuasca (Hansen and VanFleet,2003) and quinoa (LaDuke,

2005) in South America. This biopiracy has deep colonial roots, mirroring the first
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enclosure of the commons, and amounts to the theft of cultural knowledge, resources, and

the essence of life from farmers and other stewards of biodiversity across the globe

(Shiva, 1997).

The farmers interviewed in this study, particularly those in SOD, believed that

regulation and law failed to protect them from the harm caused by GM crops.

Governmental discourse around the regulation of these crops is framed around

"manageable risk" and overzealous "truth claims" about the safety of this technology

(Andree, 2002). While the Canadian regulatory system claims to be "science-based", it

does not conduct independent testing of GM crops prior to or after their release (Andree,

2002), and instead allows corporations to evaluate and submit safety data on their own

products (Yarrow, 1999). This approach is largely based on an assumption that GM crops

are "substantially equivalent" to their non-GM counterparts therefore safe in the

environment and for human health (Andree, 2002). Yet paradoxically corporations at

once claim GM crops are the same as non-GM crops when justifying safety, yet when it

comes to patents they argue that GM crops are "novel" and have never existed previously

(Shiva, 2000). The assertion of ownership over plants and limiting of what is considered

risky, allows for the quick and arguably irresponsible patenting and approval of this

technology (Andree, 2002). The Canadian government has been a long-time supporter of

the biotechnology industry, as both a promoter and financier (Andree, 2002), and the

regulatory system was largely developed in closed-door dialogue and partnership alnong

these parties (Leiss, 2001). That the regulatory system fails to protect seed savers and

organic farmers from the dangers posed by GM crops, despite calls from the Royal

Society of Canada to overhaul the regulatory system (RSC, 2001), is unsurprising.
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These problems associated with the Canadian regulatory system are further

compounded by the unpredictable and uninsurable nature of biological "manufactured

risks" like GM crops. Indeed, "science-based" risk assessment failed to anticipate market

harm, seedlot contamination, and the environmental impact of GM crops (Krayer von

Krauss et al., 2004). Prior to the release of GM crops, the insurance industry was

unconvinced that impacts could be predicted using risk assessment, and therefore would

not insure the technology (Rifkin, 1998). GM crops were released into the environment

without first establishing how farmers affected by genetic pollution might be

compensated, leaving the question of liability unresolved (Rifkin, 1998). This obviously

put fanners at risk, particularly those practicing organic methods, which ultimately led

SOD to launch their class action lawsuit against Monsanto and Bayer.

Members of SOD, and prairie farmers as a whole, believed that liability should be

established for GM contamination, which destroyed the ability to grow and market

organic canola. Two SOD farmers in this study - Marc Loiselle and Pat Neville - had

extensive GM contamination on their farms, which exemplifìed the deleterious effects

GM crops pose for all organic farmers. These contamination events required extensive

cleanup and monitoring, and in certain circumstances, it was found that farmers could

lose their organic certification. Like SOD farmers, US organic farmers also believe their

farms are at risk from GM crops (Walz, 2003), and want their organic standards to

remain GM free, as they view organics as an alternative to industrial agriculture (Glenna

and Jussaume, 2007). Indeed, prairie farmers as a whole believed that the views of

organic farmers, despite being a minority in agriculture, were important and should help

slrape policy on GM crops. Like the SOD farmers, Beck (T992) believes that if industry
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were made liable for pollution they have caused, this would make their overall production

practices more responsible, helping to mitigate risk and increase safety.

The organic farmers were convinced that a class action approach was the best way

to protect their industry and establish liability for GM crops, as it allowed them to work

collectively, and pool their resources against two powerful and well resourced

corporations. After six years in the courts and nearly half a million dollars in court costs,

they were devastated that the legal system would not allow them to sue as a class. Despite

this loss, SOD's efforts public campaigning - like the Planting Seeds of Doubt Tour and

their criticisms of the GM field trails - and lawsuit were critical in halting the

introduction of Monsanto's GM wheat (Magnan, 2007), which could have destroyed their

most important crop valued at $28 million Canadian (Bouchie, 2002). 'While SOD was

ultimately unsuccessful in the courts, as was the Schmeiser's attempt to overfurn

Monsanto's patent rights, these farmers have made significant contributions to the global

debate regarding the role of corporations, technology, and farmers' rights in agriculture.

The Schmeisers and SOD farmers have been lauded worldwide for their struggle

against corporations and GM crops in agriculture. The Schmeisers have received the

Mahatma Gandhi Award for their non-violent service to humanity and Alternative Nobel

Prize called the Right Livelihood Award and, despite now being in their mid seventies,

continue to speak internationally about their experiences. Interestingly, in the spring of

2008 Monsanto paid the Schmeisers $660 in an out of court settlement for yet another

GM canola contamination event, which affirms, justifies, and ironically brings closure to

the farmers' struggle against this multinational. Similarly, SOD farmers have been

invited to talk about their lawsuit in many countries, and are regarded as the vanguard of
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an international new social movement that promotes the importance of sustainable

agriculture (Bronson, 2005). Despite the biopower of corporations developing GM crops,

the efforts of both demonstrates how resistance to domination over seeds, agri-"culture",

and life is possible.

That the Schmeisers and SOD farmers were able to galvanize global grassroots

support - financially, morally, and otherwise - for their causes, while raising public

awareness regarding the impacts of GM crops, shows how the subversion of corporate

biopower is possible. This community-based action research project also assisted in this

resistance, as interviews with the Schmeisers and SOD farmers were edited into

documentary videos that have screened around the world. The film about the Schmeisers,

Genetic Matrix (Mauro, 2005), has been translated into Spanish and Japanese. The film

about SOD, Baltling the Biorech Gene Gianls (Mauro et al., 2005a), was coupled with a

video of David Suzuki - a well-known geneticist and environmentalist - speaking about

the risks of biotechnology, and has raised tens of thousands of dollars for the farmer

lawsuit. Finally, a research video Seeds of Change: Farmers, Biotechnologt and the New

Face of Agricuhure and its website (www.seedsofchangefilm.org) has been viewed by

hundreds of thousands of people around the world and helped raise funds for SOD. Their

stories are compelling and of great interest to farmers and consumers alike, as they offers

a "reverse discourse" (Foucault, 1978) about GM crops, which facilitates resistance to

biopower.

As stewards of agricultural biodiversity, the Schmeisers and SOD farmers are in

tune with life, and were able to articulate credible reverse discourses about the dangers of

GM crops, while promoting the importance of farmers' rights and sustainable agriculture.
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These and similar actions by others around the world allow for the rise of a "subpolitical"

movement, which is a self-coordinated, action-oriented, and grassroots response to the

risk society and that advocates for an alternative "responsible modernity" and "ecological

democracy" (Mythen,2004). Their efforts have prompted and supported discussions

about alternatives to industrial agriculture, particularly GM crops, and the importance of

a farmer-centered food system based on principles of justice, ecology, and democracy.

Regardless of what the courts have said, this indeed is a victory.
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FIGURES l\NÞ TABLES

Figure 1. Interviews were conducted with the Schnleisers and SOD
farmers on their famrs across Saskatchewan and in the cities of
Saskatoon and Regina (insert). Questionnaires were mailed to prairie
farmers in Alberta (AB), Saskatchewan (SK), and Manitoba (MB).
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Figure 2. Organic farmers Marc
Loiselle (top) and Pat Neville (bottom)
documenting Mo¡rsanto's genetically
modified (GM) canola that had
contaminated their land.
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Figure 3: Roundup Ready wheat field trial discovered by Marc Loiselle. The fìeld
trial had an inadequate buffer zone befween GM and non-GM wheat, which risked
the unapproved GM wheat entering the food supply. That Mr. Loiselle made this
information public changed the way that GM wheat field trials were regulated in
Canada, changing protocols from a 30-nreter to 300-meter buffer zone.
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Table l: Farmer attitudes (n:736) toward the contamination and patenting issues related to

genetically modified (GM) crops on non-GM farnrers, comparing GM (n:490) and non-GM

(n:246) users.

Proportions represent positive (+) and negative O sides of Likert scale for associated questions.
tMeans for Likert scale responses of GM and non-GM users repofied. 3 lndependent t-tests were

conducted with a95o/. confidence interval-

Proportion' of

respondents

Mean'and Independent T-test' on

Likert scale

GM

(n:a90)

Non-GM

(n:246)

Mean T-test

GM

(n:a90)

Non-

GM

@:2a6)

P

value
SE

+ +

By suing fanrers, developers ofGM

crops are hurting rural communities 0.22 0.63 0.09 0.84 s.00 s.92 <0.000 t o.t29

Corporations that sue farmers for

illegal use ofGM crops arc pronroling

a culture of fear in Canada's rural

conrmunities 026 0.6s 0.08 0.85 4.94 s.96 <0.0001 0.127

Farmers right to save seed is important 0.0s
-0.90

0.02 0.96 6-06 6.52 <0.0001 0.082

If a GM plant blows into a fanner's

field, that famrer should have the right

to keep it 0.l4 0.65 0.08 0-78 5.1 8 5;79 <0.000 t 0.130

If GM crops blew onto a farmer's land,

that farmer is guilty of patent

infringenrent for possessing genes they

did not pay for 0.93 0.03 0.97 0.02 r.65 t.40 0.003 0.083

Percy Schmieser is innocent ofpatent

infringement 0.34 0.27 0.1 I 0.56 4.81 s.86 <0.0001 0.1 69
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Proportion' of

respondents

Mean' and Independerrt T-test'on

Likert scale

GM

(n:490)

Non-GM

(n:246)

Mean T-test

GM

(n:490)

Non-GM

@:2a6)

P

value
SE

+ +

GM canola has negatively affected non-

GM far¡ncrs and their land U.J I o.52 0.1ì 0.84 4-45 s.96 <0.0001 0.t42

GM & non-GM crops can grow together on

the prairies wihtout them mixing 0-7 s 0.1 8 0.94 0.05 2.18 1.15 <0.0001 0.128

IfGM crops cause danragc to a non-GM

farmer's land the company that developed

the crop should be held lìable 0.t4 0.73 0.05 0.91 5.40 6.25 <0.0001 0.113

Ifnon-GM farnrers can prove GM crops

have harmed them, I support them suing

the conrpanies that developed the crop 0.15 0.10 0.03 0.92 s.2 8 6.35 <0.0001 0.r08

Non-GM farmers a nrinority group in

agriculture, their concerns should not

influence policy regarding GM crops 0.76 0-12 0.90 0.08 2.5 8 l.90 <0.000 t 0.t29

Non-GM farmers should have the right to a

zero tolerance for GM traits in their crops 0.r3 0-72 0.02 0.92 5.42 r.90 <0.000 t 0.1 09

Tat¡le 2: Far¡rer attihìdes (n:136) toward the impact of genetically modified (GM) crops on non-GM

farmers, compariÌrg GM (n:a90) and non-GM (n:246) users.

Proportions represent positive (+) and negative (-) sides of Likert scale for associated questions.

tMeans for Likert scale responses of GM and non-GM users reported. 3 lndependent t-tests were

conducted with a95yo confidence interval.
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Chapter 9:

Riding the Risk Wave: A Discussion and
Conclusion

"A perfection
of means, and
confusion of
oims, seems to
be our main
problem"

-Albert Einstein
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis has documented farmer local knowledge (LK) regarding the

benefits and risks of genetically modified (GM) crops, particularly herbicide-tolerant

(HT) canola and wheat varieties, across the Canadian prairies. As stewards of the

land, farmers have rich and experiential insight into the impacts associated with

agricultural technology, particularly on mral communities, agroecosystems, and the

larger environment (Fujisaka, 1992; Neufeld and Cinnamon, 2004). However, until

this study, farmer LK had either been ignored or systematically excluded in the

evaluation of GM crops.

Despite GM crops being grown in Canada for over a decade, there have been

no peer-reviewed studies conducted on farmer experience and attitudes regarding this

technology. In part, this reflects how risks associated with GM crops are regulated by

governments. Conventional risk assessment is "science-based" (Nap et aL.,2003) and

does not allow for a priori public input regarding their potential socioeconomic,

cultural, and legal impacts (Abergel and Barrett, 2002; Isaac, 2006). Fudhermore,

GM crops are considered as "substantially equivalent" to their non-GM counterparts,

thus post-release monitoring is not required to ensure the safety of this technology

(Andree, 2002). However, it is increasingly recognized that agbiotechnology may

affect both ecological and social systems and have long-term and substantial effects

(Steinbrecher, 2001; Mehta, 2005), suggesting that "science-based" risk assessment is

inadequate.

Risk analysis, in contrast, is a broader approach for evaluating GM crops, and

considers both scientific and social issues (Auberson-Huang, 2002). It has made

significant contribution to the GM debate by including consumer attitudes in the
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assessment of this technology. However, to-date, only a few studies have used a risk

analysis framework to study farmer attitudes toward GM crops (e.g. Chong,2005),

and arguably none have explicitly evaluated farmer LK and experience regarding this

technology. Indeed, in all the peer-reviewed literature examined, only one study from

Illinois State explored farmer perceptions with GM crops that they had actually used

(Chimmiri et al., 2006).

This chapter begins by discussing the contribution this thesis has made to

theory and then summarizes the major findings from this farmer-focused study. It also

provides recommendations for how risk research on GM crops might be reformed to

better ensure safe deployment of this technology, while engaging in a broader

discussion regarding the future of agriculture.

CONTRIBUTION TO THEORY

To my knowledge, this thesis is the first in the world to combine farmer LK and

risk analysis in the evaluation of GM crops, and in doing so, has made a significant

contribution to risk research theory. To-date, much of the risk perception literature has

compared "lay" versus "expert" perspectives (Rowe and Wright, 2000), and this study

suggests that experienced-based farmer LK might offer a meaningful alternative to this

dichotomy. The effective use of farmer LK in both a priori and posÍ-release risk analysis

demonstrates that rural stakeholders should be included in all phases of evaluating

agricultural technology, particularly GM crops.

Two imporlant theoretical models have been developed in this thesis. First, the

"double helix of risk" is an innovative conceptual model that demonstrates the need for

holism in risk research regarding GM crops. It argues that balance between social and
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natural science must be established in regulation regarding GM crops, which will open

space for public participation in the evaluation of this technology. Secondly, this final

chapter presents a "risk wave" model as a summary of the risk-related fîndings of this

thesis. It is a novel way to understand the diverse, cumulative, and intensified risks that

may be associated with GM crops, parlicularly HT canola and wheat.

While farmer LK is widely recognized as holistic (e.g. Kloppenburg, 1991), this

research documents how this works in praxis, and has found that farmer experience is

central to risk perception, but it is also informed by distrust in industry and government

and a belief in the importance of community and environment. The use of video to

document and broadly communicate farmer LK is highly innovative and has been

recognized as an emerging methodology in the social sciences (SSHRC, 2005a). That the

Seeds of Change research video (Chapter 5) was made in a parlicipatory and action-

oriented manner demonstrates how research can extend beyond the "ivory tower" and

engage with and assist farmers and rural communities. Furthermore, this video research

has also been lauded for being highly accessible and of broad interest to society (SSHRC,

2005b), and at last check, the Seeds of Change website had over 315,000 people watch

the f,rlm.

That this study is amongst the first to document farmer LK and experience with

GM crops anywhere in the world has generated new insights into the impacts associated

with this technology. In particular, risks associated with GM crops were found to be

complex, and spanned across socioeconomic, cultural, legal, and agroecological issues.

Importantly, the methodology and analysis used in this study allowed GM crops to be

assessed at the individual fatm-level, which elucidated the previously unreported pattern

that the benefits and risks associated with this technology accrue unevenly to farmers.
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That this study evaluated GM wheat immediately before it was deferred from

commercializafion, makes this the first and only research that will be available on

farmers' a priori attitudes regarding this crop at the height of controversy suffounding its

proposed introduction. While some farmer-focused risks have been discussed .in the

literature, this study is arguably the first to systematically document them across a broad

geographic area, and represents an important contribution to the theory on GM crop

hazards. Specifically, it documents how the widespread contamination of GM canola

affects farmer attitudes toward the technology, its associated impact on rural culfure and

socioeconomics, and how this may be exacerbated by the inh'oduction of GM wheat.

THE ^A.GRONOMIC BENEFITS OF GM CROPS

Both GM canola and GM wheat, which are HT crops, were evaluated in this

study. Using surveys and interviews, farmers evaluated the benefits of GM canola (post-

release) and GM wheat (a priori). Farmer experience with GM canola was central to how

they evaluated this crop, but it was also critical in shaping how they perceived the

potential impacts associated with GM wheat. Farmers indicated that GM canola and GM

wheat primarily offered agronomic benefits, particularly better weed control (Figure 1).

Overall, farmers using GM canola were pleased with its performance, and

believed it to be superior to conventional varieties (Chapters 4, 5 & 6). Prior to the

release of GM canola, farmers grew conventional canola by incorporating herbicides into

the soil, which was time consuming, required harsher and less effective chemicals, and

generally restricted the crop to less weedy fields (Beckie et a1.,2006). The weed control

benefits associated with GM canola allowed farmers to increase the use of reduced

tillage, fatm larger areas, rotate herbicides, and improve the quality of their product by
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reducing dockage (i.e. weed seeds, chaff and other foreign materials) (Chapters 4,5 &.6).

Farmers benefited most in the early phase of adopting this technology, which has acted as

an incentive for the widespread use of GM canola across the Canadian prairies. Farmers

tliat perceived the greatest benefit with GM canola were less likely to have experienced

these plants growing adventitiously on their farms as "volunteers" (Chapter 6). However,

these benefits did not accrue evenly to all farmers, and those experiencing volunteers,

with smaller operations, and a longer history using GM crops felt that the risks

outweighed the benefits for this technology (Chapter 6).

Factors contributing to
benefit perception

. Experience with GM canola

. Iftechnology had recently
been adopted

. Larger farms indicated
greater benefìts

. FIad not been adversely
affected by volunteers

IChapter 6l

Factor contributing to
benefit perception
(Dis)trust in governnrent
regulatìon and industry
testing of this technology
Previous experience with
GM canola

IChapter 7l

Figure 1 Comparative analysis of farmer-identified benefits and decision-making regarding herbicide-
tolerant GM canola and GM wheat using data from Chapters 4, 5, and 6 of the thesis.

Agronomic Benefits of
GM canola

. Better and easìer weed
control

. Herbicide rotation

. Reduced dockage

. Reduced need for tillage

. I-lelps famr larger areas

more quickly
lChapters 4,5 & 61

Agronomic Benefits of
GM wlteat

Better weed control,
particularly for wild oat and
millet resistant to group I

and group 4 herbicides
IChaptcr 7l

Decision Factors
. Weed control for GM canola

was superior to non GM
varieties

" GM canola provided a

diversity ofl¡enefits to nrany
lar¡ncrs

. Adoption widespread

Decision Factors
. Weed control for CM wheat

was not superior to non-GM
varieties

. CM wheat provided specific
benefits to only a few
farnrers (e.g. those with
group I and4resistant
weeds)

. Adoption would have Ìikely
been linrited

Comparison of GM canola and GM rvheat Benefits
. In contrast to GM wheat, farmers believed GM canola offered supcrior weed

control and benefited nrany farmers, particularly early adopters and those
with large farms.

. CM canola offcred benefit and was deemed an acceptable technology,
whereas GM wheat did not offer significant benefit and was rejected

. Farmers experience with GM canola risks made them increasingìy skeptical
and cautious regarding GM wheat

. For the most part, f,armers were not pro or anti-GM, and they systematically
evaluated the merits ofindividual GM crops taking ìnto consideration their
past experience with technology, government, and industry.
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Some farmers believed that GM wheat also offered weed control benefìts,

although this was in very specific agronomic situations, parlicularly where wild oat and

millet resistant to group I and group 4 herbicides were problematic (chapter 7). Overall,

they ranked the weed control benefits associated with GM wheat quite low, and generally

indicated that GM wheat would provide little or no value for adopters of the technology

(Chapters 4, 5 &.7). They have many effective herbicide options for managing weeds in

conventional wheat, and given that the main benefit associated with Roundup Ready

wheat (RRW) is weed control, it was not viewed as superior to already available non-HT

varieties (Chapter 7). Furthermore, after their experiences with GM canola, many farmers

recognized that agbiotechnology might also pose new risks, and this increased their

skepticism toward GM wheat (Chapters 4, 5 &.7). Many were distrustful of government

regulation and industry testing of GM wheat, which further influenced their belief that

this product was ultimately of little benefit (Chapter 7).

Overall, study participants using agbiotechnology believed that the benefits of

GM canola were superior to those of GM wheat (Figure l), indicating farmers have a

pragmatic, rational, and balanced approach to evaluating this technology, and this

allowed them to differentiate between the benefits and risks of different GM crops. For

the most part, farmers in this study were not pro or anti GM, and instead they evaluated

the merits of each GM crop and/or variety, while also considering any cumulative

impacts associated with the adoption of multìple GM crops. Farmers demonstrated a

holistic approach to evaluating GM crops, particularly regarding risks, which they

recognized spanned across ecological and human systems.
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THE RISK WAVE ASSOCIATED WITH GM CANOLA AND GM
\111HEAT

In each phase of this study, farmers holistically evaluated GM canola and GM

wheat, and did this by considering the full spectrum of agroecological, cultural, legal, and

socioeconomic impacts that might be associated with these crops. They consistently

indicated that GM canola and GM wheat present common risk issues, including gene

flow, agronomic, corporate, and market impacts. Indeed, it was remarkable how the

ranking for these risks were quantitatively and qualitatively similar in pattern.

Essentially, farmers indicated that risks intensified moving from scientific issues related

to gene flow and agronomy to social issues like corporate control and market harm.

Moreover, the cumulative effects of having both GM canola and GM wheat introduced

commercially in Canada was viewed as an unacceptable and overwhelming situation for

most farmers. In mulling over how to synthesize this infomation, I have come up with a

conceptual model called the "risk wave", which demonstrates how these common risk

issues, their intensity, and the cumulative impact of GM canola and GM wheat fit

together (Figure 2). This "risk wave" summarizes the major findings of this study

regarding risks associated with GM canola and GM wheat and is an innovative way to

present these results. It enriches this discussion by pulling together multiple chapters of

this thesis, while offering a new concepfual way to better understand the impacts of GM

crops on farmers, rural communities, and the environment across the Canadian prairies.

GENE FLOW AND CONTAMINATION

The first pulse in the risk wave is related to gene flow and contamination (Figure

2). Farmers in this study were greatly concerned about the risks associated with gene

flow from GM canola. Most of those surveyed that were using GM canola (n:298)
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believed "gene spread" was a significant risk and 38% reported unwanted GM canola

plants (i.e. volunteers) on their land (Chapter 6). I interviewed four farmers that had had

their farms contaminated by GM canola, these including two organic farmers, one

practicing zero tlllage, and one growing conventional non-GM canola (Chapters 4, 5 &.

8). For the organic farmers, the presence of GM volunteers on their land was devastating,

and required extensive, expensive, and enduring cleanup efforts (Chapter 8). Organic

standards prohibit farmers from havìng GM materials in their crops and, as the organic

farmers indicated, this contamination threatened their ability to certify their crops as GM-

free. The zero till farmer interviewed (Chapter 4 & 5), indicated that the Roundup Ready

canola (RRC) contamination of his farm was so extensive that it could have been

harvested as a crop. After having his non-GM canola contaminated by RRC, the

conventional farmer was sued by Monsanto for patent infringement and was forced to

abandon his seed saving practices (Chapter 4, 5 &.8). These farmers believed that GM

canola contamination on their farms was due largely to wind blowing GM pollen or seed

onto their land.

Although wheat is considered a self-pollinating crop, farmers in this study were

still concerned about gene flow and contamination issues related to GM wheat. Based on

their previous experience with GM canola, many farmers believed that Roundup Ready

wheat (RRW) would also contaminate their non-GM varieties and lead to problems

(Chapters 4,5 & 7). Although RRW had not been grown commercially in Canada, it was

planted in field trials across the prairies, and many believed that regulatory oversight of

this research was inadequate and might lead to gene escape (Chapter 7). Indeed, one

farmer in this study actually found and photographed a RRW test plot that was poorly

managed and had conventional wheat growing directly beside it, which prornpted concern
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over contamination and an overhaul of regulatory protocols (Chapter 8). As we will see,

this first section of the risk wave involving GM canola and GM wheat gene flow and

contamination can translate into and aggravate subsequent risk issues.

This first part of the risk wave is an aÍea ostensibly studied by "science-based"

risk assessment, given that gene flow is a scientif,rc issue that is considered important to

regulators. Despite this, the Canadian government approved the release of GM canola in

1995 prior to a full evaluation of the extent to which gene flow occurs with this crop, and

the associated impact that this might have for farmers and the environment. It was not

until much later that studies identified how gene flow in HT canola could contaminate

non-HT varieties up to 3 km away (Reiger et al., 2002). In wheat, depending on the

variety, gene flow has been reported between 27 (Hucl and Matus-Cadiz,2001) and 300

km Matus-Cadiz et al., 2004) from the pollen source. It is now recognized that risk

assessment has largely failed to anticipate many adverse impacts associated with GM

crops, particularly gene flow (Krayer von Krauss et al., 2004). Gene flow in turn has

adverse agronomic implications, especially with respect to volunteers.

¡\GRONOMIC IMPACT

The second pulse in the risk wave is related to agronomic impact (Figure 2).

Agronomic hazards caused by GM crops are primarily related to the proliferation of

volunteers. On average, these GM canola volunteers were found to persist for 2.5 years,

although they were reported to last as long as six years (Chapter 6). Twenty percent of

GM canola volunteers reported by farmers were resistant to more than one herbicide

(Chapter 6), which suggests that these "trait-stacked" plants are more widespread than

previously reported. A large majority (16%) of farmers who used GM canola believed
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GM canola

Gene flow &
Contamination

Figure 2. The "risk wave" is a conceptual model that summarizes the major
risk-related findings of this thesis. Genetically modif,red (GM) canola and
wheat were found to have common risk issues including gene flow and
contamination, agronomic impact, corporate control, and market harm, which
farmers believed increased in intensity. If both GM canola and wheat are

introduced simultaneously this creates cumulative impacts that intensify into a
"risk wave". While the inner fwo sections of the risk wave are included in
"science-based" risk assessment, the outer two are not, which further
exacerbates risk intensity.
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that they would be more of a problem in the future, while an even greater proportion

(85%) believed industry had shifted the burden of responsibility onto farmers (Chapter

6). One of the most important findings of this study is that when farmers experienced

volunteer contamination their risk perception increased substantially, which left thern

believing that the risks outweigh the benefits for the technology (chapter 6).

These volunteers were particularly problematic for minimum and zero till

farnrers. Those having reduced tillage systems use glyphosate herbicide (e.g. Roundup)

for pre-seeding weed control instead of tillage; however, the unwanted proliferation of

Roundup-tolerant canola volunteers requires additional and more costly chemicals to

control these unwanted plants (Chapters 4, 5 &.6). Some believed that these additional

costs might shift the tipping point regarding the economics of minimum and zero tillage,

resulting in the decline of these techniques that have many important environmental

benefits (Chapters 4 e, 5).Indeed, I found that many (9Yo) zero till farmers had reverted

to tillage to control Roundup Ready volunteers (Chapter 6).

With the pending approval of RRW, many farmers were concerned about the

combined impacts of RRW and RRC volunteers and how these might affect their

rotations (Chapters 4,5 &.7). Many across the prairies grow wheat and canola in rotation,

and after haruest these seeds remain in the soil, such that canola volunteers are often

found in wheat and wheat in the canola. That many also use glyphosate to control weeds,

particularly those practicing conservation tillage, makes controlling RR volunteers

difficult and more costly. This would further be exacerbated if both RRW and RRC were

commercially available. In effect, glyphosate would no longer be effective in controlling

RR resistant volunteers in either RRC or RRW, which would compromise the benefît of

this technology. The cost of controlling RRW volunteers is more expensive than for
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RRC, and many indicated that this extra expense combined with the cumulative

agronomic impacts of RRW and RRC volunteers might destroy minimum and zero tillage

all together (chapters 4,5 &.7).

Organic farmers were greatly concerned about the agronomic impacts that the

release of RRW might have on their operations. With the introduction of GM canola,

organic fanners across the prairies had to stop growing canola because of the likelihood

that it would be contaminated (Chapters 4, 5, 7 & 8). Instead of using chemicals, organic

famers use sophisticated crop rotations to control weeds, and the loss of canola was like

losing a tool from their agricultural toolbox. However, wheat is by far the most important

crop in organic rotations, and many organic farmers suggested that the introduction of

GM wheat and associated contamination might destroy their industry all together

(Chapters4,5&8).

Farmers also communicated their concem about how the increased use of

Roundup, facilitated by the use of RR crops, might lead to weeds evolving resistance to

the herbicide. (Chapters 4, 5, 6 &.7). The use of RR crops results in the repeated spraying

of glyphosate and increases the likelihood that herbicide resistant weeds will develop

(Nottingham, 2002). Moreover, glyphosate-resistant crops allow for in-crop spraying,

which was not previously possible with non-HT crops, and further increases the

probability for resistance to develop in a broader spectrum of common weeds (Van Acker

et al., 2003). Worldwide, since the introduction of RR crops in agriculture, a dozen weed

species have already evolved resistance to glyphosate (Service, 2007), and fui-ther

undermine conservation tillage and the important environmental benefits associated with

tlrese practices (Chapters 4, 5, 6 &.7).
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As we have seen, gene flow from GM crops has adverse agronomic implications,

particularly the proliferation of volunteers, which can cause hazards for farmers

especially those practicing organics and conservation tillage. These first two pulses of the

risk wave can be sfudied scientifically and regulators consider them important and

include them in risk assessment. However, given that risk assessment is carried out on a

case-by-case basis, it does not consider the cumulative impact of multiple GM crops in

rotation, which this study has shown may increase the chances of glyphosate-tolerant

weeds and volunteers that may harm minimum, zero till, and organic farmers. Indeed,

many expefts believe the omission of cumulative impacts is a major failing of GM crop

risk assessment (Krayer von Krauss et al., 2004). Another omission of risk assessment is

its inability to address social issues.

CORPORATE CONTROL

Throughout this study, farmers indicated that increasing corporate control

amounted to a rnajor threat to agriculture, which was exacerbated by the introduction of

GM crops. Seeking return on their investment, corporations have increased the cost of

GM seeds relative to non-GM seeds. Indeed, increased seed cost was a consistently

ranked as a high risk for both GM canola and GM wheat (Chapters 6 & 7). With

Monsanto's GM crops, they actually charge an additional $15 per acre to use the

technology, purportedly to recoup their expenses on research and development. That GM

canola favors larger farms, smaller ones often have to adopt GM seed and expand their

farms to stay competitive. This often places farmers in a "Catch 22", as they often need

GM seed to survive, but it further increases their reliance on corporations and increases

their debt. (Chapter 6). This study has documented the "genetic treadmill" in action,
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which is symptomatic of a larger pattern in industrial agriculture that has undermined the

cohesion and population of mral communities since the 1950s (Chapters 2 &.6).

One of the most controversial forms of corporate control is the use of contracts,

often called technology use agreements (TUAs), which must be signed if a farmer wants

access to cerlain GM crops. Farmers consistently viewed these contracts as being a

significant risk (Chapters 6, 7 &. 8), which threatened their autonomy and further

increased corporate control over agriculture, particularly that of seeds. In effect,

companies now lease GM seeds to farmers and place severe restrictions on how this

technology can be usecl. Monsanto's TUA demands that glyphosate only be purchased

from them, which gives the company a monopoly over many of the inputs required by

farmers to grow GM canola. Furthermore, Monsanto's TUA prohibits fanners from using

GM canola without further contracts in subsequent years, sharing it with neighbors, or

harvesting associated volunteers (Chapter 6). It also grants Monsanto the right to inspect

a farmer's land for compliance over a three-year period, and if he or she is found in

violation of the terms, the contract can be used to levy stiff penalties and may indeed

become the basis for a lawsuit (Chapter 6). Some participants noted that they were

increasingly being treated like serfs or slaves to the large corporations and chemical

companies, in turn endangering their livelihoods (Chapter 7). Given that farmers often

need this technology to stay competitive, many have abandoned traditional seed saving

practices, which has in tum increased the control of corporations over seed supply. To

prevent farmers from using GM seeds without a license, companies have patented this

technology as another way to ensure their control over seed supply and agriculture as a

whole.
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Using patent law, agbiotechnology companies have literally claimed ownership

over GM crops, and have sued non-GM farmers for illegal use of their proprietary genetic

material. Worldwide, the most high prof,rle case is that of Percy and Louise Schmeiser

(Chapters 5 & 8), who were sued by Monsanto after their fields were contaminated by

GM canola in 1997. This case was the first in the world to claim that a patent over a life

form had been violated and drew international attention to the control that companies

have over seeds, plants, and life in general. The Schmeiser case demonstrates how

Monsanto ruthlessly investigates, defames, and attacks farmers suspected of patent

infringement even if they have not fraudulently obtained GM seeds. These tactics, the

Schmeisers and other prairie farmers believed, undermined the "rural social fabric" and

created a "culture of fear" in rural communities (Chapter 8). In 2004, the Supreme Court

of Canada ruled in Monsanto v Schnteiser that farmers effectively can no longer seed

save even if the presence of the technology in their fields results from contamination,

which many have argued is a precedent that will adversely affect farmers world over

(Chapter 8). Many have recognized that accountability accompanies the corporate

ownership of these plants.

The organic farmers of Saskatchewan sought to resist this increasing corporate

control and to affirm corporate accountability over agriculture and seeds by launching a

class-action lawsuit against Monsanto and Bayer for damages associated with GM crop

contamination (Chapter 5 & 8). They believed that GM crops were undermining their

autonomy and control over organic agriculture. They also believed that GM crops were

adversely affecting rural communities, as they pitted GM against non-GM farmers,

especially regarding contamination events (Chapter 8). Although organic farmers want

nothing to do with GM crops, the gene flow and agronomic issues posed by this
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technology forced Saskatchewan organic farmers to defend themselves in a six-year long

legal battle with agbiotechnology corporations. This battle with corporations over the

future of organic agriculture created much stress for those farmers involved, this

exacerbated when the courts dismissed Ho/fman v Monsanto. Liability for GM crop

damages remain elusive (chapter 8).

Overall, farmers consistently believed that increasing corporate control over

agriculture was a major risk caused by GM crops. This study has clearly demonstrated

how corporate pricing and legal control over GM crops can harm the socio-economic,

cultural and psychological framework of rural communities. Moreover, these adverse

effects are cumulative, and with each GM crop introduction the intensity of these risks

increase for farmers (Figure 2). If GM wheat were introduced it would have been yet

another crop controlled by companies through contract and patent law, and may have

fuither exposed farmers to increased pricing, contamination, and lawsuits. Importantly,

these corporate risks are often intimately connected with previous sections of the risk

wave, as exemplifìed by seed saver and organic farmer lawsuits with industry over GM

contamination and agronomic impact. Although corporate control over GM crops may

cause adverse effects, "science-based" regulation does not recognize these, which further

increases the intensity of these risks for farmers and rural communities (Figure 2). The

final section of the risk wave relates to market harm.

MARKET HARM

Farmers believed the primary risk associated with both GM canola and GM wheat

was market hatm, and it was the highest ranked risk for both crops (Chapters 6 &.7). The

threats associated with this harm was likely even greater than the costs of controlling
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volunteers or benefits of easy weed control (Chapters 4 &.5). Farmers have been caught

in the GM crop crossfire, given that the technology has been approved yet consumers

largely disapprove of its use in food.

Agbiotechnology is entrenched with international trade-related problems, as

consumers around the world remain suspicious of GM crops and believe they are unsafe

for human health and the environment, which has stigmatized the technology (Chapter 2).

That public concern over GM crops has been excluded from "science-based" risk

assessment perpetuates the controversy and has precipitated "transatlantic conflict"

between North America and Europe over this technology (Chapter 2). Shortly after the

release of GM canola in 1995, Europe halted all Canadian imports of the crop this

adversely affecting both users and non-users of the technology (Chapter 2).

That GM canola contaminated the prairies had adverse effects on non-GM

farmers, particularly those using organic methods (chapters 4, 5 &.8). This contamination

effectively destroyed the ability of organic farmers to grow canola, as they could not

guarantee it GM-free, which resulted in millions of dollars in lost market opportunities

(Chapter 8). Seeking damages for this market harm, the organic farmers of Saskatchewan

attempted to sue Monsanto and Bayer for damages, and had to engage in a protracted

legal battle with these companies that cost hundreds of thousands of dollars only to be

later rejected as a class (Chapter 8). These same farmers were also prepared to file a legal

injunction against Monsanto regarding the introduction of GM wheat, as they believed it

would also contaminate their crops, and further destroy high value organic markets and

perhaps their industry all together (Chapter 8).

The farm community as a whole was united in their concern regarding the market

harm that might be associated with the introduction of GM wheat (Chapters 4, 5, I & 8).
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The proposed introduction sparked an international controversy and over 80% of foreign

wheat buyers said they would not purchase the crop (Chapter 8). Canadian farmers'

wheat markets - worth between $4 and $6 billion - were placed at risk, precipitating

widespread concerrì that the already fragile socioeconomics of rural communities would

be further undermined (Chapter 8). Many believed that GM wheat would be the

proverbial final straw for rural communities (Chapter 8) that were already in the worst

"farm income crisis" in history, with net incomes near or below those of the Great

Depression and soaring farm debt in the billions (Chapter 2). Indeed, in this context, it is

easy to see why farmers were concerned about market harm caused by GM crops,

particularly Roundup Ready wheat.

It's important to point out, farmers viewed market harm as a complex issue,

which was fundamentally connected with ecology. For the organic farmers, gene flow

and contamination of their crops was the principle reason why their markets had been

affected (Chapter 8). In the prairie-wide survey, respondents viewed market harm as

being connected to the efficacy and cost of segregation efforts, which ultimately was

based on whether or not GM and non-GM crops could ecologically co-exist (Chapter 7).

This further exemplifies their' holistic perspective regarding the evaluation of GM crops

in direct contrast to the perspective of regulators, whom have highly reductionistic views

regarding GM crops.

Despite the tremendous market harm associated with GM crops, the Canadian

Food Inspection Agency (CFIA), the government agency responsible for approving

environmental release of GM crops, still does not consider socioeconomics imporlant in

risk assessment (Chapter 2). Although the CFIA is responsible for assessing gene flow,

they fail to acknowledge how it can profoundly affect markets, and the devastating
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impact that this can have for rural communities. When this lack of regulation is combined

with the cumulative impacts of market harm from both GM canola and GM wheat, it

further intensifies risk for farmers, as depicted in the risk wave model (Figure 2).

Although farmers view market harm and associated threats to livelihoods as the most

substantial of all GM crop risks, Canadian regulators continue to ignore it as a hazard

when evaluating and approving this technology.

RIÞING THE RISK \/VAVE

The risk wave model shows the diverse, interconnected and cumulative nature of

GM crop risks. Like a rock being thrown in a pond, the impacts of gene flow and

contamination create risk waves, which increase in intensity as they move outward, and

are associated with the combined agronomic, legal, cultural and socioeconomic risks for

farmers. To summarize, the risk wave increases in intensity for three main reasons.

Firstly, farmers viewed the human dimensions of GM crop risk, such as corporate control

and market harm, as being the most significant and potentially harmful of all impacts

considered. Secondly, risk assessment is "science-based", which means that the human

dimensions of GM crop risk are not evaluated or mitigated when this technology is

released. Thirdly, the cumulative impact of both GM canola and GM wheat would have

intensified all risks associated with this technology. As demonstrated, regulators have

failed to gauge "science-based" risks properly while completely ignoring associated

impacts on human systems, which has effectively left Canadian farmers riding the risk

wave.

The risk wave model shows how the introduction of GM crops infuses risk

throughout ecological and human systems related to agriculture; however, it is important
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to point out that some farmers are more adversely affected by it than others. The risk

wave has specifically crashed down on farmers practicing consen ation tillage, seed

saving, and organic methods (Figure 3). Conservation till farmers have been especially

vulnerable to GM canola contamination, particularly from RR crops, and associated

agronomic problems. Similarly, seed savers have been affected by contamination and

agronomic impacts, but for them these issues have transcended into larger risks

associated with corporate control. Arguably, organic farmers have been most seriously

affected by the risk wave, as contamination, agronomic problems, corporate conkol, and

extensive market harm caused by GM crops may threaten their ability to farm all

together. However, adopters of GM crops, particularly larger farmers and recent users,

have been able to ride atop the risk wave and garner benefit from the technology (Figure

3). The risk intensity for these farmers is low, provided that they have not experienced

GM volunteers, which leads to subsequent and more hazardous phases in the risk wave.

FARMER KNOWLEDGE, HOLISM AND RISK REGULATION

In this thesis, I presented the "double helix of risk" as a concepfual model to

increase holism in GM crop regulation, which seeks balance and reconnection between

the scientific and social strands of risk evaluation (Chapter 3). Recognizing that science

dominates North American risk regulation, the model calls for a bolstering of social

research on GM crops, which will help to elucidate the full range of impacts associated

with this technology. Once social impacts are better known and a balance between the

two strands of risk evaluation affirmed, the integrated and holistic knowledge regarding

GM crops and their effects on rural communities and agriculture as a whole will be
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Figure 3. Contours of how farmers ride the risk wave, which demonstrates
that it crashes down of specifìc farm fypes. Conservation tillage (C)
farmers are primarily affected by gene flow and agronornic impact. Seed
savers (S) are primarily affected by gene flow, agrononric impact, and
corporate control. Organic farmers (O) are primarily affected by gene
flow, agronon.ric impact, corporate control, and market harm. Larger
farmers (L) and early adopters (E) have largely been able to ride atop the
risk wave, provided that GM volunteers have not adversely affected their
land.

recognized (Chapter 3). I have attempted to use this "double helix of risk" framework

throughout this thesis.

By taking a farmer-focused approach, this research has documented and increased

understanding regarding the social impacts associated with GM crops, particularly

corporate control and market harm. As suggested by the "double helix of risk", these

social impacts are fundamentally interconnected with scientific issues, as recognized

immediately by farmers. They were able to identify the ecological effects associated with

GM crops, particularly those related to gene flow and agronomy. In this way, farmers and

their holistic knowledge systems straddle the "double helix of risk", and have much
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insight into both strands. This, in turn, suggests that farmers are in a unique position to

provide liolistic knowledge about GM crop risks and how they should be regulated.

However, it is my experience that Canadian farmers are rarely included in policy

developrnent and decision-making regarding GM crops, as experts largely dominate this

process. In September 2003,I presented findings from this study to the CFIA in Ottawa

at their Technical Workshop on the Management of Herbicide-Tolerant Crops. The CFIA

convened some 40 expeds from industry, government and academia to present and share

information regarding HT crops. At thìs time, the CFIA was heavily embroiled in the

controversy over GM wheat, and much of the meeting focused on this crop. Despite the

serious nature of these negotiations, especially given that the future of GM wheat in

Canada was being discussed, not a single farmer was in attendance at this meeting! My

results were highly controversial within the meeting, and many experts were openly

hostile towards this farmer-f,ocused research. Many openly attacked me and viewed my

findings as subjective, non-scientific, and outside the scope of the meeting because they

dealt with both strands of the helix.

Although it may seem obvious that farmers should be involved in risk regulation

of GM crops, this has yet to happen in Canada, and is a major barrier to holistic,

responsible, and democratic evaluation of this technology. Making space for farmer

knowledge in risk regulation will help to ensure that the full range of impacts associated

with GM crops are anticipated and evaluated, which is an important step for moving past

the narrow "science-based" approach currently used by the CFIA and the USDA in the

US. This shift towards a more farmer-centred evaluation of this technology will require

that scientists, government bureaucrats, and industry have humility. Farmer knowledge

must be recognized as a legitimate and important form of expertise, which can
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complement technical approaches to risk assessment, and may help risk regulation

become more robust. Indeed, this study has shown that farmer knowledge and science are

cornpatible, and exemplifies how rural stakeholders can be included in risk research

regarding GM crops.

FROM "SUBSTANTTAL EQUTVI\LENCE" TO,,SUBSTANTIAL
DIFFERENCE''

Significant policy changes will be required if farmer knowledge is to be included

in risk evaluation regarding GM crops. Currently, the CFIA assumes GM crops are

"substantially equivalent" to non-GM crops, and therefore this technology is generally

considered safe, which means that broader public consultation and post-release

monitoring is not required (Chapter 2). However, farmers in this study identif,ied that

"substantial difference" exists between GM and non-GM crops, including:

Gene flow and direct seed movement from GM crops can contaminate
non-GM fields, which creates new and often costly agronomic hazards for
farmers, particularly the growth of HT volunteers
These HT volunteers are different from previous non-HT volunteers, as
they are resistant to ceftain herbicide, and pose specific challenges to
conservation tillage fanners when they contain the RR gene
The cumulative impacts of multiple HT crops can adversely affect
agronomic rotations, especially if these cultivars are resistant to Roundup'When 

GM crops contaminate organic farms, this can adversely affect crop
rotations and certification standards
HT crops allow for in-crop spraying of herbicides and may increase
selection pressure for herbicide resistant weeds, especially where
glyphosate is applied to RR crops
The patenting of GM crops makes them fundamentally different than
previous non-GM cultivars, given that these new crops change social
relations between farmers and their seed, may lead to lawsuits, and
generally increases corporate control over agriculture.
GM crops create market harm, whereas non-GM crops do not.
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Adopting a regulatory framework based on "substantial difference" instead of

"substantial equivalence", will allow for a broader consideration of impacts associated

with GM crops. Firstly, it will recognize that post-release monitoring is required, which

will help to ensure safer deployment of this technology, and would likely necessitate

greater farmer participation in research and decision-making. Secondly, it will force

regulators to acknowledge socioeconomic, legal and cultural impacts associated with GM

crops, which would facilitate increased a priori farmer involvement in risk evaluation.

Overall, a regulatory system based on "substantial difference" would require that a

broader and more interdisciplinary risk analysis approach be used to assess GM crops,

which as this study has shown can and should include farmer knowledge in both a priori

and post-release circumstances.

BREAKING BREAD

Indeed, the controversy over GM wheat serves as a stark reminder of the dangers

of not including farmers in the evaluation of this agbiotechnology. Farmers feared that

the introduction of GM wheat would not only "break bread" wheat, but also the rural

communities that grow and harvest it. That the Canadian government and Monsanto were

co-developers of RRW arguably impeded meaningful consultation with the farmers

regarding the adverse effects of this technology for rural communities and society as a

whole. The Canadian government must move away from supporting corporate neoliberal

goals related to technology development, especially if this agenda might harm farmers,

rural communities, and the environment.

Canadian farmers along with urban activists rallied across the country, "breaking

bread" together in a fellowship of resistance to GM wheat, and challenged the federal
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government's "conflict of interest" as co-developer and regulator of this crop (Chapter 8).

Overall, farmers demonstrated their capacity to galvanize widespread support from

environmental, consumer, and civil society groups, which helped pressure Monsanto to

defer this crop from commercialization.

I was heavily involved with farmers in this struggle, having been invited to

present this research in the farmer initiated Planting Seeds of Doubt tour across the

Canadian prairies (Cliapter 8), and communicating our farmer-focused results to media.

Indeed, farmer perspectives toward GM wheat were so important that this research

became a focal point for the US government. In the spring of 2003, the US embassy

requested a meeting with Dr. Mclachlan and I to discuss our research, and when we

subsequently met at the University of Manitoba they indicated that it had the ability to

affect bilateral trade between Canada and the US. Monsanto sought to introduce GM

wheat across North America, and if farmers rejected it in Canada, the embassy officials

felt that this would affect trade. In particular, the US embassy was concemed that farmer

rejection of GM wheat might adversely affect the business interests of Monsanto, which

is a multinational corporation operating worldwide, but originates and operates largely

from its headquarters in St. Louis Missouri.

Had the Canadian government been more proactive and democratic, and taken

into consideration farmer concerns regarding GM wheat, the outcomes of this struggle

would have been less controversial, confrontational, and costly. A more proactive

approach would have benefited farmers as well as regulators and industry. Importantly,

publicly funded University research like this farmer-focused study can assist in

developing new approaches to risk research, which may assist government, industry and

indeed all stakeholders in the GM debate. However, significant barriers exist to
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conducting publicly funded risk research on GM crops, especially when Universities

themselves have become increasingly reliant on and beholden to the private sector.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND SEEDS OF CHANGE

This research, particularly the documentary seeds tf change; Farmer,

Biotechnology, and the New Face of Agriculture (Chapter 5), is an example of how

University/Corporate partnerships can adversely affect academic freedom and the public

interest as a whole. The University of Manitoba (U of M) blocked the release of our

research film for over three years by claiming that they owned parl of the copyright in the

video. The U of M cited an outdated portion of the collective agreement, which stated

that teaching videos were 50olo their intellectual property (IP), and they would not allow

the release of the film without insurance. They felt our research might offend the

agbiotechnology industry, particularly Monsanto, and result in a lawsuit. Working in

good faith with the U of M, we spent two years meticulously preparing a successful

insurance application, and procured copyright permissions for the entire film and a

second round of informed consent from all participants. Despite calling for insurance, the

U of M rejected the affordable policy we had been quoted, and further delayed the timely

release of our important findings. We became increasingly suspicious of the U of M's

motive, which was affirmed when we learned that while negotiating the non-release of

our research, they had been simultaneously negotiating with Monsanto to have the

corporation relocate its Canadian corporate headquarters to the campus research park.

The Canadian Association of University Teachers (CAUT) indicates that our

clash with the U of M is one of the major academic freedom cases in the country and has
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likened it to Nancy Oliveri's struggle with the University of Toronto and Apotex over a

drug she believed was harmful. The CAUT states on their website, "The experience of

Mclachlan and Mauro is an object lesson in how a university's claim to intellectual

properfy ownership can interfere with academic freedom" (CAUT, 2008). Our case has

also been compared with other academic freedom cases, particularly those of Arpad

Pusztai in Europe and Ignacio Chapela in the US, both whom were critical of GM crops

and were subsequently reprimanded by their respective universities (Ho, 2005). That

critical research on GM crops is often embroiled in controversy and sometinres

suppressed makes it difficult to ascertain reliable knowledge regarding the impact of this

technology on the human health, the environment, and society as a whole. This limits

society's ability to make informed decisions about the benefit and risk associated with

this technology and is cause for concern.

Ironically, our case has many parallels to that of Percy and Louise Schmeiser, and

demonstrates how IP control can adversely affect knowledge production and seed saving

practices alike. In both cases, external parties unfairly claimed IP over the knowledge and

work of its rightful owners, and were able to prevent free exchange of information,

whether this a research video or the genetics contained in a seed. This enclosure of the

intellectual commons is now rampant in society, as evidenced by the widespread

patenting of ideas, genes, and entire living organisms, and must be questioned.

Knowledge is to be shared, not privatized, and universities must play a leading role in

this effort. It is imperative that public university research be well funded, not beholden to

an industry agenda, and like seed should be exchanged freely. Indeed, this is particularly

important in agricultural research, where the industrial model promoted by corporations

has largely failed rural communities and the environment. Agricultural research in the
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public interest, which is more proactive and critical of technology, will be increasingly

important, given the future risks and unceftainty facing farming.

RISK WAVE IN A SEA. OF UNCERTAINTY

Importantly, the risk wave caused by GM crops is compounded by the legacy of

previous waves of agricultural technology. Industrial agriculture is predicated on the

widespread use of mechanization and chemicals, which can be beneficial but can also

have devastating implications for farming communities and the environment (Chapter 2).

These technologies increase levels of production, making farmers redundant while

depressing commodity prices, which has left rural communities in fînancial crisis and

suffering from extensive depopulation (Chapter 2). Moreover, industrial agriculture has

undermined soil content and fertility,largely destroyed biodiversity in areas where it is

practiced, and is built on a precarious base of genetic uniformity and monocultures that is

vulnerable to disease and global climate change (Chapter 2). Not surprisingly, farmers in

this study viewed GM crops as being less risky than other financial and environmental

pressures facing rural communities (Chapter 6). In short, the GM crop risk wave is but a

current being thrashed around in a stormy sea of uncertainty and risk in modem

agriculture.

Arguably, a tsunami is about to rise out of this sea of uncertainty given the

complete reliance of industrial agriculture on fossil fuels. Liquid fossil fuel is running

out and industrial scale farming - facilitated by tractor power, petrochemical fertilizers,

chemicals and agbiotechnology - will no longer be possible. Estimates vary, but over the

time span of carrying out this research (2002-2008), the maximum amount of fossil fuel

pumped from the earth has hit its peak. Once peak oil has been hit, extracting the world's
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remaining oil reserves requires more energy and cost for less return. Studies suggest that

at current levels of consumption, not including global population increases and furlher

industrialization in places like China, the world has only about forty years of oil left

(Kunstler, 2005). This is compounded by global climate change, which some anticipate

will help create a "water crisis" due to widespread drought (Schindler and Donahue,

2006).Indeed, without fuel in the tank, industrial agriculture will undoubtedly collapse

and will likely ruin any remaining farmers, especially those with large-scale and high

input operations.

Given all these changes in agriculture, many farmers in this study did not believe

that their farms would be financially viable in the future (Chapters 4 &. 5). Many

indicated that they were not encouraging their children to farm. As rural communities

continue to decline, there is a danger that farmer knowledge will not be passed on to the

next generation. Arguably, this might be the first generation where more farm knowledge

is lost than is accumulated in rural Canada, which if true, presents serious challenges for

the future of agriculture.

FARMER KNOWLEDGE, GM CROPS AND SUSTAINABLE
AGRICULTURE

Given the crisis facing industrial agriculture, food production systems based on

renewable, low-input, and locally based resources will be lequired in the future. These

systems must promote ecological, social, and economic health within agriculture, which

requires holistic farm management based on conservation of natural resources, social

justice and selÊreliance, and profîtable and effîcient production. Any agricultural system

that subscribes to and implements these goals is generally considered sustainable.
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Farmer knowledge will play a critical role in developing and transitioning to

sustainable agricultural systems. In industrial agricultural systems, the movement away

from external inputs could initially reduce per hectare yields by 10-20%, which requires

farmers to substitute their knowledge, labour and management skills to make up the

difference over the long-term (Pretty, 1995). Arguably, the most successful

demonstration of this transition to low-input, self-reliant and knowledge-based

agriculture has taken place in Cuba, which is now considered a world leader in

sustainable agriculture.

After the fall of the USSR and subsequent US trade embargo, Cuba was largely

unable to import food, chemicals, fertilizers, fossil fuel and machines required for their

agricultural sector, which at that time was technologically comparable to California

(Rosset and Bourque,2002). Although the crisis initially caused drastic yield reductions

in the country, small-scale farmers quickly increased domestic production, Iargely by

relying on their knowledge of "old techniques" - such as intercropping, plant breeding,

animal traction, manure spreading and composting - practiced by their parents and

grandparents prior to the introduction of industrial inputs (Rosset, 1997). This success led

the government to downsize industrial-scale state owned farms, which they gave to

farmer cooperatives to manage using their knowledge of low-input and ecology-based

agriculture (Funes, 2002). Technology was developed that supported this transition, as

scientists developed new ecologically friendly biopesticides and biofertilizers to support

the efforts of small-scale farmers (Rosset and Bourque,2002). Cuba stands as an example

of how farmer knowledge, science, and technology can be combined to create sustainable

agriculture amidst crisis.
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Indeed, Canadian agriculture will soon be confronted by a restriction of fossil

fuels and fertilizers that is equivalent to that which confronted Cuba, and we will need

our small-scale farmers and their knowledge to navigate this sea of uncertainty. However,

the decline of Canadian rural communities and associated knowledge hinders our

society's ability to transition to sustainable agriculture, and drastic changes are required

to rectify this problem. Canadian agricultural policy must protect and support low-input,

self-reliant, small-scale and knowledge-based farms, while encouraging and providing

incentives for larger-scale producers to begin the long process of diversifying,

downsizing, and decreasing the use of external and non-renewable inputs in their

operations. Given that peak oil and global warming are converging, the sooner these

initiatives are implemented, the easier the change to more sustainable food production

systems will be.

In addition to farmer knowledge, the transition to sustainable agriculture will

require scientific knowledge and associated technologies, as demonstrated by the Cuban

experience. However, agricultural technology will only be appropriate in the future if it

can facilitate sustainability, making farms more selÊreliant, low-input, and smaller in

scale. Given these criteria, it is unlikely that GMHT crops will make farming more

sustainable, as this study shows that they facilitate larger-scale production, which is

dependent on extemal inputs such as fossil fuel, petrochemical fertilìzer, and herbicides.

Furthermore, this study has also shown that these crops actually undermine small-scale,

low-input and knowledge intensive forms of farming, particularly organics. This suggests

that GMHT crops may actually be undermining the future sustainability of Canadian

agriculture, and their short-term production benefits must be weighed against the long-
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term risk of destroying organic and small scale systems and their associated farm

knowledge.

While GMHT crops are unlikely to increase sustainability in agriculture, other

agbiotechnology products may indeed be important in the future. Scientists are now

working on drought-tolerant crops that may become increasingly useful in areas seriously

affected by global warming. Given the environmental uncertainty posed by global

warming, this technology must be considered as a possible strategy for the future.

Similarly, scientists continue research on GM crops that fix nitrogen, and if successful,

this technology would help reduce fertilizer inputs and would certainly play an important

role in sustainability. In short, GM crops should not be dismissed on ideology, as they

may be useful in the future provided they are developed in a way that promotes

ecological, socioeconomic and cultural sustainability.

CONCLUSION

The debate regarding how society evaluates the benefits and risks of GM crops is

an important one. At its core, this debate is really about the future of agriculture, and by

extension, the future of humanity and its place in the world. Since the Neolithic

Revolution some 10,000 years ago, most of humanity has been dependent on agriculture

for their "daily bread", and how it is carried out is really a reflection of whom we are as a

species. Using this interpretation, it's easy to see why GM crops are so controversial, and

why various stakeholders have engaged in an acrimonious battle over the use of this

technology in agriculture. Given that Canadian farmers were amongst the hrst to use GM

crops, their experience and knowledge can assist in a pragmatic and balanced evaluation
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of this technology, yet regulators, scientists, and society as a whole have largely

overlooked this important perspective.

As these results have shown, Canadian farmers can provide impofiant information

in the post-release and a priori evaluation of GM crops, largely because they have

holistic, place-specific, and experiential knowledge regarding agriculture. Farmers using

GM canola indicated that it provided significant weed control benefits compared to

conventional varieties, which was the main reason why it was adopted on such a

widescale. However, these benefits accrued unevenly to farmers, and largely favoured

large-scale operations and early adopters. In contrast, farmers believed that GM wheat

would provide limited weed control benefit over conventional varieties and it was largely

rejected. Risks associated with GM canola and wheat were substantially more complex

than the benefits, affecting both ecological and human dimensions related to prairìe

agriculture. Gene flow and contamination from these crops created subsequent risk issues

that related to agronomy, corporate control, and market harm. That regulators failed to

evaluate "science-based" risks properly and completely ignored the associated impacts on

human systems has left farmers riding a risk wave. This risk wave has crashed down hard

on farmers practicing conselation tillage, seed saving, and organic methods.

A more holistic approach to GM crop risk evaluation is required, which includes

and takes seriously the important knowledge of farmers, and considers the diverse

impacts of this technology on both ecological and human systems. To achieve this,

regulators must recognize that "substantial difference" exists between GM and non-GM

crops, and that their safety cannot and should not be assumed. If famers are not officially

involved in a priori and post-release evaluation of GM crops, risks are created, not just

for farmers and rural communities but also for government and industry as demonstrated
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by the controversy over and deferment of GM wheat. Indeed, more proactive approaches

to evaluating all agriculhrral technology are needed, especially given the enormous

challenges facing food production in the future.

Civilization is now entering an era of peak oil and global wanning and producing

food will be the paramount challenge of our time. As this study has shown, GMHT crops

assist large-scale, high-input, and industrial-style farms, many of which have caused

tremendous damage to the environment and rural communities. These farms will be

unviable in the future given their scale and dependence on fossil fuel and petrochemical

fertilizers. Although the minority in Canada, low-input, small-scale, self-sufficient and

local knowledge-based farms will be required for sustainable agriculture, and policy must

support these operations. That GM crops adversely affected small farms, particularly

organics, indicates that this technology may actually be undermining the future of

sustainable agriculture in Canada. Therefore, the short-term production benefits

associated with GM crops must be weighed against the long-term risks of further

damaging the environment, rural communities, and alternative agricultural systems that

are essential for sustainable food production.
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